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ABSTRACT

The World Wide Web is transitioning from being a mere collection of documents that

contain useful information toward providing a collection of services that perform useful

tasks. The emerging Web service technology has been envisioned as the next

technological wave and is expected to play an important role in this recent transformation

of the Web. By providing interoperable interface standards for application-to-application

communication, Web services can be combined with component-based software

development to promote application interaction and integration within and across

enterprises. To make Web services for service-oriented computing operational, it is

important that Web services repositories not only be well-structured but also provide

efficient tools for an environment supporting reusable software components for both

service providers and consumers. As the potential of Web services for service-oriented

computing is becoming widely recognized, the demand for an integrated framework that

facilitates service discovery and publishing is concomitantly growing.

In our research, we propose a framework that facilitates Web service discovery

and publishing by combining clustering techniques and leveraging the semantics of the

XML-based service specification in WSDL files. We believe that this is one of the first

attempts at applying unsupervised artificial neural network-based machine-learning

techniques in the Web service domain. Our proposed approach has several appealing
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features:

(1) It minimizes the requirements of prior knowledge from both service providers

and consumers,

(2) It avoids exploiting domain-dependent ontologies,

(3) It is able to visualize the information space of Web services by providing a

category map that depicts the semantic relationships among them,

(4) It is able to semi-automatically generate Web service taxonomies that reflect both

capability and geographic context, and

(5) It allows service consumers to combine multiple search strategies in a flexible

manner.

We have developed a Web service discovery tool based on the proposed approach

using an unsupervised artificial neural network and empirically evaluated the proposed

approach and tool using real Web service descriptions drawn from operational Web

services repositories. We believe that both service providers and consumers in a service-

oriented computing environment can benefit from our Web service discovery approach.



CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Enterprises in the public and private sectors have recently resulted in a surge in Web

services for business and geographic information systems (GISs), making software

components available over the Internet. Web service is a pretty simple idea: standardize

the generic functions that are widely used by many applications into reusable components

(services) that are accessible over a network. Software reuse, defined as the process of

using existing software artifacts rather than building them from scratch [1], is an

important strategy for improving software development efficiency and improving the

quality of software systems [2-4]. Many enterprise software vendors (i.e., Oracle and

SAP) have moved into Web services for their new feature sets—and with good reason.

According to the Gartner User Survey [5], the majority (79%) of the participating system

integrators were using Web services and all of the others expected to do so within 12

months. A prerequisite for reusing software components is the ability to find the right

software component(s). However, service discovery is becoming problematic with the

increasing number of Web services. The main objective of this research is to develop a

more effective mechanism for Web service discovery. Our approach combines a

clustering technique and leverages the contents of the XML-based service specification in

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files. We propose a software tool called

Web Service Self Organizing Map (WebServSOM) using an artificial neural network as

its core module to semi-automatically generate Web service taxonomies that reflect both

subject category context and geographic context for Web services. In the rest of this
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chapter, we illustrate the research challenges by providing an overview of public Web

services repositories, we state the research questions that we addressed in this dissertation,

we illustrate how our proposed approach could be used to improve the situation, and we

provide an overview of this dissertation.

1.1 AN OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC WEB SERVICES REPOSITORIES

Sabou and Pan provide a survey of the public Web services repositories in [6]. The

authors evaluate seven public Web services repositories with two assessment criteria: the

search facility and the browse facility. We update Sabou and Pan’s survey by removing

the currently unavailable repositories (i.e., BindingPoint, NetXML, and SalCentral) and

adding newly available repositories (i.e., RemoteMethods [7] and Woogle [8]). We also

extend the assessment criteria based on Sabou and Pan’s work. In this section, we

summarize six public Web services repositories. For each, we describe the facilities that

they offer to retrieve the available services and point out the problematic aspects when

applicable.

Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) is one of the industry

standards for Web services repositories [9]. UDDI is jointly proposed by IBM, Microsoft

and Ariba. It provides service registry architecture for businesses to build a registry,

discover each other, and learn how to interact over the Internet. UDDI supports both
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query-based search and taxonomy browsing. The drawback of UDDI’s query-based

searching is that many irrelevant search results may be returned due to issues such as

substring matching. For instance, when searching for “date,” any services that contain

words such as “validate” or “update” (which are clearly not related to date) are returned.

Furthermore, UDDI doesn’t support any advanced search options for further refining

query-based search.

Browsing can be done according to industry/product standard classification

schemes based on the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) and the

United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC). For example, the

UNSPSC-based product classification is a hierarchical classification of products and

services with five levels. The first level of the UNSPSC product classification contains

more than 400 general product types. Thus, service consumers need to explore a large

product standard classification scheme in order to browse appropriate Web services. This

industry/product standard classification-based browsing is clearly insufficient, because it

relies on the shared common-sense understanding of the application domain by the users

who publish and consume the specified services [10]. In other words, the service

providers must publish their Web services in the appropriate UDDI industry/product

categories, and the service consumers must browse the ‘right’ industry/product categories

to find potentially relevant Web services. In addition, there is no guarantee that the

industry/product standard classification actually represents the underlying functionality of
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a service and not something else. Although UDDI supports both query-based search and

taxonomy browsing, it does not allow the user to further refine a query-based search by

restricting it to a given category within the industry/product standard classification

schemes. UDDI provides search results with a brief summary of each service, including

the following: service name, a textual description, and a hyperlink to the WSDL file with

which it is associated.

WebServiceX [11] is a Web service provider that currently offers about 70 Web

services. These services are grouped into seven categories which form the basic browsing

mechanism. Each category contains a number of Web services which ranges from 1 to 19.

These categories are ambiguously created by using multiple category schemes. For

example, some categories denote the domain of Web services (e.g., Communications,

Business/Commerce, and Graphics) while others name a certain functionality type (e.g.,

Conversion, Lookup, and Value manipulation). WebServiceX doesn’t provide any query-

based search facilities. Each service listed in the browsing results is displayed with the

service name, a textual description, and a hyperlink to the WSDL file with which it is

associated.

WebServiceList [12] provides 17 categories for browsing the available services

(an estimated 480). Each category describes a number of Web services ranged from 1 to

176. Like the taxonomy in WebServiceX, these categories are ambiguously populated by
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using multiple category schemes (e.g., either the domain of Web services or a type of

functionalities). Further, there is a mismatch between the content provided by the Web

services to be categorized and that covered by the categories. For example, the retail

service category contains currency convert and health care provider search Web services,

which are supposed to be categorized into the conversion services and the healthcare

services category respectively. In addition, Web services can be browsed alphabetically,

but this function is not very helpful when the individual does not know the exact name of

the service for which he/she is looking. This repository offers a query-based search that

matches the name and description of Web services. Unlike the UDDI search mechanism,

this search works on correct tokenization (i.e., it matches search terms to whole words

only and not to substrings in the given text). However, this repository doesn’t offer any

advanced search options. Although this repository supports both query-based search and

taxonomy browsing, it doesn’t allow users to further refine a query-based search by

restricting it to a given subject category. Each service listed in the search results is

represented with the service name, a textual description, a hyperlink to the WSDL file

with which it is associated, and the service rating score.

Xmethods [9] is one of the largest Web services repositories, containing more than

500 Web services. However, this site only provides a long list of services. It has no

support for browsing, nor does it provide any search facilities. Each service in the list is

summarized with service name, a textual description, and a hyperlink to the WSDL file
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with which it is associated.

RemoteMethods has more than 300 registries of Web services. This site offers

both search and browse facilities simultaneously. Searching for a keyword will return any

Web service that contains the keyword as a substring of the strings denoting the Web

service’s name and description. This repository doesn’t support any advanced search

options. Browsing the available Web services can be done via eight top categories, which

are further specialized into two levels (45 categories total). Like the taxonomy in

WebServiceX, these categories are ambiguously populated using multiple category

schemes (e.g., either the domain of Web services or a type of functionalities). Each

category contains a number of Web services ranged from 1 to 119. This repository

provides search results using the following: the service name, a textual description, the

service price, a hyperlink to the WSDL file with which it is associated, the service rating,

the service reviews, and the number of hits.

Woogle is a research project aimed at supporting automated service discovery.

Like RemoteMethods, this repository provides both search and browsing facilities

simultaneously. Woogle allows the user to further refine a query-based search by

restricting it to a given subject category. Woogle supports two types of searches: (i) a

keyword search based on service names and textual descriptions and (ii) a template

search on operation, which allows for a query-based search based on operation names and
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documentation. Woogle is the only repository that offers advanced search options, such as

Boolean operator with multiple keyword terms. It returns search results with a brief

summary of services that include the following: the service name, a textual description,

the status, and a hyperlink to the WSDL file with which it is associated. This repository

supports browsing the available Web services (estimated to be 600) through 42

hierarchically organized categories (8 categories at the first level and these categories are

further specialized into three levels). Each category describes a number of Web services

ranged from 1 to 96. Like the taxonomy in WebServiceX, these categories are

ambiguously populated using multiple category schemes (e.g., either the domain of Web

services or a type of functionalities).

1.1.1 Assessment Criteria

Given that we discuss a number of Web service repositories in this dissertation, it is

important to define a uniform set of criteria that we use to assess and compare these

repositories. We evaluate the Web services repositories with the following two

perspectives: major methods for accessing contents and the effort of combining searching

and browsing.

Major methods for accessing contents: In a broad sense, there are several methods

for accessing the contents of the existing Web service repositories. One approach is
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query-based search, which allows users to enter a keyword or set of keywords that, in

their opinion, best characterizes Web services that are of interest [11]. The Web services

repository translates this request into a query and identifies the information space for

appropriate matches, which are returned. Some repositories allow the user to refine a

query-based search by specifying advanced search option, such as Boolean operators

(“AND”, “OR” and “NOT”). Query-based search can be further classified into two

different levels depending on the granularity of the term unit (TU). For instance, query-

based search can be performed at the level of substring or token. The latter attempts to

match a search term to a whole word only (token search), while the former retrieves Web

services that contains the search term as a substring of the string (substring search).

Another method is taxonomy browsing. Taxonomy is a hierarchical arrangement of

thematic structure inherent in a collection of documents which can improve Internet

search precision [12, 13]. Marchionini & Shneiderman define browsing as an exploratory,

information seeking strategy that depends upon serendipity for ill-defined problems and

for exploring new task domains in [14, 15]. Because browsing is frequently used when

users only have general topics or they are not sure how to narrow their search from a

general topic, users typically rely on pre-existing taxonomies of information organization

as they explore. We identify three types of Web service taxonomies: (i) industry/product

standard classification schemes, (ii) lightweight service taxonomies (where the categories

used are determined by the domain of Web services or a certain function they provide),

and (iii) alphabetically ordered Web service names. A third method for accessing the
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contents of Web service repositories is listing, which is a list of hyperlinks for Web

services.

Effort of combining searching and browsing: Browsing and searching are the two

main strategies for finding information online. Manber et al. argue that by combining

browsing and searching users will be given a much more powerful tool to find their way

[16]. A Web service repository allows users to further refine a keyword search by

restricting it to a given subject category or sub-division of the entire database. The

combined searching strategy is more efficient than searching the entire database but, as a

consequence, users are unable to identify relevant information that may exist outside of

the subject category chosen [11, 16]. In this assessment criterion, we check whether a

Web services repository allows users to conduct search tasks by combining query-based

search and taxonomy browsing simultaneously.

1.1.2 Summary

Based on the overview and assessment criteria presented above, we are able to

summarize the situation of public Web services repositories. We encountered three

simple ways of accessing the content of Web services repositories: listing, query-based

search, and taxonomy browsing. As listed in Table 1-1, one repository (i.e., Xmethods)

that we evaluated simply presented all the available services as a long list, which is
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clearly insufficient for Web service discovery.

A query-based search is performed on the textual sources attached to the Web

services (e.g., name, textual description, or the names of the WSDL operations). We

encountered two cases where keyword term matching was performed at the token level

(token match), two cases where keyword term matching was performed at the substring

level (substring match), and two cases where search facilities were not supported (refer to

Table 1-1). Note that a substring match leads to many hits that have no content relevance

for the search. We identified only one case (i.e., Woogle) where advanced search options

(e.g., Boolean operators with multiple keyword terms) are supported. Therefore, more

effective accessing mechanisms are still needed to improve the discovery of semantically

Repository Content accessing methods Effort to combine
multiple methods

UDDI

Substring match and

Industry/product standard classification
schemes

None

WebServiceX Lightweight service taxonomy None

WebServiceList
Token search, Lightweight service

taxonomy, and Alphabetically organized
Web service names

None

Xmethods Listing None

RemoteMethods
Substring search,

Lightweight service taxonomy
Simultaneously

Woogle Token search, Lightweight service taxonomy Simultaneously

Table 1-1: Summary of Public Web Services Repositories
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relevant Web services. Table 1-2 summarizes query-based searching facilities in the

public Web services repositories we evaluated.

A third extensively used access method in public Web services repositories is

browsing based on different Web service taxonomies. As listed in Table 1-1, we

encountered three types of Web service taxonomies: alphabetically organized Web

service names, industry/product standard classification schemes, and lightweight Web

service taxonomies. One repository (i.e., WebServiceList) that we evaluated offers Web

service browsing via alphabetically organized Web service names, which is insufficient

when the service consumer does not know the exact name of the Web service for which

he/she is looking.

Query-based search
Repository Level of keyword term

matching
Usage of advanced search

options

UDDI Substring match None

WebServiceX None None

WebServiceList Token match None

Xmethods None None

RemoteMethods Substring match None

Woogle Token match Boolean operators

Table 1-2: Summary of Query-based Search in Public Web Services Repositories
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Another type of Web service taxonomies that we identified is industry/product standard

classification schemes (i.e., NAICS or UNSPSC). One of the most significant issues in

industry/product standard classification schemes is that these schemes are often under-

populated; several of their categories contain no or few Web services. A second major

issue is that there is no guarantee that there is consensus among service providers and

consumers about industry/product standard classification schemes. The third major issue

is that industry/product standard classification schemes require both service providers and

consumers to have prior knowledge of the service classification schemes. In particular, if

service consumers are not familiar with the industry/product standard classification

schemes, they usually cannot get satisfactory retrieval results [17]. Finally, it is difficult

for industry/product standard classification schemes to represent the underlying

functionality of Web services.

Taxonomy Browsing
Repository Type of

taxonomy
Scope of

taxonomy
Size of

taxonomy
Depth of
taxonomy

UDDI
Standard

classification
schemes

Industry/product
sector

16,000 5

WebServiceX Lightweight ambiguous 7 1

WebServiceList Lightweight ambiguous 17 1

Xmethods None None None None

RemoteMethods Lightweight ambiguous 45 2

Woogle Lightweight ambiguous 42 3

Table 1-3: Summary of Taxonomy Browsing in Public Web Services Repositories
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The third type of Web service taxonomies that we identified is lightweight service

taxonomies. Unlike the industry/product standard classification schemes, they have only

a few top categories (a maximum of 17), which, in most cases, are not further specialized.

Many categories are overpopulated with instances, and there is a need to extend the set of

categories using new terms as the underlying data set evolves. The lightweight service

taxonomies are qualitatively poor. In particular, the scope of the lightweight service

taxonomies is often ambiguous since their categories often correspond to different

category schemes. For instance, some describe domains of activity (e.g., business &

economy) while others describe types of functionality (e.g., validation). In addition, it is

often unclear how the categories are created and populated with instances. Web services

repositories seldom use Web service taxonomies due to the cost of acquiring and

maintaining them. The high cost is mainly due to the size of Web services repositories.

They often contain a couple hundred services. Building extensive and balanced Web

service taxonomies for these services requires a considerable amount of manual effort.

Therefore, there is a need for an integrated framework that (semi-)automatically

generates a well-balanced Web service taxonomy reflecting both the content and the

functionality types provided by the Web services. Table 1-3 summarizes the different

characteristics of taxonomy browsing in the public Web services repositories.

As listed in Table 1-1, we encountered only two cases (RemoteMethods and

Woogle) that attempt to combine searching and browsing simultaneously to improve the
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precision of the search results, two cases (UDDI and WebServiceList) that support both

searching and browsing separately, and two cases (WebServiceX and Xmethods) that

support either a simple list of Web services or lightweight service taxonomy-based

browsing only.

Consequently, the situation of public Web services repositories can be

summarized as follows:

1. Simple content accessing methods are used; two repositories support token-level

query-based search, one repository provides advanced search options, and two

repositories allow users to combine searching and browsing simultaneously.

2. Insufficient Web service taxonomies are used for browsing Web services; large

industry/product standard classification scheme-based Web service taxonomies are

too large for both service providers and consumers, while lightweight Web service

taxonomies are ambiguously created and populated with instances.

3. There is a lack of an integrated framework for generating a Web service taxonomy

that reflects both the content and the functionality types provided by the Web services

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS ADDRESSED

The discussion in the previous section highlights important issues associated with the

existing public Web services repositories and motivates the need for an integrated
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framework for facilitating Web service discovery and publishing. Most existing Web

service repositories support search and browsing facilities separately, without considering

interaction between the two tasks. We are only aware of RemoteMethods and Woogle

using a combined method of searching and browsing simultaneously. It is our contention

that combining search and browsing facilities simultaneously may improve the quality of

Web service discovery.

Based on our review of the existing public Web services repositories, we identified

two requirements for a Web service discovery and publishing framework: (1) It should

have the capability of (semi-)automatically generating a well-balanced Web service

taxonomy that reflects both the content and the functionality types provided by the Web

services and (2) It should support a more effective search mechanism.

In this work, we study how these two requirements can be fulfilled in our proposed

Web service discovery and publishing framework. Hence, the central research question

investigated by this dissertation is:

Question 1: How can we facilitate Web service discovery and publishing by

organizing Web services into semantically related groups?

In order to address the central research question, we divided the rest of our research

questions into four research steps: (1) organizing Web services, (2) Web service
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taxonomies, (3) Web service search model, and (4) evaluation.

Our work was centered on the following research steps:

Research step 1: Organizing Web Services

Question 2: How can we organize Web services into semantically related groups?

In our first research step, we study several essential issues for organizing Web services

into semantically related groups. The first issue is what information from the existing

Web service standards can be utilized for inferring semantics of Web services. Despite

the large body of work in the area of Web service discovery that relies on the WSDL

specification standard, few efforts are directed towards inferring Web service semantics

from the existing Web service standards. We are only aware of the studies inferring Web

service semantics stated in [18-20]. The second important issue is how to measure the

similarities between Web services. We explore two document/text similarity assessment

methods that are frequently used in information retrieval research. The final issue is what

clustering algorithm is suited for organizing Web services into semantically related

groups. In our work, we rigorously evaluate five different clustering algorithms from

three different types of cluster analyses. After addressing the above essential issues, we

move to the next research step to investigate how our proposed Web service organizing

methodology can be applied to generate domain-independent Web service taxonomies.
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Research step 2: Web Service Taxonomies

Question 3: How can we (semi-)automatically derive domain-independent Web

service taxonomies by utilizing cluster analysis?

The acquisition of Web service taxonomies is a time consuming task whose automation is

desirable. In particular, it is important to derive domain-independent Web service

taxonomies from clustering results of Web services and to assign a descriptive label to

each category within the Web service taxonomy. In this research step, an artificial neural

network-based clustering algorithm has been adapted to the context of the Web services

and incorporated in easy to use tools.

Research step 3: Web Service Search Model

Question 4: What search strategies are desirable for discovering semantically

relevant Web services?

There are three main paradigms for finding information online; browsing, searching, and

combining browsing and searching. These three main paradigms are rigorously evaluated

in the context of the Web service discovery. In particular, we investigate how an artificial

neural network-based clustering algorithm can be incorporated within Web service search

interface as a searching and browsing facility, as well as visualization of search results.
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Research step 4: Evaluation

Question 5: How effective is the proposed methodology in achieving semantic

Web service discovery?

In our final research step, we evaluate our Web service search model in terms of usability.

The usability of the Web service search model is measured by both objective

performance measures and subjective preference measures. The objective performance

measures consist of precision, recall, F-measure, and time cost of the user’s Web service

search tasks. The subjective preference measures constitute a set of survey constructs,

such as attitude toward using the system, perceived usefulness of the system, and

perceived ease of use of the system. We conducted a set of user studies that compares the

proposed model to an existing Web services repository.

The following section outlines our research approach to answering each research

question and summarizes the research methodology used.
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1.3 RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Figure 1-1: Multi-Methodological Approach to Answering Research Questions

In this dissertation, we develop a theoretical framework and methodology to facilitate

Web service discovery and publishing. Our research adopts a multi-methodological

approach using a combination of heuristics, prototyping, and evaluation (Figure 1-1). Our

approach to answering the five research questions discussed in the previous section is

summarized below.

We propose to create Web service discovery and publishing framework by

combining a clustering technique with string/document matching methods and leveraging

the semantics of the XML-based service specification in WSDL files. This proposed
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model should answer research question (1) in Section 1.2.

A comprehensive framework is proposed for organizing Web services into

semantically related groups in an attempt to answer research question (2) (see Chapter 4).

A prerequisite for a Web service discovery framework is the ability to organize Web

services into semantically related groups. Three critical issues must be addressed to

accomplish this: (1) defining the research object based on the existing Web service

standard, (2) measuring similarities between Web services, (3) identifying the best

clustering algorithm in the context of Web services. By investigating these three critical

issues sequentially, we develop the Web service organizing framework based on the

results or findings from each critical issue (Figure 1-2).

First, a formal Web service conceptual model is developed to infer the semantics

of Web services based on the existing Web service standard without requiring an

additional level of semantic markup that involves the time- and cost-intensive migration

process (Section 4.1). We formally define the Web service conceptual model based on

the WSDL specification standard. Although WSDL files do not explicitly provide support

for semantic specifications, they do contain information that can be used to infer the

capabilities of the specified Web service. By extensively observing the contents of the
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Figure 1-2: Overview of Web Service Organizing Framework

WSDL files, we are able to identify the two categories of semantics that can be inferred

from the WSDL file: (1) domains of activity (what a service deals with) and (2) types of

functionality (what a service does). An extensive literature review reveals that various

conceptual models have been defined in Web service discovery during the last decade.

However, no attempts have been made to utilize the full contents of the WSDL

specification standard. This framework is then used as a basis for measuring similarities

between Web services as shown in Figure 1-2.
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Having defined the Web service conceptual model, we developed a set of service

similarity assessment methods: a term frequency analysis-based method and a string

pattern comparison-based method (Section 4.2). We conducted a set of experiments to

validate the performance of our service similarity assessment methods (Section 4.3). The

experimental results show that the term frequency analysis-based service similarity

assessment method significantly improves the effectiveness of clustering results in terms

of both recall and F-measure. In addition, we found that operation names, enumerated

data values, and textual descriptions of Web services provide strong evidence that helps

to organize the Web services into semantically related groups.

Cluster analysis is highly empirical; different methods often produce different

clusters [21]. In other words, the accuracy of the final partition depends upon the methods

used to cluster the objects. In order to identify the best clustering algorithm in the context

of Web services, we conducted a set of experiments to compare the performance of

different clustering algorithms in Web services domain. Based on the findings of our

experiment, we identify the best clustering algorithm for our Web service organizing

framework (Section 4.5). We then study how the proposed Web service organizing

framework can be applied to generate Web service taxonomies.
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Figure 1-3: Overview of Web Service Taxonomy Generation Framework

In the second research step, we propose a comprehensive framework for

generating Web service taxonomies semi-automatically in an attempt to answer research

question (3) (see Chapter 5). As illustrated in Figure 1-3, the Web service taxonomy

generation framework is based on the Web service organizing framework developed in

the previous research step. We identify two types of Web service taxonomies: (1) subject

category context and (2) geographic context. The subject category context represents the

domains of activity and types of functionalities of Web services, while the geographic

context describes the geographic scope of Web services. In our prototype system, we

implemented an unsupervised artificial neural network-based clustering algorithm as a
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core module to semi-automatically generate Web service taxonomies (Chapter 5). In

addition, we study a descriptive label generation method for subject category context,

which makes the characteristics of the various subject categories within the taxonomy

explicit (Section 5.2). We then evaluate the effectiveness of the Web service taxonomy

generated by our proposed framework, as compared with that of the Web service

taxonomies from the existing Web services repositories (Section 5.5).

In the third research step, we investigate how the Web service taxonomy

generation framework can be incorporated into a Web service search model. We

conducted an experimental study to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of different

Web service search interfaces. This part of the research should answer research question

(4).

The last research question (5) in Section 1.2 is answered in the “Prototyping” and

“Evaluation” (Figure 1-1). The research instruments employed in this work to

demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of both the Web service search model and

the Web service taxonomy generation framework are prototyping and laboratory

experiments. The combination of such instruments enables researchers to explore their

respective strengths and weaknesses. Both the Web service taxonomy generation

framework and the Web service search model form the basis for building a prototype

system. The prototype system is to be used as a proof-concept to evaluate the impacts of
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the theory and its feasibility in the real-world setting. The prototype system incorporates

all of the above concepts and has been developed using Java language. The development

of the prototype includes a set of Java-based tools for both Web service publishing and

discovery. The common repository of the metadata was created using an Oracle 10g

server. A detailed description of the system can be found in Chapter 7. The laboratory

experiment evaluates the proposed Web service discovery and publishing framework in

terms of feasibility and its potential acceptance in the real-world setting.

Two paradigms characterize much of the research in the Information Systems (IS)

discipline: behavioral science [22] (also known as natural science) and design science

[23] (also referred to as constructive research [24]). March and Smith presented a

research framework based on the inherent nature of IS research [22]. According to the

authors, behavioral science deals with explaining natural phenomena and answering

questions like how and why. Design science, on the other hand, attempts to create

artificial artifacts that serve human purposes. The research in this dissertation positions

itself in the category of design science research. In describing our research methodology

we also explain how it fits into the paradigm of design science [22, 23].

March and Smith identify design processes and design artifacts produced by

design science research in IS. The design processes can be classified into two activities:

build and evaluate. The first concerns the building of an artifact for a specific purpose,
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and the second deals with evaluating the success of the artifact according to different

devised measures. March and Smith consider the building and evaluative activities of

design science as separate activities, claiming “The research contribution lies in the

novelty of the artifact and in the persuasiveness of the claims that it is effective. Actual

performance evaluation is not required at this stage.” [22] Design science, however,

requires that the value and the actual working of the artifacts be shown as well [23, 24].

The design artifacts can be divided into four categories: constructs, models,

methods, and instantiations. Constructs provide the language in which problems and

solutions are defined and communicated [23, 25]. The constructs for our research are

based on the different Web service standards (i.e., WSDL and UDDI) and a growing

body of research on artificial neural network-based clustering techniques. Thus, the

constructs for our research exist and are well defined. We focus therefore on building and

evaluating the other three artifacts of design science (models, methods, and

instantiations).

Models use constructs to represent a real-world situation [26]. This corresponds to

the Web service conceptual model defined as part of the dissertation (Section 4.1). The

Web service conceptual model, built upon the WSDL specification standard, represents

the connection between our research problem and solution components. The Web service

conceptual model is evaluated for effectiveness in organizing Web services using an
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experimental study (Section 4.3).

Methods provide guidance on how to solve problems, that is, how to search the

solution space. Specifically, a method for Web service discovery and publishing using an

artificial neural network-based clustering technique is built and evaluated. The method

can be further classified into three tasks: organizing Web services, generating a Web

service taxonomy, and facilitating Web service discovery.

Instantiations refer to models and methods implemented in a working system. We

implemented the prototype system to demonstrate its fidelity with real phenomena. The

evaluation is done through the laboratory experiment.

Design Processes

Build Evaluate

Models Web Service Conceptual Model Effectiveness

Web Service Organizing Framework Effectiveness

Web Service Taxonomy Generation Framework EffectivenessMethods

Web Service Search Model Usability

D
es

ig
n

A
rt

if
ac

ts

Instantiations Prototype System Usability

Table 1-4: March and Smith's Research Framework [22]
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Hevener et al. define seven guidelines for design science in IS research [23]. The

artifact must be innovative and purposeful (i), applied for a specified problem domain (ii).

Evaluation is crucial (iii) and the artifact must solve an unsolved problem, or solve a

known one in a more effective or efficient manner (iv), thereby differentiating it from the

practice of design. The artifact must be rigorously defined, formally represented, and

internally consistent (v). Problem solving should use available means to reach desired

ends while satisfying laws existing in the environment (vi). Finally, the results must be

effectively communicated to an academic audience as well as practitioners and managers

(vii).

Based on these guidelines, our research is analyzed as follows. The artifact in

question is a new Web service discovery and publishing framework based on an

unsupervised artificial neural network-based clustering technique (i) intended to facilitate

Web service discovery and publishing for both service consumers and providers (ii).

Evaluation in the form of user studies and laboratory experiments is used to evaluate the

artifact (iii) and to demonstrate that the it offers a new and better solution to an existing

problem (iv). Rigor will be derived from the effective use of the existing knowledge base

(i.e., prior research and valid research approaches), both in the construction and

evaluation of the artifact (v). Problem solving has been performed in an iterative pattern,

by searching for the best possible means to solve the problem and continuously testing

and generating solutions (as witnessed in the iterative, developmental publications) (vi).
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Finally, knowledge of the results has been presented to both academic and management-

oriented audiences in terms of this dissertation and its publication, as well as through

conference participation. This research, therefore, conforms to the guidelines proposed by

Hevner et al. and can be classified as design science.

1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a summary of

various research approaches that have been proposed to achieve Web service discovery.

Chapter 3 has the background material for our research framework including a discussion

of Web service technology and the WSDL specification standard, as well as general

characteristics of the sample data set that was collected from the public Web services

repositories. The details of the Web service organizing framework are discussed in

Chapter 4 along with experimental results. Chapter 5 presents an overview and evaluation

of the Web service taxonomy generation framework using an experimental study. In

Chapter 6, the Web service search model is proposed based on the findings of the

experimental study. Chapter 7 describes the details of the design and implementation of

our prototype system. Chapter 8 discusses the evaluation of the methodology for our

prototype system using laboratory experiments. We round out the dissertation in Chapter

9 with a summary of our contributions and important future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

A large number of solutions for service discovery have been proposed, however, no

single methodology satisfactorily resolves the problems people face in searching for and

retrieving semantically relevant services from a Web services repository. Approaches

may be categorized as arising from major methods focused on facilitating service

discovery.

Major methods focused on for service discovery: There are several service disc

overy methods. One approach is the denotational semantic method, which considers a ser

vice to be a function that requires inputs and generates outputs. Each service can be descr

ibed by signature and specification pair; a signature represents the structure of a compone

nt’s input/output parameters, whereas a specification describes a component’s dynamic b

ehavior, such as a pre-/postcondition.

Purtilo and Altee propose a signature matching method for the interface

adaptation of software components by specifying their model’s parameters [27].

Zaremski and Wing formally define a set of concepts related to signature and

specification matching for retrieving components from a software library [28, 29]. There

is a great need for standardized vocabulary to represent service specifications. The W3C

Web Ontology Working Group defined the Web Ontology Language (OWL), which is
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aimed at being a standardized and broadly accepted ontology language to represent

service specifications [34].

Another promising method for facilitating service discovery is the information

retrieval method. Traditional information retrieval methods rely on textual descriptions of

artifacts to assess their similarity [30]. The basic intuition underlying these methods is

that the more words two documents share in common, the more similar they are

thematically. WSDL files in general can be viewed as documents containing information

in the same way as books or hypertext documents. Consequently, service discovery is

nothing but a specialized form of information retrieval [31]. However, such approaches

alone are insufficient in the Web service discovery domain, because natural language-

based textual descriptions of Web services are highly compact.

A third approach is to organize Web services into predefined Web service

taxonomies (e.g., subject categories or pre-enumerated keywords—that is, a descriptive

method). The most well-known descriptive method is faceted classification, introduced

by Pietro-Diaz [32]. In his approach, the keywords that describe the software components

are organized by means of facets (possibly orthogonal), thus defining a multi-dimensional

search space where each facet corresponds to a dimension. Descriptive methods provide a

better performance in terms of precision and recall, but the acquisition of the right

predefined taxonomies and the classification of the Web services according to these
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predefined taxonomies increase the cost of their implementation [33]

2.1 DENOTATIONAL SEMANTIC METHOD

The limitation of UDDI is its lack of an explicit representation of the capabilities of Web

services. The result is that UDDI supports the location of essential information about a

particular Web service once the Web service is known to exist, but it is impossible to

locate a Web service based only on what it does. Ontology Web Language for Services

(OWL-S) capability representation can therefore be used to overcome UDDI limitations

[34]. To leverage on OWL-S, Paolucci et al. propose a translation function from OWL-S

profiles to UDDI records [35]. They adopt OWL-S as the service description language

and then discuss a matching algorithm between advertisements and requests described in

OWL-S that recognizes various degrees of matching (e.g., exact, plug-in, and subsume)

[36].

Gonzalez-Castillo et al. focus on defining the matching process based on the

Description Logics (DL) subsumption relationship between the advertisement and the

request [37]. The authors assume an extensive representation of the types of Web services

to specify the type of service. Similar to the OWL-S Matchmaker, they define a number

of degrees of matching (e.g., exact, sub-concepts of, and subsume).

Li and Horrocks assume an intensive representation of Web services capabilities that is
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equivalent to the OWL-S service profile [38]. A matching process utilizes a modified

version of the OWL-S profile to facilitate the subsumption process, and it assumes

multiple degrees of matching. The only difference is the use of intersection as an

additional degree of match.

Gao et al. propose a new lightweight capability description language (SCDL) to

describe, advertise, request, and match Web service capabilities precisely [39]. A Web

service is defined by the following: name, ontological description, type, input/output

parameters, and pre-and post-conditions. SCDL defines the four types of atomic Web

service capability matches as follows: exact match, plug-in match, relaxed match, and not

relevant. The pre- and post-conditions need some elaboration.

Benatallah et al. developed an interesting matching algorithm that utilizes both

signature matching and specification matching [40, 41]. Their hybrid algorithm has a

distinct feature in that it tries to retrieve a service or a collection of services that provides

as many of the outputs of a service request as possible and requires few inputs, which are

not provided in the service request. However, while the extension with specification

matching allows for a comparison between various behavioral descriptions of Web

services, there is no guarantee that the behavioral specifications provided by service

providers accurately reflect the components’ capabilities. Consequently, the search

results may contain too many semantically irrelevant Web services
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Gannod and Bhatia propose a toolset that exploits a signature matching method as a

means for facilitating Web service discovery [42]. In their toolset, a service consumer

generates a signature for a Web service query request by specifying a structure of

input/output parameters. The toolset then compares the signature of the request with the

signatures of the services published in a repository. Since signature matching is based

solely on structures (i.e., data type and number of input/output parameters), it is less

helpful when searching for Web services on the basis of what they do (i.e., the semantics

of the Web services).

Cardoso and Sheth propose a novel Web service discovery method where WSDL

documents are annotated according to shared process ontologies [43]. The annotation-

based approach minimizes the expensive migration process from WSDL to OWL-S and

allows for semantics-based Web service discovery. The authors introduce a similarity

function to identify similar entity classes by using a matching process over synonym sets,

semantic neighborhoods, and distinguishing features that are classified according to parts,

functions, and attributes. However, the shared process ontologies can be used effectively

only in limited domains, and they cannot scale up to the whole Web.

In this section, we have examined research based on the denotational semantic

approach whose primary method is the semantic matching of Web services based on

Description Logic (DL) reasoning. In order to determine semantic similarity, the research
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utilized domain-dependent ontologies, such as exact, plug-in, subsume, and intersect.

One drawback is that a search query might be expressed in terms of signature

specifications (i.e., the sequence of inputs and outputs), which is not favorable for users.

In other words, users search for services by specifying the number of parameters and the

data type that is attached to each parameter without knowing what they are going to find.

Although the denotational semantic approach seems very promising, we think there will

be some additional problems when introducing a solution. However, with the

proliferation of independently developed and deployed services, the semantic

correspondences between the user ontology on which the user queries are based and the

domain ontologies on which the service descriptions are based are likely to vary.

Consequently, users ought to be able to specify inter-ontological correspondences to

facilitate matchmaking between the service request and service advertisements. Current

approaches for describing services on the semantic Web (e.g., OWL-S) do not support the

establishment of semantic correspondences between ontologies. A number of research

studies define different degrees of semantic matching for service discovery. Our approach

applies the concept of semantic matching to the service selection domain.

2.2 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL METHOD

Traditional information retrieval methods represent each document (and user query)

written in a natural language as a set of keywords called “index terms” and use the index
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terms to compute the degree of similarity between a document and a user query. Hence,

the most important of the tools for information retrieval is the index—a collection of

terms with pointers to places where information about documents can be found [44]. In

an effort to increase the precision of service discovery without involving an additional

level of semantic markup, several approaches based on machine-learning techniques are

proposed (e.g., [6, 45–50]). All of them report enhancements in precision of automated

service matchmaking.

Wang and Stroulia propose a Web service discovery method that combines

information retrieval techniques with a WSDL structure matching algorithm [51–53]. To

measure similarities between Web services, the WordNet lexicon [54] was employed.

According to the experimental results, the methods are neither precise nor robust. The

main drawback, in our opinion, is that the methods use poor, unnormalized heuristics

(e.g., matching scores of 5 or 10) in assigning weights for term similarity. The actual

contents of WSDL files tend to be highly varied given the use of synonyms, hyponyms,

and different naming rules. They might not even be composed of proper English words

(i.e., abbreviations). Therefore, applying lexical references, such as WordNet, is not

feasible. Furthermore, WordNet tends to generate an excessive number of synonyms, and

thus, there were many false correlations that might affect the relatively low precision rate.

The authors ignore the standard stemming process, which improves recall by reducing all

forms of a term to single stemmed form. This may explain why the authors obtained
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relatively low recall rates in their experiments.

In [20], Web service similarity is defined as combining a WordNet-based lexical

similarity and structural similarity. The authors aim at grounding the service

matchmaking process on a lightweight semantic comparison of signature specifications in

a WSDL file. The authors add Quality of Service (QoS) to the properties of the Web

service conceptual model. To measure QoS, the authors introduce four concrete

parameters, such as time to process, time to delay, time to repair, and time to failure. In

order to measure service similarities between Web services, the authors apply WordNet-

based lexical reference. Thus, the authors’ approach has the same flaw as that of Wang

and Stroulia.

The vector space model (VSM), recognized as one of the most popular information

retrieval techniques, was proposed by Salton et al [55]. In the VSM of information

retrieval, queries and documents are represented as vectors in a high dimensional space

where each dimension represents a word. Platzer and Dustdar implemented a VSM-based

search engine for Web services [56]. The authors extracted keywords from a proportion

of WSDL files, such as Endpoint URL, Message, and textual descriptions. The search

engine has the capability of handling natural language-based keyword search and can

return a list of search results with similarity rating scores. The authors do not clearly

address why other contents in WSDL files (e.g., operation names and parameter
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information) are not considered as input features. According to other research studies [45,

50, 53], both the operation and types elements in WSDL files are important sources for

inferring the capabilities of Web services. Therefore, the authors may need to expand

their keyword extraction policy in WSDL files.

Recently, machine-learning techniques have been applied to Web service matching

and classification at either the whole Web service level [47, 57], or at the operation level

[45]. One interesting solution when using machine-learning techniques is the Woogle

engine [45]. Dong et al. conduct cluster analysis with parameter names appearing in the

WSDL files by using a hierarchical clustering method and compute the similarities

between the operations and input/output parameters. These computed similarity scores

are used for service similarity assessment. The main intuition behind this approach is that

when all the parameters inside a set frequently occur simultaneously, they may

correspond to similar functionalities. The Woogle engine provides a simple keyword

search and template search. The template search goes beyond keywords by allowing a

keyword search that is specifically limited in names of input and output parameters. In

addition, the Woogle engine allows users to combine searching and browsing at the same

time to improve the precision of the search results. Our work differs in that we are

employing an artificial neural network-based approach, rather than a hierarchical

clustering method. In addition, Dong et al. ignore the enumerated data values of

parameters as an input feature for their service similarity assessment.
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Fan and Kambhampati [57] provide a survey of publicly available Web services in

real-world public service repositories by utilizing cluster analysis. In [57], the

hierarchical clustering method was used for cluster analysis. The authors compute the

similarities between services by applying VSM-based term frequency analysis based on

the textual description and documentation fields of the WSDL files. After Fan and

Kambhampati gathered WSDL files from the public Web service registries, they removed

the duplicates by using a combination of service name and provider name as the key and

checking the duplicates based on the keys.

According to our previous work [58], we found that 25% of the collected WSDL

files were duplicates. After completing dissimilarity analysis on both service names and

provider’s names for the duplicate WSDL files, we found that 30% have the same service

name and same provider name; 45% have either slightly different service names or

provider names; and 25% have completely different service names and provider names.

Our finding revealed that the Fan and Kambhampati dataset still had a considerable

number of duplicates. The authors found that there is a large gap between the frontier

research activities and the reality of the Web services; for example, 84% of publicly

available Web services were classified as either data source lookup or simple number

conversion. Fan and Kambhampati note that the composition of more complex services

may well be a challenging problem, but the motivating scenarios are not likely to come
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from current public Web services [57].

In this section, we have examined research based on the information retrieval

method whose primary method is either a WordNet-based lexical reference method or a

VSM-based term frequency analysis method. Because most of the content in the WSDL

files is not necessarily proper English words (i.e., abbreviations), the WordNet-based

lexical reference method is not feasible for measuring similarities between Web services.

The VSM-based term frequency analysis performs well as long as textual descriptions are

reasonably long. Although textual descriptions of Web services are highly compact,

according to [57, 58], most of the information retrieval-based research studies rely solely

on textual description as the input feature for performing term frequency analysis, except

in the case of Dong et al., who consider only the internal structure of parameters and

ignore enumerated data values of the parameters. Our work differs in that we consider all

contents of WSDL files as input features for measuring similarities between services,

rather than a proportion of the files.

2.3 DESCRIPTIVE METHOD

Although reported to be very effective in retrieving software components for reuse, the

descriptive methods are labor-intensive for constructing predefined taxonomies [59]. To

address such an issue, Heß and Kushmerick apply machine-learning techniques to
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generate predefined taxonomies for Web services [47, 48]. The authors aim at providing

a semi-automated approach that makes use of the supervised classification and

hierarchical clustering methods to suggest OWL-S-based Web service taxonomies. Our

work differs in that we are performing an unsupervised artificial neural network-based

service similarity assessment, rather than a supervised classification. The authors assume

three levels of OWL-S-based taxonomies: a general taxonomy representing the nature of

the services, a domain taxonomy representing a collection of functionalities, and a data-

type taxonomy representing a collection of semantic data categories. Because they rely

on the domain-specific ontologies for Web service taxonomies, the authors’ method has

the same flaw as the denotational semantic methods do: the cost of managing multiple

domain-dependent ontologies is too high.

Sabou and Pan propose an ontology learning-based approach for (semi-)automatic

concept identification, which will extend the predefined Web service taxonomy, thus

ensuring that it reflects the contents of the underlying Web services [6]. The newly

extracted concepts can be utilized as a set of pre-enumerated keywords for service

discovery. The authors observed that most of the noun phrases in the textual descriptions

denoted the service parameters while the verbs indicated the functionality of the service.

The ultimate objective of Sabou and Pan’s research is generating domain-specific

ontologies in a bottom-up fashion (learned from available sources) rather than being

imposed in a top-down fashion (requiring costly manual generation of ontologies).
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In this section we examined approaches based on descriptive methods; the primary

method was semi-automatically generating predefined taxonomies for Web services by

utilizing machine-learning techniques. One drawback of the existing descriptive method-

based Web service discovery research is relying on OWL-S-based domain-specific

ontologies, which are not widely adopted and require expensive migration processes for

existing WSDL files. Furthermore, the proliferation of domain-specific ontologies may

cause an ontologies management problem, which is not supported in the existing OWL

standard. Our approach differs in that we are generating domain-independent Web

service taxonomies by learning from available sources, rather than domain-specific Web

service taxonomies, such as OWL-S-based Web service taxonomies.

2.4 SUMMARY

We have presented a summary of the literature on service discoveries classified according

to three major methods focused on facilitating service discovery. The service discovery

proposals we reviewed are plotted on a timeline (see Figure 2-1). Our method attempts to

facilitate service discovery and publishing by leveraging the advantages of all service

discovery strategies discussed in this chapter: the denotational semantic methods, the

information retrieval methods, and the descriptive method.
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Figure 2-1: Summary of Service Discovery Research
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CHAPTER 3 BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR
FRAMEWORK

In this chapter we first present an informal discussion of Web services (Section 3.1). Next

we discuss the Web Service Description Language by providing an example which

illustrates the logical relationships among different elements of the Web service

specification standard (Section 3.2). In Section 3.3, we provide general characteristics of

our sample data set, which was collected from public Web services repositories. Finally,

we summarize the chapter in Section 3.4.

3.1 WEB SERVICES

In addition to its exponential growth, the Web has become more dynamic with the advent

of the Web service technology. A Web service is a self-contained software component

distributed on the Internet. They are accessible on the Internet by employing established

protocols for message transport and encoding. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)

Web Services Architecture Working Group defines a Web service as:

“a software application identified by an URI (Uniform Resource Identifier),

whose interfaces and bindings are capable of being defined, described and

discovered as XML artifacts. A Web service supports direct interactions with

other software agents using XML-based message exchange via Internet-based

protocols.” [60]
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Figure 3-1: Overview of Web Service Standards

Figure 3-1 (adapted from [61, 62]) shows the main Web service technology standards, all

based on XML standards to facilitate Web service operational tasks such as publication &

discovery, service description, and message exchange. The Web Service Definition

Language (WSDL) is an XML-based interface definition language which describes a

service as a set of operations implemented by a set of messages involving a well-defined

set of data types. The interfaces of the operations and invocation grounding information

are specified in the WSDL files of services as parts of the service profiles published in

the publicly accessible service repository. The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)

specifies the XML serialization for encoded data and provides an XML envelope for
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messages exchanged between client and server through HTTP or other Internet protocols.

This is the lowest level of service invocation specification. A common Web service life-

cycle envisions the following scenario. Service providers publish the WSDL files of their

Web services in UDDI. Subsequently, service consumers can inspect UDDI and locate

Web services that are of interest. Using the information provided by the WSDL file they

can directly invoke the corresponding Web service. By relying on these standards Web

services hide/encapsulate any implementation details therefore facilitating cross-language

and cross-platform interoperability. In the following section, we explain the WSDL

specification standard in detail.

3.2 WSDL

As we mentioned in the previous section, WSDL is an XML-based service description of

how to communicate using Web services. The WSDL defines services as collections of

network endpoints, or ports. WSDL specification defines the following:

• Information on all available functions, including their calling parameters,

• data type information for all XML messages, including the value specifications,

• binding information about the specific transport protocol to be used, and

• address information for locating the specified service.

Figure 3-2 illustrates an abbreviated version of the DOTSGeoCash Web service
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WSDL file for showing logical relationships among different WSDL specification

elements. The DOTSGeoCash Web service retrieves bank automated teller machine

(ATM) location information for a given postal code. The first section of the WSDL file is

the definition element, which defines the various namespaces required including the URL

of the WSDL file itself—http://www.serviceobjects.com—this is the place on the Internet

that a person or software component would find the description of the DOTSGeoCash

Web service. The types element describes all details of the input/output parameters. The

message element describes the messages used as input (GetATMLocations) and output

(GetATMLocationsResponse) parameters. The portType element defines the operation, in

this case GetATMLocations, encapsulated as a port type. The binding element declares

the encoding rules for the inputs and outputs of the port type by binding it to the

operation. The service element declares the service and binds it to the port type. To

proceed through the WSDL element structure, start at the bottom service element and

work up. The arrows depict the reference relationships among WSDL elements, such as

service element to binding element.
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Figure 3-2: Highlights from DOTSGeoCash WSDL File
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3.3 SAMPLE DATA COLLECTION

In this section, we present what we found from our sample data set that was collected

from public Web services repositories. The purpose of this section is to provide an idea of

the number, complexity, and other general characteristics of the publicly available Web

services.

We collected 674 WSDL files from public Web services repositories (refer to

Table 3–1). One way of measuring the complexity of the Web services is to see how

many individual operations are involved in each service. From the collected 674 WSDL

files, we extracted 8,191 operations with an average of 12.15 and a sample standard

deviation of 20.51.

Figure 3-3 shows the distribution of the number of operations per Web service on

the whole collection (of 674 WSDL files). More than 66% of the WSDL files have less

than 5 operations and more than 71% of them have only 1 operation.

Source Number of collected WSDL files

BindingPoint.com 174

WebServiceX.net 68

Xmethods.net 407

RemoteMethods.net 25

Table 3-1: Sources of WSDL Files
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Figure 3-3: Distribution of Number of Operations per Web Service

A key problem for service consumers (i.e., application developers) who want to integrate

a Web service into their application is understanding the Web services semantically and

syntactically and the operation they support. One feasible way for service consumers to

understand the Web service semantics is to read and interpret the WSDL files’ textual

description and documentation. The amount and accuracy of these textual resources

directly determine if the semantics could be interpreted correctly [57]. We checked

whether the service providers are seriously using the WSDL files so as to convey the

correct interpretation to the service consumers by performing a statistical analysis on the

collected WSDL files.

We first collected the information regarding the lengths of the services’ textual
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description, including both the service registration information in Web service

repositories and the documentation field of the WSDL files. This served as a measure of

the amount of information conveyed by length (in terms of the number of words) in the

collection of files. Figure 3-4 illustrates the distribution of the lengths in our collection.

Most WSDL files (more than 80%) have textual descriptions of less than 50 words, and

more than 64% of them have textual descriptions with less than 20 words. Consequently,

it is questionable as to whether the semantics of the Web services can be described

adequately with less than 20 words. To overcome this shortcoming, we extracted detailed

parameter information (including parameter names, enumerated data values, etc.) from

the collected WSDL files by utilizing the WSDL parser, which is discussed in Section

4.1.1.

Figure 3-4: Distribution of Textual Description Length per Web Service
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We collected 113,444 parameters from 638 of the WSDL files in the collection. We

failed to extracted information from the remaining 36 WSDL files because they refer to

external XML table namespaces, which are not accessible through the Internet. The

collected parameters consist of 36,157 input parameters and 77,287 output parameters.

Figure 3-5 depicts the distribution of average number of input parameters per

service in the 638 WSDL files. As we can see, most of the services (more than 81%) have

less than 5 input parameters per service and more than 70% of them have less than 3

input parameters per service.
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Figure 3-5: Distribution of Average Number of Input Parameters per Service
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Figure 3-6: Distribution of Average Number of Output Parameters per Service

Figure 3-6 shows the distribution of average number of output parameters per service in

the collection. Most of the services (more than 80%) have less than 11 output parameters

per service, and more than 69% of them have less than 3 output parameters per service.

We also extracted 52,517 enumerated data values for input parameters from 137

of the WSDL files in the collection. Some of the extracted enumerated data values for a

given input parameter are useful for inferring domain of activity (i.e., from the

enumerated data values like ‘Fahrenheit,’ ‘Celsius,’ ‘Kilogram,’ or ‘SpanishTOEnglish’)

or geographic context (i.e., from the enumerated data values like ‘Arizona,’ ‘Florida,’

‘Virginia,’ ‘Utah,’ or ‘France’) of a given Web service. As you can see in Figure 3-7,
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Figure 3-7: Distribution of Number of Enumerated Data Values per Service

most of the Web services that contain enumerated data values for input parameters (more

than 75%) have enumerated data values for input parameters less than 400 words and

more than 68% of them have enumerated data values for input parameters less than 100

words.

3.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter we started by discussing the concepts of Web services and their standards.

We then proceeded to discuss the WSDL specification standard in detail by exploring

logical relationships among different WSDL specification elements. Finally, we

presented what we found from our sample data set that was collected from public Web

services repositories.
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CHAPTER 4 WEB SERVICE ORGANIZING
FRAMEWORK

The objective of this chapter is to answer our research question (2) in Section 1.2:

How can we organize Web services into semantically related groups?

In this chapter, in the first section, we formally define our Web service conceptual model

based on the WSDL specification standard, which was discussed in Section 3.2. In

Section 4.2 we discuss two Web service similarity assessment methods and in Section 4.3

we present what we found from evaluation of two similarity assessment methods with

different input feature settings. Next we present an informal discussion of different

clustering algorithms. In Section 4.5 we present the evaluation of different clustering

algorithms in the context of Web services. Finally, we summarize the chapter in Section

4.6.

4.1 WEB SERVICE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Before presenting our service similarity assessment methods, we will discuss the Web

service conceptual model. To measure the similarity of Web services, the first critical

step is to clearly define the research object. We present a Web service conceptual model

based on the WSDL specification standard, discussed in Section 3.2. The Web service

conceptual model classifies properties of Web services into three levels of the WSDL
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specification standard.

Definition: Web service conceptual model:

>=< PPOPCPWS ,,

Here,

The Common Properties (CP ) level contains a set of common properties of Web

services, such as service name ( SN ) and textual description (TD ). 

The Operation Properties (OP ) level describes the operation interface of a Web

service. Each operation OP can be represent as a 4-tuple

>=< ODONMNPTNOP ,,, . Here, PTN is the portType element name attached

to a specific operation, while MN is the message element name associated with a

specific operation. ON is the operation element name in the WSDL file,

andOD is the operation documentation.

The Parameter Properties ( PP ) level defines the detailed information of a parameter.

PP can be described as a 6-tuple >=< EnumVMaxOMinODTPTPNPI ,,,,, .

EnumVMaxOMinODTPTPN ,,/// expatiate the parameter name, parameter

type(i.e., input or output), data type, minimum occurrence, maximum occurrence,

and enumerated data values respectively.

Although WSDL files do not explicitly provide support for semantic specifications,

they do contain information that can be used to infer the capabilities of the specified Web
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service. First, the WSDL specification contains several elements whose values are natural

language-based textual descriptions explaining the domains of activity and functionality

types. Second, the internal structure of data types is designed to capture the domain-

specific relations of the various data required and provided by the Web service. Finally,

the identifiers chosen as the names of the service, operation, messages, port types, and

parameters are also usually meaningful. By extensively observing the contents of the

WSDL files, we are able to identify the two categories of semantics that can be inferred

from the WSDL file.

• Domains of Activity (what a service deals with)

• Types of Functionality (what a service does)

We observed that some of the nouns in the list of index terms for a given WSDL

file denoted the domains of activity while the verbs indicated the functionality of the

service. For example, the nouns bank, account, route, number, ATM, and location

denoted the domain of activity. The verbs validate, find, retrieve, and match indicated the

functionality of the Web service.

4.1.1 Parsing WSDL Files

We implemented our WSDL parser as a realization of the Web service conceptual model

in our research framework. The current version of the Web Services Description
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Language for Java Toolkit (WSDL4J) does not support the query <wsdl:types> element,

which contains detailed input/output parameter information, such as parameter name,

data type, minimum/maximum occurrence, enumerated data values, and so on. In order to

obtain all detailed contents from the WSDL files, we implemented the WSDL parser by

utilizing a generic XML parser. Our WSDL parser has four functionalities: retrieving the

contents of WSDL specification elements, extracting the terms from the concatenated

words, preprocessing the extracted terms for future cluster analysis, and storing the

collected information into our common repository.

First, our WSDL parser has the capability of dealing with all elements in the

WSDL specification standard including the corresponding sub-elements. In particular, the

types element consists of several sub-elements, such as complexType, simpleType, group,

element, and Array. Because each sub-element of the types element has different internal

structure, we implemented a set of sub-element handling algorithms by referring to the

WSDL specification standard and a large number of actual WSDL files. Consequently,

we can obtain the internal organization of the types element in WSDL files by utilizing

the WSDL parser. After extracting data type information from the types element, the

WSDL parser processes the contents of the message, portType, binding, and service

elements sequentially to retrieve the string name values from the corresponding WSDL

element.
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Second, the retrieved string name values are typically a sequence of concatenated

words (not necessarily proper English words) with the first letter of every term

capitalized. The WSDL parser extracts meaningful terms from the retrieved names of

WSDL specification elements by applying following heuristics:

• sequences of an uppercase letter and following lowercase letters,

• sequences of uppercase letters in a row, and

• sequences between two non-word symbols.

For instance, from this message element “tns:GetDNSInfoByAddressResponse”

the WSDL parser extracts the following word tuple: {tns, get, dns, info, address,

response}. Our experiments show that these simple heuristics work fairly well.

After completing the parsing and term extracting process for a given WSDL file,

the WSDL parser starts with standard word stemming and stop-word elimination to

enhance the quality of the later cluster analysis. Word stemming refers to the process of

reducing inflected (or sometimes derived) words to their stem, base or root form. In

particular, stemming processes can enhance term frequency analysis. We applied the

Porter stemming algorithm, which is one of the most frequently used in information

retrieval systems [63, 64]. After the initial cluster analysis, we found that there are some

domain specific words in this clustering problem. For example, the words “string,”

“return,” “information,” “web,” “service,” etc. appear in many WSDL files. These words
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are all eliminated during preprocessing to improve the quality of the cluster analysis.

The WSDL parser then stores the collected information, including both the

original string name values and the preprocessed meaningful terms into our common

repository by referring to the logical relationships among different WSDL specification

elements, which are discussed in Section 3.2. In particular, the stored original string name

values and the preprocessed meaningful terms are utilized for computing similarities

between services based on string pattern comparison and term frequency analysis,

respectively. By utilizing the WSDL parser, we obtained 6,170 distinct index terms from

the files in our data set (refer to Figure 4-1).
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4.2 SERVICE SIMILARITY ASSESSMENT METHODS

In this section, we cover the rationale of the proposed service similarity assessment

method. The goal of the lexical similarity assessment method is to calculate the linguistic

similarity between two Web services. The fundamental intuition underlying our research

is that although WSDL does not explicitly provide support for semantic specifications,

we can infer the capabilities of the specified service from the contents of the WSDL file.

We have developed and experimented with two distinct service similarity assessment

methods: (1) Vector Space Model (VSM)-based term frequency analysis and (2) a q-

gram-based string pattern comparison. In the following two sections, we present details

regarding the VSM-based term frequency analysis and the q-gram-based string pattern

comparison.

4.2.1 Term Frequency Analysis

The VSM, recognized as one of the most popular information retrieval techniques, was

proposed by Salton et al. [55]. The core of the VSM is the term space. The idea behind it

is to create a vector space where each dimension is represented by a term [65]. This space

can grow in dimension every time a new term is added. In a VSM-based retrieval model,

each document is represented by a vector ),....,,,( 321 nddddd = where each component

id is a real number indicating the degree of importance of term it in describing
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document d [65]. One of the most common methods to assign term importance is the

idftf × method, which is known as term frequency and inverse document frequency.

The inverse document frequency idf of a term is a function of the frequency f of the

term in the collection and the number N of documents in the collection [66]. Its purpose

is to weight terms highly if they are frequent in relevant documents, but infrequent in the

collection as a whole. According to Salton [31], the inverse document frequency is

calculated as:
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Therefore the term weight idftf × is calculated as:
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With kT = term k in Document iD

iktf = frequency of term kT in document iD

kidf = inverse document frequency of term kT in collection C

N = total number of documents in collection C

kn = the number of documents in C that contain kT

When a new WSDL file is added to the repository, the following steps are carried out:
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• The raw term frequencies are calculated for each index term for the WSDL

file. If one or more terms are not present in the term space, the space is

expanded by adding a new entry to the list of known terms.

• The raw term frequencies are stored for each term that occurs in the WSDL

file.

• The values for N and kn are updated.

The bare idftf × is not enough because it rates longer documents higher than

shorter ones [31, 67]. For this reason, term weights are usually normalized to an interval

between 0 and 1, so the total number of occurrences within one WSDL file does not

matter anymore. The following formula is used to normalize the weight of term k in

document i [68]:
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The similarity coefficient between two vector spaces is determined by using

associative coefficients based on the inner product of the two vector spaces where index

term overlap indicates similarity. The inner product is usually normalized [69]. The most

popular similarity measure is the cosine coefficient, which measures the angle between
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the two vector spaces. The cosine value between two vectors p and q is calculated as
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The idea behind this approach is that two WSDL files with a small angle between

their vector representations are related to one other. WSDL files with no terms in

common will have a cosine of 0 while identical WSDL files will produce a cosine of 1.

We applied the VSM-based term frequency analysis to compute service similarities

between services based on the four lists of index terms and the corresponding term spaces

that were generated by the WSDL reader. The VSM-based term frequency analysis

algorithm is presented in Table 4–1. The beginning of the overall process depends on the

users’ input feature selections. If users specify the level of the Web service conceptual

model as an input feature, our prototype system will retrieve the corresponding list of

index terms and generate term space for term frequency analysis.

The function ),( 21 istIndexTermListIndexTermLcompareVSM compares two lists

of index terms using the idftf × heuristic. The total similarity score can be measured by

the cosine coefficient. When users specify the input feature selection, they also specify a

weight iw for each selected input feature (a real number); the prototype system computes
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Table 4-1: The VSM-based Term Frequency Analysis Algorithm

the final similarity score according to the user specified weights (i.e., ∑ =
=

n

i iw
1

1, where

iw is the weight of the thi input feature,

∑ =
×=

n

i ii scorewscorescorescorescoregetScore
14321 ),,,( ).

4.2.2 String Pattern Comparison

We implemented the string pattern comparison method based on the q -gram method,

which is one of the most frequently used methods for measuring the degree of similarity
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between a pair of strings. At the core, our technique relies on using short substrings of

length q of the strings (also known as q -grams). Given a stringσ , its q -grams are

obtained by “sliding” a window of length q over the characters ofσ . Since q -grams at

the beginning and the end of the string can have fewer than q characters from σ , we

introduce new characters “#” and “%” and conceptually extend the string σ by prefixing

it with q -1 occurrences of “#” and suffixing it with q -1 occurrences of “%.” Thus, each

q -gram contains exactly q characters

The intuition behind the use of q -grams as a foundation for computing string

pattern similarity is that when two strings 1σ and 2σ are relevant to each other, they

share a large number of q -grams in common [70, 71]. In other words, we compute string

pattern similarity between a pair of strings as a function of the number of q -grams that

they have in common. Consider the following example. The q -grams of length q =3 for

the string “john_smith” are {(##j), (#jo), (joh), (ohn), (hn_), (n_s), (_sm), (smi), (mit),

(ith), (th%), (h%%)}. Similarly, the q -grams of length q =3 for the

string ”john_a_smith” are {(##j), (#jo), (joh), (ohn), (hn_), (n_a), (_a_), (a_s), (_sm),

(smi), (mit), (ith), (th%), (h%%)}. The two q -gram sets have 11 q -grams in common.

Thus, the string pattern similarity between the }{ 1σ and }{ 2σ would be

8462.0)1412/()112( =+× .
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The size of q -grams selected has a major impact on the overall performance of

our string pattern comparison-based service similarity assessment method. It is, of course,

possible to determine similarity using the occurrence of single characters as the attributes

to be compared. However, q -grams that are too short will tend to find similarities

between words that are different. Words with the same root would be identified as

matching when they did not, in fact, share a common root. Such erroneous conflation will

decrease if larger q -grams are considered. However, q -grams that are too long will fail

to capture similarity between different but similar words. This may mean that shorter

common roots are missed or that spelling errors may lead to a large reduction in the

number of common q -grams even with related terms [72, 73]. Our experiments show

that the q -grams of length q =3 work fairly well.

Level of the Web Service
Conceptual Model

Description
(Symbol in the Web Service Conceptual Model)

Common Properties (CP) Level String name values of Service Names (SN)

String name values of Operation Names (ON)

String name values of Port Type Names (PTN)Operation Properties (OP) Level

String name values of Message Names(MN)

String name values of Parameter Names (PN)
Parameter Properties (PP) Level

String name values of Enumerated Data (EnumV)

Table 4-2: Inputs for the String Pattern Comparison Method
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We utilized the q -gram-based string pattern comparison method for computing

service similarities between services in three levels of the Web service conceptual model.

Inputs for the q -gram-based string pattern comparison method are summarized in Table

4–2.

Our q -gram-based string pattern comparison algorithm is presented in Table 4–3.

The beginning of the overall process depends on the users’ input feature selections as

with the VSM-based term frequency analysis. If users specify the levels of the Web

service conceptual model as input features and the corresponding weights, our prototype

system will compare the string patterns of the corresponding levels of the Web service

conceptual model. For instance, the prototype system computes the q -gram-based string

pattern similarity for the CP level of the Web service conceptual model by comparing a

pair of service names. OP level similarity, in its turn, is assessed based on operation

names, port type names, and message names. To compare PP level similarity, the

prototype system again evaluates similarity of parameter names and their enumerated

data values.

The function ),( 21 nnamcompareQgr compares two string name values 1n and 2n

using the q -gram-based string pattern comparison method. The function

)(MentgetAssignm finds the maximum weight assignment considering matrix M as a
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bipartite graph where rows represent set X, columns represent set Y, and edge weight ijw

is equal to ]][[ jiM . We considered the impact of each element within a complex concept

to be proportional to its length, i.e., scoreList of similarity scores with different element

names is given as follows: ∑ =
=

n

i n
iscoreListscoreListgetScore

1

][)( where n is the list

length. According to the user-specified weights (i.e., ∑ =
=

n

i iw
1

1 where iw is the weight

of the thi input feature, ∑ =
×=

n

i ii scorewscorescorescoreoregetFinalSc
1321 ),,( ), the

prototype system computes the final similarity score between two services.
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Table 4-3: String Pattern Comparison Algorithm
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4.3 EVALUATION OF SIMILARITY ASSESSMENT METHODS

We now describe a set of experiments that validate the performance of our service

similarity assessment methods. Our evaluation objectives were twofold: (1) to identify

which similarity assessment method outperforms another and (2) to identify what input

features provide significant evidence that helps to group the Web services into

semantically related groups. In order to evaluate the effects of different input feature

settings for the two service similarity assessment methods, we identified seven different

input feature settings for each service similarity assessment method. Table 4-4 

summarizes the 14 different experimental settings and a derived symbol for each. Our

experiments consist of four different steps: preparation for cluster analysis, cluster

analysis, clustering results evaluation, and statistical analysis and experimental results.

We discuss each experiment step in detail in the following subsections.
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Service Similarity Method Level of Web Service
Conceptual Model

Derived
Symbol

CP vCP

OP vOP

PP vPP

Intersection CP and OP vCPOP

Intersection CP and PP vCPPP

Intersection OP and PP vOPPP

VSM-based Term Frequency
Analysis

Intersection CP, OP, PP vALL

CP qCP

OP qOP

PP qPP

Intersection CP and OP qCPOP

Intersection CP and PP qCPPP

Intersection OP and PP qOPPP

q -gram-based String Pattern
Comparison

Intersection CP, OP, PP qALL

Table 4-4: Summary of Experimental Settings

4.3.1 Preparation for Cluster Analysis

The preparation for cluster analysis consists of the following two steps: (1) input data

generation and (2) preparation with similarity assessment methods. In the input data

generation step, we randomly sampled input data from the collection of 674 WSDL files.

Each input data set consisted of 30 WSDL files. We created 100 input data sets from the

collection of 674 WSDL files and continued the experimental stages with them.
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We prepare inputs with two different similarity assessment methods: (1) the

VSM-based term frequency analysis and (2) the q-gram-based string pattern comparison

method. For the VSM-based term frequency analysis method, our prototype system

retrieves the list of index terms for each input data set from our common repository,

computes the term frequency for each index term and the inverse document frequency,

and finally, assigns the weight for each index term based on heuristics. For the q -gram-

based string pattern comparison method, our prototype system automatically generates q-

grams of length =3 for each string name value and computes the similarity scores based

on the function of the number of q-grams in common.

4.3.2 Cluster Analysis

In our prototype system, we implemented a classical Self-Organizing Map (SOM), which

is an unsupervised learning neural network [74, 75]. SOM has recently received much

attention as a powerful data mining technique for clustering and visualization of huge

data sets. As an alternative to traditional multidimensional scaling techniques for

visualization, SOM can reduce a high dimensional input space to a low (usually two or

three) dimensional map. Furthermore, SOM explicitly represents the relationships among

clusters by locating one cluster close to other related clusters.

In our experiments, we executed SOM cluster analysis based on the service
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similarity scores for each input data set and saved the clustering results in our common

repository for further experimental stages. In order to ensure unbiased interpretation of

clustering results from different experimental settings, we applied the same configuration

on the SOM clustering algorithm (e.g., size of map, learning rate, and number of

iterations).

4.3.3 Methodology

In order to evaluate the clustering results by using different input feature settings, we

compared them to a model solution for each input data set designed by humans. We adapt

some ideas from the contingency table model, which motivates a small number of simple

and widely used effectiveness measures in information retrieval research [76–78]. The

contingency table model requires explicit construction of a model from human experts

and places the burden of comparison between the model and the system’s output on the

system instead of the human judge.

Four human experts were recruited to generate a Web service category model for

each input data set. The recruited human experts were business students (two graduates

and two undergraduates) who are majoring in Management Information Systems (MIS).

All human experts also had prior application development experience and understanding

of Web service technology. They were asked to categorize each input data set into small
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Human Expert Answer
System Answer

Yes No

Yes a b

No c d

Table 4-5: Contingency Table Model for Evaluation

groups and told that categories should not overlap, but they could select any number of

categories. Each human expert referred to service name, service provider information,

service descriptive documentation, and WSDL documents. The human experts used from

20 to 29 clusters with an average of 24.56 and a sample standard deviation of 2.74. In our

experiments, the category model for each input data set generated by human experts was

considered the decision base to evaluate the clustering results generated using different

experimental settings.

To score our results, both the system generated clustering output and the human

experts generated category model were converted into two lists of yes-no answers to the

co-occurrence question, “Does the pair of services belong to the same cluster?” for each

pair of services. Let n be the number of services. Then there are
2

)1( −nn
pairs of services.

Each pair must fall into one of four categories. If A, B, C, and D are the number of

service pairs in each case, then
2

)1( −
=+++

nn
DCBA (as in Table 4–5). In general, a
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contingency table is constructed by counting the number of observed associations in the

co-occurrence answer lists. Since the human experts’ judgments did not always agree, we

used fractional values for the correctness of each answer instead of binary classifiers (0

for “incorrect” and 1 for “correct”) [79]. We defined the correctness of each answer as

the relative frequency of the cluster assignments between the two Web services among

the human experts generated category models; in this way, cluster assignments receive a

correctness value proportional to their popularity among the human judges.

Once correctness values have been defined, we can generalize measures such as

“the number of correct cluster assignments generated by a given experimental setting”

using a summation of these values instead of counting. The cluster assignments can be

evaluated using a two-way contingency table (Table 4–5) for each cluster, which has four

cells where

• cell a sums up the correctness values for the Web services correctly assigned to

this cluster;

• cell b sums up the correctness values for the Web services incorrectly assigned to

this cluster;

• cell c sums up the correctness values for the Web services incorrectly rejected

from this cluster;

• cell d sums up the correctness values for the Web services correctly rejected

from this cluster.
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Based on Table 4–5, the following performance measures, which have been

frequently used as performance measures in the literature [65, 76–79], are derived:

• Accuracy ( Acc ) 0where)( >+++=+= dcbann
da

• Precision ( p ) undefinedotherwise,0if)( >++= baba
a

• Recall ( r ) undefinedotherwise,0if)( >++= caca
a

• F-measure ( f ) )(
2

rp
pr

+=

In other words, accuracy is the percentage of correct “Yes” and “No” answers that the

system found among the total answers. Precision is the percentage of correct “Yes”

answers among the total “Yes” answers the system reported, and recall is the percentage

of correct “Yes” answers that the system found among the human experts generated

model “Yes” answers.

Some of the performance measures may be misleading when examined alone. For

instance, a trivial algorithm that says “Yes” to every category for any Web service will

have a perfect recall of 100%, but an unacceptably low score in precision. Conversely, if

a system rejects every Web service for every category, it will have a perfect score in

precision, but will sacrifice recall to the extreme. In order to address such issues, van
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Rijsbergen defines F-measure, which balances precision and recall as a single-numbered

performance measure [80]. The F-measure score is maximized when the values of

precision and recall are equal or close; otherwise, whichever number is smaller the value

of the F-measure. Among the above measures, F-measure ( f ) is considered to most

precisely capture the quality of clustering results using an experimental setting.

4.3.4 Statistical Analysis and Experiment Results

After obtaining performance measures, we used the ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc tests

to examine whether the performance measures of different experimental settings were

significantly different. To evaluate the effectiveness of the two service similarity

assessment methods with different input feature settings, we used the four performance

measures that are defined in the previous section. In this section, we describe and analyze

the results of our experiments. Table 4–6 shows the effectiveness of two service

similarity assessment methods with seven different input feature settings in terms of

average accuracy, average precision, average recall, and average F-measure. We

conducted the ANOVA test for the four performance measures if there is any significant

difference between different experimental settings.
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Experimental Setting Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure

vCP 0.921 0.914 0.667 0.771

vOP 0.873 0.917 0.377 0.534

vPP 0.892 0.906 0.319 0.472

vCPOP 0.932 0.915 0.718 0.805

vCPPP 0.933 0.914 0.668 0.772

vOPPP 0.947 0.926 0.725 0.813

vALL 0.986 0.938 0.913 0.925

qCP 0.857 0.818 0.120 0.210

qOP 0.857 0.913 0.362 0.519

qPP 0.818 0.391 0.261 0.313

qCPOP 0.887 0.813 0.377 0.515

qCPPP 0.860 0.900 0.130 0.228

qOPPP 0.876 0.826 0.275 0.413

qALL 0.890 0.915 0.348 0.504

Table 4-6: Average Performance Measures for 14 Experimental Settings

Table 4–7 summarizes the ANOVA test results for 14 different experimental settings,

showing significant differences in all four measures across the different experimental

settings. For instance, the F-ratio of accuracy in the ANOVA test with 14 different

experimental settings is 6.236 and the p-value is 0.000. This means that the difference

between the accuracy of the 14 different experimental settings is significant at the level of

0.000. Since there is a significant difference among the different experimental settings,

we conducted Tukey’s post hoc test to determine exactly which means are significantly
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Sum of
Squares

df Mean
Square

F-ratio p-
value

Accuracy Between Groups 0.009 13 0.001 6.236 0.000

Within Groups 0.162 1386 0.000

Precision Between Groups 0.008 13 0.000 5.7831 0.000

Within Groups 0.157 1386 0.000

Recall Between Groups 0.007 13 0.000 5.551 0.000

Within Groups 0.142 1386 0.000

F-measure Between Groups 0.007 13 0.000 5.444 0.000

Within Groups 0.133 1386 0.000

Table 4-7: ANOVA Test Results of Four Performance Measurements

different from which other ones.

Table 4–8 summarizes the Tukey’s post hoc test results based on the average

accuracy rates of the 14 experimental settings. In terms of accuracy, the Tukey’s post hoc

test grouped the 14 experimental settings into five homogenous subsets in the following

order: vALL> vOPPP, vCPPP, vCPOP, vCP> vPP, qALL, qCPOP, qOPPP, vOP>

qOPPP, vOP, qCPPP, qCP, qOP> qPP. By analyzing details of the Tukey’s post hoc

test, we found the following:

• the VSM-based term frequency analysis method with all input features (vALL) out

performs any other experimental settings in terms of accuracy;

• the VSM-based term frequency analysis methods outperform the corresponding
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q -gram-based string pattern comparison methods, except in the case between the

vOP, which considers both operation names and textual descriptions of operations

as input feature, and the qOP, which considers only operation names as an input

feature. This is not surprising because textual descriptions of operations have a

twofold effect: on the one hand, they provide additional evidence, which helps

significantly to group the Web services into semantically related clusters where

the operation names already provide strong evidence; on the other hand, they

contain noise that dilutes the high-quality evidence that has been provided by the

operation names.
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N Homogenous subset for alpha = .05
Experimental Setting

1 2 3 4 5

vALL 100 0.986

vOPPP 100 0.947

vCPPP 100 0.933

vCPOP 100 0.932

vCP 100 0.921

vPP 100 0.892

qALL 100 0.890

qCPOP 100 0.887

qOPPP 100 0.876 0.876

vOP 100 0.873 0.873

qCPPP 100 0.860

qCP 100 0.857

qOP 100 0.857

qPP 100 0.818

Accuracy

( Acc )

Sig. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 4-8: Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results with Accuracy Rate

Table 4–9 lists Tukey’s post hoc test results based on the average precision rates of the 14

different experimental settings. From the Tukey’s post hoc analysis results, we identify

the following:

• The q -gram-based string pattern comparison method with only parameter names

(qPP) is the least effective method for computing service similarity in terms of

precision. This is not surprising because parameter names usually consist of nouns
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where we can infer the domains of activity, not the functionality types for a given

Web service.

• The VSM-based term frequency analysis methods that consider textual

descriptions and enumerated data values as additional input features outperform

the corresponding q -gram-based string pattern comparison methods. In particular,

the VSM-based term frequency analysis method with service names and textual

descriptions as input features (vCP) outperforms the q -gram-based string pattern

comparison method with only service names as an input feature (qCP), while the

VSM-based term frequency analysis method with parameter names and

enumerated data values as input features (vPP) outperforms the q -gram-based

string pattern comparison method with only parameter names (qPP). This

demonstrates that newly added input features, such as textual descriptions and

enumerated data values, will improve the precision. This finding is confirmed in

further combined experimental settings (e.g., vCPOP > qCPOP and vOPPP >

qOPPP).
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N Homogenous subset for alpha = .05
Experimental Setting

1 2 3

vALL 100 0.938

vOPPP 100 0.926

vOP 100 0.917

vCPOP 100 0.915

qALL 100 0.915

vCPPP 100 0.914

vCP 100 0.914

qOP 100 0.913

vPP 100 0.906

qCPPP 100 0.900

qOPPP 100 0.826

qCP 100 0.818

qCPOP 100 0.813

qPP 100 0.391

Precision

( p )

Sig. 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 4-9: Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results with Precision

Table 4–10 summarizes Tukey’s post hoc test results based on the average recall rates of

the 14 different experimental settings. The Tukey’s post hoc analysis indicates that vALL

outperforms any other experimental setting in terms of recall, while qCPPP and qCP are

the least effective methods in terms of recall. In addition, the VSM-based term frequency

analysis methods outperform the q -gram-based string pattern comparison methods,

except in the case between vOP and qOP.
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N Homogenous subset for alpha = .05
Experimental Setting

1 2 3 4 5

vALL 100 0.913

vOPPP 100 0.725

vCPOP 100 0.718

vCPPP 100 0.668

vCP 100 0.667

qALL 100 0.377

qCPOP 100 0.377

qOP 100 0.362

vOP 100 0.348

vPP 100 0.319 0.319

qOPPP 100 0.275

qPP 100 0.261

qCPPP 100 0.130

qCP 100 0.120

Recall

( r )

Sig. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 4-10: Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results with Recall

Table 4–11 lists Tukey’s post hoc test results based on the average F-measures of the 14

different experimental settings. Because F-measure balances precision and recall as a

single-numbered performance measure, it indicates the overall quality of clustering

results from the different experimental settings. By analyzing the Tukey’s post hoc test

results, we found the following:

• The VSM-based term frequency analysis method with all input features (vALL)
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outperforms any other experimental settings in terms of F-measure.

• The VSM-based term frequency analysis methods outperform the q -gram-based

string pattern comparison methods in terms of F-measure, except in the case

between vOP and qOP. This demonstrates that operation names provide very

strong evidence that significantly helps to group the Web services into

semantically related clusters. This finding is confirmed again by the fact that the

q -gram-based string pattern comparison methods that consider operation names

as input features outperform the q -gram-based string pattern comparison methods

without operation names as an input feature (i.e., qOP, qCPOP, qALL, qOPPP >

qPP, qCPPP, qCP).

• The VSM-based term frequency analysis methods with more additional input

features outperform the VSM-based term frequency analysis methods with a

fewer number of input features (i.e., vALL > vOPPP, vCPOP, vCPPP, vCP> vOP,

vPP), except in the case of the VSM-based term frequency analysis method that

considers both service names and textual descriptions (vCP). This demonstrates

that textual descriptions for Web services provide strong evidence that helps to

group the Web services into semantically related clusters. This is not surprising

because textual descriptions of Web services generally convey both their domains

of activity and functionality types in the form of concise statements.
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N Homogenous subset for alpha = .05
Experimental Setting

1 2 3 4 5

vALL 100 0.926

vOPPP 100 0.813

vCPOP 100 0.805

vCPPP 100 0.772

vCP 100 0.771

vOP 100 0.534

qOP 100 0.519

qCPOP 100 0.515

qALL 100 0.504

vPP 100 0.472

qOPPP 100 0.413

qPP 100 0.313

qCPPP 100 0.228

qCP 100 0.210

F-measure

( f )

Sig. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 4-11: Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results with F-Measure

4.3.5 Related Work

Finding similar Web services is closely related to three other similarity assessment

problems: software component similarity assessment, text document similarity

assessment, and machine-learning-based service similarity assessment. Software

component similarity assessment is considered important for software reuse. Zaremski

and Wing formally define the problem by examining signature (data types of parameters)
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matching and specification (functional behavior of software components) matching [29,

81]. The proposed approach employed there requires the analysis of data types and

pre/post-conditions, which are not available for Web service standards. Some recent work

(e.g., [34, 36]) proposes Web ontology language for adding semantic information to Web

service standards, such as WSDL and UDDI. However, such domain-dependent

ontologies are not widely adopted and require expensive migration processes for existing

WSDL files to Web ontology language-based Web service specifications (e.g., OWL).

Furthermore, the proliferation of domain-dependent ontologies may cause an ontologies

management problem.

Document similarity assessment is a long-standing problem in information

retrieval. Most solutions to this problem are based on term frequency analysis. Wang and

Stroulia propose a service similarity assessment method based on the WordNet lexicon

[54]. The actual contents of WSDL files tend to be highly varied given the use of

synonyms, hyponyms, and different naming rules. They might not even be composed of

proper English words (i.e., abbreviations). Therefore, applying lexical references, such as

WordNet, is infeasible. Wang and Stroulia’s approach is dependent on only textual

description as an input feature for their proposed similarity assessment method. The

authors ignore the standard stemming process, which improves recall by reducing all

forms of a term to its single stemmed form.
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Platzer and Dustdar implemented a VSM-based search engine for Web services

[56]. The authors extracted keywords from a proportion of WSDL files, such as Endpoint

URL, Message, and textual descriptions. The authors ignore the other important contents

of WSDL files, such as operation names and parameter information. Based on our

experimental results, operation names and detailed parameter information (i.e., parameter

names and enumerated data values) are important sources for inferring the capabilities of

the Web services.

Another line of related work comes from machine-learning-based service

similarity assessment. One interesting solution is the Woogle engine [45]. The authors

cluster parameter names appearing in the WSDL files by using a hierarchical clustering

method and compute similarity between the operations and input/output parameters.

These computed similarity scores are used for service similarity assessment. Our work

differs in that we are employing an artificial neural network-based approach, rather than a

hierarchical clustering method. In addition, the authors ignore the enumerated data values

for parameters as an input feature for their service similarity assessment. In [82, 83], the

authors studied the supervised classification and unsupervised clustering of Web services.

Our work differs in that we are performing an unsupervised artificial neural network-

based service similarity assessment, rather than a supervised classification.
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4.3.6 Summary of Findings

In this section, we evaluated our Web service similarity assessment methods with seven

different input feature settings. Our approach exploits the contents of the WSDL

specification standard and employs a novel clustering mechanism. The experimental

results show that the VSM-based service similarity assessment method significantly

improves the effectiveness of clustering results in terms of recall and F-measure. In

addition, we found that operation names, enumerated data values, and textual descriptions

of Web services provide strong evidence that helps to organize Web services into

semantically related groups.

4.4 CLUSTER ANALYSIS

This section gives a brief overview of clustering algorithms. Clustering has been widely

studied in several disciplines since the early 70’s [84, 85]. Clustering is a technique for

distinguishing a large number of instances of a given problem domain into a finite

number of groups based on a similarity or dissimilarity. Similarity is often derived from

the inner product between vector representations, a popular way to quantify document

similarity. There are three types of clustering algorithms: non-hierarchical, hierarchical,

and artificial neural network-based methods.  
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4.4.1 Non-Hierarchical Clustering Methods

The most popular non-hierarchical clustering methods are k-means and k-medoids. These

methods require the user to specify initial seeds of clustering, k, prior to a cluster analysis.

All the n objects are then compared with each seed by means of the Euclidean distance

and assigned to the closest cluster seed. The procedure is then repeated over and over

again. In each stage the seed of each cluster is recalculated by using the average vector of

the objects assigned to the cluster. The algorithm stops when the changes in the cluster

seeds from one stage to the next are close to zero or smaller than a pre-specified value.

Every object is assigned to only one cluster.

When means are not meaningful (e.g., certain binary features), the k-medoids

algorithm might be the method of choice. It uses medoids (representative sample objects)

instead of means. However, the extension of median to multivariate data is usually

realized using a randomized approach. A random object is selected and the distance

function is evaluated assuming that the selected object is one of the k-medoids. If the

distance decreases, a swap is performed and the search is iterated until no changes are

needed for all medoids. However, these methods are applicable only when mean or

medoid is defined; if the clustering criteria contain categorical variables, dummy

variables need to be generated and the performance of these methods may degenerate.

Furthermore, the accuracy of these methods is very dependent upon the choice of initial
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seeds [86].

4.4.2 Hierarchical Clustering Methods

Hierarchical clustering methods use distance matrices as clustering criteria. These

methods can be agglomerative or divisive. Agglomerative methods proceed by a series of

successive fusions of the individuals into groups, whereas divisive methods separate the

individuals successively into finer groupings [75]. Both complete linkage and single

linkage are agglomerative methods. They basically work in the following way: in the first

stage each of the n objects to be clustered is considered as a unique cluster. The objects

are then compared among themselves by using a measure of distance such as Euclidean,

for example. The two clusters with smaller distance are joined. The same procedure is

repeated over and over again until the desirable number of clusters is achieved. Only two

clusters can be joined in each stage and they cannot be separated after they are joined.

The difference between single linkage and complete linkage is the definition of cluster

distance. Single linkage, also called nearest neighbor, defines the distance between two

clusters as the minimum distance between their individuals. Complete linkage, also

known as furthest neighbor, defines the distance between two clusters as the maximum

distance between their individual.
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Figure 4-2: Architecture of SOM Neural Network from [74, 87]

4.4.3 Artificial Neural Network-based Method

In artificial neural networks [88], the input passes through a connected network of simple

processing units, called neurons, to the output. One of the most popular networks for

clustering is topologically organized networks. The SOM fits a predefined network

structure to the data in a topology-preserving fashion by updating the winner and its

adjacent neighbors. The predefined network is inspired by the structure and function of

the human brain, which is composed of millions of biological neurons working together.

Similarly, an artificial neural network consists of a large number of artificial neurons.

These neurons are simple and highly interconnected processing units operating in a

parallel manner.

The architecture of the SOM is shown in Figure 4–2. An SOM network is

typically a two-layer neural network consisting of an input layer and an output layer. The
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input layer is composed of a set of n -dimensional input vectors [ ]Tnxxxx ,...,, 21= ,

where n indicates the number of features that each input vector contains. The output

layer is an m -dimensional (usually two-dimensional) map consisting of a set of neurons,

each associated with an n -dimensional weight vector [ ]Tiniii wwww ,...,, 21= (with the

same dimension as that of the input vector). The weight vector expresses the relative

importance of each input to a neuron in the grid. The layout of the neurons can be

rectangular or hexagonal.

SOM takes a set of input vectors and maps them onto the neurons of a two-

dimensional map. Since SOM is an unsupervised learning algorithm, there is no target

output available for the input. Hence, the SOM network learns only from its input

through repetitive adjustments of the weights of the neurons. The weight vectors are

randomly initialized at the first stage. Then, the SOM network performs learning in two

major steps as described below.

1) Determining winning neuron

The SOM network determines the winning neuron for a given input vector, which is

selected randomly from the set of all input vectors. For every neuron on the grid, its

weight vector is compared with the input vector by using some similarity measures,

such as Euclidean distance. The neuron whose weight vector is closest to the input

vector in the n-dimensional space is selected to be the winning neuron. The equation
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below shows how to determine the winning neuron c .

i
i

c wxwxc −=− min:

2) Adjusting weights

After a winning neuron is determined, the weight vectors of the winning neuron and

all of its neighboring neurons are adjusted by moving toward the input vector

according to the learning rule as given in the equation below.

[ ])()()()()1( twtxthtwtw iciii −+=+ where t is a discrete time constant denoting the

current learning iteration. The neighborhood function )(thci is used to determine to

what extent the neighboring neurons lying within a certain radius of the winning

neuron will be updated. This function is a time decreasing function that converges to

zero for large values of t . A typical smooth Gaussian neighborhood function is given

below.

))(2/exp()()( 22
trrtth icci σα −−=

where )(tα is the learning rate function which controls the amount of weight vector

movement and gradually decreases over time, )(tσ is the width of the Gaussian

kernel, and
2

ic rr − is the distance between the winning neuron c and neuron i

This learning process progresses repeatedly until it converges to a stable state

where there are no further changes made to the weight vectors when given presentations
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of input vectors. After the training has been completed, an orderly map is formed in such

a way that the topology of the data is preserved and becomes geographically explicit in

that similar input data are mapped onto nearby regions of the map [74, 75, 87].

4.5 EVALUATION OF CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

Because the accuracy of the final partition depends upon the clustering algorithm used to

organize the objects, several studies have been conducted to evaluate the performance of

the clustering algorithms [86, 89]. Zhao and Karypis provide a recent survey on

clustering evaluation in [90]. Milligan and Cooper compared a non-hierarchical

clustering algorithm (k-means) and fourteen hierarchical clustering algorithms by

simulating with error perturbation (i.e., inclusion of outliers). The complete linkage

algorithm was very affected by the inclusion of outliers but the k-means and single

linkage algorithm were very robust against this type of error. Mangiameli et al. compared

the SOM artificial network with seven hierarchical clustering algorithms and found that

SOM is superior to all of the hierarchical clustering methods [91]. However,

Balakrishnan et al. experimentally compared the SOM neural network to the k-means and

found that SOM did not have a good performance [92]. Since there is no silver-bullet

clustering algorithm for every problem, we need to identify which clustering algorithm is

suited for organizing Web services.
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4.5.1 Experiment Design

We now describe a set of experiments that evaluate the quality of results delivered by

five clustering algorithms (i.e., k-means and k-medoids, single linkage, complete linkage,

and SOM neural network). Eisen et al. implemented an integrated clustering tool, which

supports both non-hierarchical and hierarchical cluster analysis [93]. In our experiments,

we utilized both Eisen et al’s clustering tool and our SOM neural network tool.

Among the collected sample data, we identified thirty three semantically related Web

services from six different categories: currency rate converter (three services), weather

information finder (five services), DNA information searcher (five services), SMS

message sender (five services), Email validation (seven services), and Stock quote finder

(eight services).

We ran each clustering algorithm 100 times; each time, input data were randomly

re-sampled from the collected operational services. Each input data set consisted of 40

services; 20 services from the non-semantically related portion and the other 20 from the

semantically related portion. We then used the ANOVA and the Tukey’s post hoc

analyses to test whether the performance measures of different clustering algorithms were

significantly different.

In our experiments, we prepare input features for cluster analysis with the q-gram-
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based string pattern comparison method, which was discussed in Section 4.2.2, for

service names, operation names, and input/output parameter names. The intuition behind

this choice of input features is that the names of the services, operations, and input/output

parameters in Web services usually reflect the semantics of the underlying capabilities of

the Web service.

To evaluate the performance of five clustering algorithms, we applied the

contingency table model, which was discussed in Section 4.3.3. Four human experts were

recruited to generate a Web service category model for each input data set. The same

process described in Section 4.3.3 was used. To compare the clustering algorithms the

experts used from 53–60 categories with an average of 1.89. The same equation was

used to compare services and evaluate cluster assignments.

Based on the contingency table model (See Table 4-5), the following performance

measures, which have been frequently used as performance measures in the literature [86,

91, 94], are derived:

• Accuracy (Acc)
DCBA

DA

+++
+

=

• False Positive (fp)
BA

B

+
=

• False Negative (fn)
CA

C

+
=
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In other words, accuracy is the percentage of correct “Yes” and “No” answers that

the clustering algorithm found among the total answers. We can estimate overall quality

of clustering results by referring to accuracy. Since the false positive rate is the

proportion of negative instances in the clustering output that were erroneously reported as

positive, we can estimate purity of clustering results within clusters. The false negative

rate is the proportion of positive instances in the clustering output that were erroneously

reported as negative, thus we can estimate purity of clustering results across clusters.

4.5.2 Statistical Analysis and Experimental Results

Table 4-12 summarizes the ANOVA results, showing significant differences in all three

measures across clustering algorithms. For example, the F-ratio of accuracy in the

ANOVA test with five different clustering algorithms is 590.14 and the p-value is 0.000.

This means that the difference between the accuracy of the five different clustering

algorithms is significant at the level of 0.000. Since there is a significant difference

among the different clustering algorithms, we conducted Tukey’s post hoc test to

determine exactly which means are significantly different from which other ones.
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Measurements SS df MSS F-ratio p-value (p)

Between groups 0.420 4 0.1051 590.140 0.000
Accuracy

Within groups 0.088 495 0.000

Between groups 13.650 4 3.412 653.340 0.000
False Positive

Within groups 2.585 495 0.005

Between groups 1.210 4 0.302 71.797 0.000
False Negative

Within groups 2.867 495 0.004

Table 4-12: ANOVA Results of Measures between Different Clustering Algorithms

Table 4-13 list Tukey’s post hoc analysis results based on the average accuracy rates of

five different clustering algorithms. In terms of accuracy, the Tukey’s post hoc test

grouped the five clustering algorithms into four homogeneous subsets in the following

order: SOM, k-means > k-medoids > Single linkage > Complete linkage. By analyzing

details of the Tukey’s post hoc test, we found the following:

• SOM and k-means outperform any other clustering algorithms in terms of

accuracy.

• Non-hierarchical clustering algorithms outperform hierarchical clustering

algorithms in terms of accuracy
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N Homogenous subset for alpha = .05
Clustering Algorithm

1 2 3 4

SOM 100 0.977

k-means 100 0.975

k-medoids 100 0.964

Single linkage 100 0.951

Accuracy

( Acc )

Complete linkage 100 0.893

Table 4-13: Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Results with Accuracy Rate

The results obtained in our experiments agree with Milligan and Cooper’s [86] for k-

means and the hierarchical clustering algorithms and with Mangiameli et al. [91] for

SOM with seven hierarchical clustering algorithms.

Table 4-14 lists Tukey’s post hoc test results based on the average false positive

rates of the five different clustering algorithms. From the Tukey’s post hoc analysis

results, we identify the following:

• SOM outperforms any other clustering algorithms in terms of purity of clustering

results within clusters.

• k-means outperforms the k-medoids algorithm in terms of purity of clustering

results within clusters.

• Single linkage outperforms complete linkage in terms of purity of clustering

results within clusters.
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N Homogenous subset for alpha = .05
Clustering Algorithm

1 2 3 4

SOM 100 0.044

k-means 100 0.091

Single linkage 100 0.099

k-medoids 100 0.273

False Positive

(fp)

Complete linkage 100 0.475

Table 4-14: Tukey's Post Hoc Test Results with False Positive Rate

Table 4-15 summarizes Tukey’s post hoc test results based on the average false negative

rates of the five different clustering algorithms. The Tukey’s post hoc analysis indicates

that k-means outperforms any other clustering algorithms in terms of purity of clustering

results across clusters. Although k-means had good accuracy and false negative rate, it

requires that the number of clusters be specified a priori. In many fields, this is

problematic because cluster analyses are often exploratory.

N Homogenous subset for alpha = .05
Clustering Algorithm

1 2 3 4 5

k-means 100 0.077

Complete linkage 100 0.110

k-medoids 100 0.145

SOM 100 0.180

False Negative

(fn)

Single linkage 100 0.219

Table 4-15: Tukey's Post Hoc Test Results with False Negative Rate
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4.5.3 Summary of Findings

In terms of both accuracy and false positive rate, SOM outperformed any other clustering

algorithms. While k-means resulted in a lower false negative rate (purity of clustering

results across clusters) in our experiments, SOM has the additional advantage of

visualizing the inter-relationship among clusters by locating one cluster closer to other

clusters (i.e., adjacent clusters are more similar than nonadjacent clusters). In the

contingency table model, a member of each cluster is compared. Thus, the visualization

effect of the SOM neural network has been ignored in the performance evaluation. We

believe that the visualization of the SOM neural network can cancel out the relatively

poor false negative rate and therefore SOM neural network is a promising tool for

organizing Web services into semantically related groups.

Furthermore, the SOM neural network has been studied for the purpose of

browsing. A two-dimensional SOM has been applied to produce a map of Usenet posting

in the WEBSOM project [95]. The emphasis in WEBSOM is not to maximize cluster

quality but to produce a humanly interpretable two-dimensional spatial map of known

categories (e.g., newsgroups). Based on the findings from our experiments, we conclude

that SOM is a promising clustering algorithm for organizing Web services.
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4.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter we started by defining the Web service conceptual model based on the

WSDL specification standard. We implemented the WSDL parser as a realization of the

Web service conceptual model. We then proceeded to discuss the Web service similarity

assessment methods that were implemented and rigorously evaluated. Finally, we

explored different clustering algorithms. In addition, we presented our experimental

results regarding the performance evaluation of five different clustering algorithms in the

context of Web services. Table 4-16 summarizes the realization of the proposed Web

service organizing framework within our prototype system.
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Conceptualization Realization Description

Web Service Conceptual
Model

WSDL parser

It retrieves the contents of WSDL files.

It extracts the meaningful terms from
the concatenated string.

It preprocesses the extracted terms for
cluster analysis.

It stores the collected information into
the common repository.

Q-gram
Generator

It generates q-grams for a given string.

It computes q-gram-based service
similarity scores.

Web Service Similarity
Assessment Methods

VSMGenerator

It generates vector space for VSM-
based service similarity assessment
method.

It computes term frequency, document
frequency, and weight scheme
(i.e., IDFTF × ).

Cluster Analysis
SOM Visualize
Engine

It performs SOM neural network
cluster analysis.

It visualizes clustering results with
two-dimensional map.

Table 4-16: Realization for Web Service Organizing Framework
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CHAPTER 5 WEB SERVICE TAXONOMIES

The objective of this chapter is to answer our research question (3) in Section 1.2:

How can we (semi-)automatically derive domain-independent Web service

taxonomies by utilizing cluster analysis?

In this chapter we present our Web service taxonomy generation framework based on the

Web service organizing framework, which was discussed in Chapter 4. We identify two

types of Web service taxonomies: (1) subject category context and (2) geographic context.

The subject category context represents the domains of activity and functionality types of

Web services, while the geographic context describes the geographic scope of Web

services.

In Section 5.1 we discuss how the SOM clustering algorithm is utilized to generate

Web service taxonomies. Next we present our descriptive label generation method in

Section 5.2. We then discuss the geographic context identification process in Section 5.3.

In Section 5.4 we present how the Web service taxonomy generation framework has been

implemented within our prototype system along with examples. We report on some

preliminary results demonstrating the efficacy of the Web service taxonomy generation

framework (Section 5.5). Finally, we summarize the chapter in Section 5.6.
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5.1 ITERATIVE CLUSTER ANALYSIS METHOD

In our Web service taxonomy generation framework, we utilize the SOM clustering

algorithm as a core module to semi-automatically generate Web service taxonomies. As

mentioned in Section 4.4.3, the SOM clustering algorithm generates a two-dimensional

map which contains a number of clusters; each cluster may contain a number of

semantically related Web services. Within the SOM map, a larger cluster means more

Web services are in that classification. Adjacent clusters are more similar in content than

nonadjacent clusters.

Figure 5-1: Overview of Iterative SOM Cluster Analysis
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Figure 5-1 illustrates an overview of the iterative SOM cluster analysis method for

constructing hierarchical relationships between semantically related regions. In Figure

5-1, each row represents either cluster analysis or semantically related region selection,

while each column describes the output of each process in the iterative SOM cluster

analysis method. Row 1 and Column 1 in Figure 5-1 represent an initial SOM category

map (SOM Map 1 in Figure 5-1) with all Web services in our common repository. Once

the user generates the initial SOM category map, the user can explore the characteristics

of various clusters within the SOM category map by utilizing the Region Selector in our

prototype system. The Region Selector allows the user to select semantically related

cluster(s) within the SOM category map and save them as semantically related regions.

Row 2 and Column 2 illustrate a semantically related region defined by the user (i.e.,

Region 1 in Figure 5-1) within the initial SOM category map (SOM Map 1).

After defining the semantically related region, the user re-runs the SOM clustering

algorithm to visualize the subset (i.e., the Web services within Region 1) within a new

SOM category map (SOM Map 1-1). This process is represented in Row 3 and Column 1

in Figure 5-1. The user then repeats the semantically related region selection process by

using the Region Selector within the newly generated SOM category map (SOM Map 1-

1). In this example, the user defines two semantically related regions (Region 1-1 and

Region 1-2) within the newly generated SOM category map. The user can repeat these

steps to define a number of semantically related regions within the newly generated map
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until no further classification is necessary. By performing such an iterative cluster

analysis, the user can construct a hierarchical relationship between the semantically

related regions within the parent SOM category map and the semantically related regions

within the newly generated child SOM category map.

5.2 DESCRIPTIVE LABEL GENERATION METHOD

To provide users with a more comprehensive Web service taxonomy, the internal Web

service taxonomy units should be labeled with some concise names. In Section 1.1, we

found that the labels of subject categories in the existing public Web services repositories

are assigned in ambiguous ways; some describe domains of activity (e.g., business &

economy) and others describe types of functionality (e.g., validation). Therefore, there is

a need to have a consistent way of assigning descriptive labels for subject categories.

Before we present details of our descriptive label generation method for Web

service taxonomies, we provide an overview of the prior research on generating labels on

cluster analysis. Although it is essential to label clusters, few works have really dealt with

this [13, 95–99]. The existing research on generating descriptive labels on clusters can be

classified into two approaches: simple term frequency analysis-based approach and

statistical analysis-based approach.
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The simple term frequency analysis-based approaches rely on the IDFTF × heuristic for

identifying the index terms that best characterize the objects (i.e., documents) mapped on

a particular SOM map unit. The work of Honkela et al. perhaps marks the first attempt to

generate descriptive labels for the clusters of a SOM map [95]. Honkela et al. analyzed

the co-occurrence of words in a document and generated a word category map which is

further used to represent the various documents contained in the text archive. In Muller et

al. [13] the cluster labels were chosen as the n most frequent terms in the cluster. Merkl

and Rauber proposed a straightforward way for assigning labels to the units of a SOM

map by utilizing term frequency analysis within the context of a TIME magazine

document collection [99]. Lawrie et al. extracted salient words and phrases of the

instances in a cluster from retrieved documents to organize them hierarchically using a

type of co-occurrence known as subsumption [96].

The statistical analysis-based approaches rely on the statistical analysis for

detecting non-descriptive words in hierarchically organized clusters. Glover et al. inferred

hierarchical relationships and descriptive labels by employing a statistical model they

created to distinguish between the parent, self, and child features in a set of documents

[97]. Popescul et al. proposed to use the statistical test 2χ to detect differences in word

distribution across the hierarchy [98]. At each cluster node in the hierarchy, starting from

the root, the 2χ test is used to detect a set of words that is equally likely to occur in any

sub-cluster of the current node. Those words are considered to be non-descriptive terms
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Figure 5-2: Descriptive Label for Semantically Related Region

and thus are removed from every sub-cluster. After the 2χ test is used to remove non-

descriptive words from every cluster node, the algorithm labels each cluster with the list

of the remaining words at the cluster node ranked by the word frequency.

Our descriptive label generation method relies on both the IDFTF × heuristic for

sorting index terms and the hierarchical relationships among semantically related regions

(parent, self, and child) within SOM maps, which was discussed in Section 5.1. As shown

in Figure 5-2, each descriptive label for a semantically related region consists of two

parts: domains of activity and types of functionality. The portion of the descriptive label

that describes domains of activity is defined with a list of nouns (i.e., represented as

upper case letters), while the portion of the descriptive label that describes types of

functionality is defined with a list of verbs (i.e., represented as lower case letters).
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In order to assign descriptive labels for semantically related regions, we define

two descriptive label generation processes based on where the index terms are collected:

(1) initial descriptive label generation process and (2) bottom-up fashioned label refining

process.

The initial descriptive label generation process involves the semantically related

region selection process. Once the user defines a semantically related region within a

SOM category map, the Region Selector provides the list of index terms that is sorted

with the IDFTF × heuristic. In this process, the index terms are collected from the Web

services within the semantically related region. In the sorted list of index terms, more

representative index terms appear at the top of the list. By referring to the sorted list of

index terms, the user can assign a descriptive label for the newly defined semantically

related region.

The bottom-up fashioned label refining process involves the child regions of the

semantically related regions. In this process, the index terms are collected from the

descriptive labels of the child regions, not from the Web services within the semantically

related region. The user then re-assigns the descriptive label for the semantically related

region based on the sorted list of index terms. Since the index terms from the descriptive

labels of the child regions are more concise and precise than the index terms from the
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Web services within the semantically related region, the user can assign the descriptive

label that reflects the capabilities of the associated child regions.

5.3 GEOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

UDDI defines geographic taxonomy based on the ISO 3166 standard, which contains

country names and three-letter country codes. We extend the UDDI geographic taxonomy

by storing additional geographic information in our common repository.

We implemented a predefined geographic taxonomy for Web services by storing

geographic domain knowledge, which contains English country names, adjectives of nati

onality, a three-letter ISO country code for 243 countries, a list of U.S. state names and c

orresponding U.S. state abbreviations, and lists of U.S. county and city names.

Based on the entity relationship diagram illustrated in Figure 5-3, we created and

populated geographic domain knowledge in our common repository. We then created

index tables for each geographic concept (i.e., continent, country, state, county, and city).

In the geographic context identification process, the Geo Context Mapper in the
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Figure 5-3: Geographic Domain Knowledge

prototype system sequentially examines each index table with index terms from Web

services. If any index term for a given Web service is matched with the geographic

domain knowledge, the Geo Context Mapper will generate a list of the corresponding geo

graphic concepts for a given Web service.

By utilizing the Geo Context Mapper, we successfully identified geographic

contexts for 157 Web services, which is more than 23% of the collected sample data set.

Table 5–1 summarizes the result of the geographic context identification performed by

the Geo Context Mapper.
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Geographic Context
Number of

Web
Services

Geographic Context
Number of Web

Services

Global 47 Europe:Spain 1

Asia 1 Europe:Sweden 1

Asia:China 5 Europe:United Kingdom 15

Asia:Iraq 1 North America 6

Asia:Japan 8 North America:Mexico 2

Asia:Korea 7 North America: Puerto Rico 1

Europe 1
North America:United States
of America

38

Europe:Bulgaria 2 South America 2

Europe:France 3 South America: Brazil 1

Europe: Hungary 1 Oceania 0

Europe:Italy 4 Oceania:Australia 3

Europe:Netherland 4 Oceania:New Zealand 1

Europe:Russia 2

Total 157

Table 5-1: Result of Geographic Context Identification

5.4 PUBLISHER INTERFACE

In this section, we present the publisher interface in our prototype system as a realization

of the proposed Web service taxonomy generation framework. The user interface frame

of the publisher interface in the prototype system consists of three interface components:

a menu bar, a menu tool bar, and a Tool Tab Set. The menu bar is made up of a set of
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Figure 5-4: Graphic User Interface Frame of the Publisher Interface

menus that can be used to create, modify and store projects. Note that each project

contains a set of Web service taxonomies (i.e., subject category context and geographic

context) for the selected Web services from our common repository. The menu tool bar

simply consists of the most frequently used menu items in the menu bar, such as creating,

retrieving, saving, and deleting the currently open project, as well as various SOM cluster

analysis functionalities such as selecting multiple Web services by the corresponding

Web services repositories, specifying input feature selection, and conducting SOM

cluster analysis. The menu tool bar also provides Web service publishing functionality

such as adding a new Web service into our common repository.
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The Tool Tab Set consists of three different action modes for SOM cluster

analysis: Web Service Selection tab, Overview of the Selected Services tab, and SOM

Analysis tab. When the user first invokes our publisher interface, the Tool Tab Set is

initially disabled. The Web Service Selection tab will be enabled when the user opens a

project or creates a new project. Once the user selects the number of Web services from

our common repository, the Overview of the Selected Services tab will be enabled. The

Overview of the Selected Services tab consists of three interface components: Web

Service Viewer, Navigation Combo Box, and Textual Description Viewer (Figure 5-5).

The Web Service Viewer displays each selected Web service in the table. The Navigation

Combo Box allows the user to jump to any Web services in the Web Service Viewer by

selecting either the Web service ID number or Web service name. The Textual

Description Viewer displays the textual description of the currently selected Web service

in the Navigation Combo Box.
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Figure 5-5: Overview of the Selected Services Mode

The SOM Analysis tab consists of four interface components: SOM Visualize Engine,

Threshold Selector, Display Mode Selector, and SOM Tool Tab set. The SOM Visualize

Engine displays the SOM clustering result as a category map (see Figure 5-6). The

Display Mode Selector allows the user to view the SOM category map in different

display modes such as Umatrix, Binary, or Region. The Threshold Selector allows the

user to specify the threshold value for the SOM category map. In particular, this

functionality is enabled in the binary display mode in the Display Mode Selector.

The SOM Tool Tab Set consists of three different action modes: Map, Category
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Context, and Geographic Context. The Map tab allows users to navigate different SOM

cluster results in the hierarchical structure. The Category Context tab displays the

currently published subject context taxonomy including the mapping information with the

corresponding Web services. The Geographic Context tab allows the user to initiate the

geographic context identification process for the Web services in the SOM category map.

In the rest of this section, we explain in detail through examples how Web service taxono

mies are semi-automatically generated.

Figure 5-6: SOM Analysis Mode
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5.4.1 Subject Category Context Generation

Figure 5-7 illustrates the clustering result from the initial SOM cluster analysis of the 674

WSDL files. The user can select semantically related cluster(s) within the SOM category

map by utilizing the Region Selector in the prototype system. The Region Selector

supports the following user actions: (1) explore the characteristics of various clusters with

in the SOM category map by displaying the detailed contents of the WSDL files, (2)

define semantically related regions within the SOM category map, and (3) assign a

descriptive label for a given semantically related region.

Figure 5-7: Clustering Result from the SOM Cluster Analysis of the 674 Web Services
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Figure 5-8: Screen Shot for Region Selector

The user can invoke the Region Selector by holding down the control key and clicking

any point within the SOM category map. Then, the Region Selector indicates the selected

area with blue color on the SOM category map and provides the details for the Web

services within the selected area. As illustrated in Figure 5-8, the Region Selector dialog

interface consists of four interface components: Selected Service Viewer, Label

Generator, Textual Description Viewer, and Operation Viewer. The Selected Service

Viewer displays the currently selected Web services in the SOM category map in table

format. The Label Generator displays the sorted index terms based on the IDFTF ×

heuristic and allows the user to define a descriptive label for the currently selected

regions within the SOM category map. More representative index terms appear at the top
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of the sorted list of index terms. The user may either assign a descriptive label for the

selected region by referring to the list of index terms, or leave the selected region as

unlabelled. The unlabelled regions will be renamed after completing further cluster

analysis and a semantically related sub-regions identification process.

The Textual Description Viewer displays the textual description of the Web

service currently highlighted in the Selected Service Viewer. The Operation Viewer

displays the detailed operation level information of the highlighted Web service.

After defining the semantically related region within the parent SOM category

map, the user can conduct further cluster analysis with the selected Web services within

the parent SOM category map. In this example, the 20 Web services that retrieve weather

forecast information have been selected within the semantically related region. Figure 5–

9 illustrates the newly generated SOM category map with the 20 weather forecast Web

services. The newly generated SOM category map initially indicates that there are seven
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Figure 5-9: Further Cluster Analysis

duplicates by highlighting clusters with red-colored lines (see Figure 5–9). By utilizing

the Region Selector, users can identify four semantically related regions within the newly

created map, depending on the four different types of inputs for retrieving weather

forecast information: (1) by place name (i.e., names of city, county, state, or country), (2)

by Internet Protocol (IP) address, (3) by postal zip code, and (4) by World Meteorological

Organization (WMO) identification number. Web services can support multiple types of

inputs for retrieving weather forecast information. For instance, the DOTS Fast Weather

Web service has the ability to retrieve weather forecasting information based on all four
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types of inputs. For this reason, the cluster that contains the DOTS Fast Weather Web

services is located in the center of the newly created map (refer to Figure 5–9).

Figure 5–10 illustrates that the semantically related region in which the Web

services retrieve weather forecast information by place name is highlighted in blue color.

By referring to the sorted list of index terms, users can assign a descriptive label for each

semantically related region, such as “PLACE NAME COUNTRI STATE CITI

FORECAST GLOBAL COUNTI WEATHER match receive update.” A label for a

semantically related region consists of two parts: domains of activity and types of

functionality. The user defines both domains of activity and types of functionality for the

specified region by selecting a number of nouns (i.e., represented as upper case letters in

the descriptive label) and a number of verbs (i.e., represented as lower case letters in the

descriptive label), respectively. Our descriptive labeling method makes the characteristics

of the various regions within the map explicit.
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Figure 5-10: Region of the Web Services that retrieve Weather Forecast Information by Place Names

After assigning the descriptive labels for all semantically related regions within the newly

created SOM category map, the user may rename the parent region, which was initially

assigned as unlabelled in the previous semantically related region identification process

(see Figure 5–10). By selecting the popup menu item for renaming the ‘Unlabelled’
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Figure 5-11: Assigning a Descriptive Label for the Parent Region

region in the Map tab, the user invokes the Renaming Category user dialog interface,

which allows the user to rename a given semantically related region by referring to the

names of the sub-regions. Finally, the user assigns a descriptive label for the unlabelled

parent region such as “WEATHER FORECAST PLACE NAME IP ADDRESS POSTAL

ZIP CODE retriev match update receiv determine fetcher” (see Figure 5–11). By

performing such a bottom-up fashioned label generation process (i.e., from sub-regions to

parent region), the user can assign the descriptive label that reflects the capabilities of the

associated sub-regions.
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Based on the hierarchical relationships between the semantically related regions,

the Taxonomy Extractor derives a domain-independent Web service taxonomy that

reflects domains of activity and types of functionality. Consequently, the Taxonomy

Extractor generates a hierarchically organized 71-Web service subject context taxonomy:

the top level of the taxonomy consists of 17 subject categories, each of which contains

from 0 to 17 subcategories, with an average of 3.579 and sample standard deviation of

4.299. Figure 5-12 illustrates the final result of the Web service taxonomy generation in

the prototype system. Details related to the result of the Web service taxonomy are

described in Appendix E: Subject Category Context Web Service Taxonomy.

Figure 5-12: Final Result of Web Service Taxonomy Generation
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5.4.2 Geographic Context Identification

Figure 5-13 shows the hierarchically organized geographic context taxonomy in the

prototype system. The user initiates the geographic context identification process by

clicking the Geographic Context tab in the SOM Tool Tab Set (see Figure 5-13). Once

the Geographic Context tool tab is clicked, the user can invoke the Geo Context Mapper

by holding down the control key and clicking any point within the SOM category map.

The Geo Context Mapper then examines the selected Web service(s) in the SOM

category
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Figure 5-13: Geographic Context Taxonomy in the Prototype System

map by referring to the geographic domain knowledge in our common repository. If any

index term for a given Web service is matched with the geographic domain knowledge,

the Geo Context Mapper will generate a list of the corresponding geographic contexts.

As illustrated in Figure 5-14, the Geo Context Mapper consists of four interface

components: Selected Service Viewer, Textual Description Viewer, Geographic Context

Identification Result Viewer, and Manual Geographic Context Selector. The Selected

Service Viewer displays the currently selected Web services in the SOM category map in
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Figure 5-14: Geo Context Mapper

table format. The Textual Description Viewer displays the textual description of the Web

service currently highlighted in the Selected Service Viewer.

The Geographic Context Identification Result Viewer displays the results of the

geographic context identification process by displaying the index terms from Web

services and the corresponding geographic context. Within the Geographic Context

Identification Result Viewer, the user may select the appropriate geographic context for

their Web services based on the list of corresponding geographic contexts, as illustrated
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in Figure 5–14. For example, the Weather Services from EJSE Web service, which

contains the terms ‘US’ and ‘iraq’ in its index term list, is identified as an instance of the

United States of America and as an instance of the Republic of Iraq geographic context.

The Manual Geographic Context Selector allows the user to select appropriate

geographic context for their Web services manually.

5.5 EVALUATION OF WEB SERVICE TAXONOMY

Our objective is to evaluate the performance of the WebServSOM generated service

taxonomy (subject category context taxonomy) as compared with that of the original Web

service taxonomies from the existing Web services repositories. BindingPoint.com and

WebServiceX.net were selected to be the benchmarks of comparing Web service

taxonomies.

5.5.1 Experiment Design

In order to compare the Web service taxonomies of both BindingPoint.com and

WebServiceX.net with the WebServSOM generated service taxonomies, we conducted a

set of experiments. Our experiments consisted of five different steps as illustrated in

Figure 5–15: sample data collection, input data generation, Web service taxonomy

generation, taxonomy evaluation, and statistical analysis. We explain our experimental
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design in detail according to these five steps.

We collected sample data from both BindingPoint.com and WebServiceX.net

because both of these repositories organize Web services into hierarchical browsing

interfaces that help service consumers locate Web services. We obtained a total of 257

WSDL files, 189 from BindingPoint.com and 68 from WebServiceX.net. In the data

collection process, we collected service name, service provider information, textual

description, and WSDL file, as well as Web service taxonomy information from the

corresponding Web services repository.

The two Web services repositories categorize Web services differently.

BindingPoint.com has classified 189 Web services into 36 different categories. The Web

service taxonomy in BindingPoint.com is hierarchically organized: the first level consists

of 7 general subject categories, each of which contains from 0 to 8 sub-categories, with
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Figure 5-15: Overview of Experiments

an average of 3.429 and standard deviation of 2.636. There are 24 subject categories in

the second level of the Web service taxonomy in BindingPoint.com. Only four of the 24

subject categories in the second level contain from 1 to 2 sub-categories, with an average

of 1.25 and standard deviation of 0.5. WebServiceX.net has classified 68 Web services
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into 7 general subject categories, which were not further specialized. Because

BindingPoint.com provides more specially categorized Web services than

WebServiceX.net, we might expect the following: (1) a Web service taxonomy of

BindingPoint.com results in greater accuracy than one of WebServiceX.net; (2) the Web

service taxonomy of WebServiceX.net has a low false negative rate (purity across subject

categories) compared to BindingPoint.com.

After completing the sample data collection stage, we obtained two sample data

sets from two Web services repositories: one sample data set consisted of 189 Web

services from BindingPoint.com and the other sample data set contained 68 Web services

from WebServiceX.net. Based on each sample data set, we randomly sampled input data

for the further experimental stages. Each input data set consisted of 30 services. We

created 100 input data sets from each sample data set and continued further experimental

stages with these data sets as shown in Figure 5-15.

In the Web service taxonomy generation stage, we generate three Web service

taxonomies for each input data set: the WebServSOM generated Web service taxonomy,

the original taxonomy gathered from the corresponding Web services repository, and the

human experts generated Web service taxonomy model solution. We ran WebServSOM

by using the VSM-based service similarity assessment method with all input feature
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Number of
subject categories

Number of multiple-
member categories

Number of single-
member categories

Service Registry

Mean STDV Mean STDV Mean STDV

BindingPoint.com 23.667 2.368 4.867 1.407 18.8 3.438

WebServiceX.net 17.567 2.207 4.767 1.381 12.8 2.721

Table 5-2: Characteristics of the Human Experts Generated Service Taxonomies

settings, which was proven as the best effective service similarity assessment method in

Section 4.3. As illustrated in Figure 5-15, the information gathering process retrieves the

original taxonomy information of each Web service in a given input data set from the

corresponding Web services repository and constructs a service taxonomy model for that

data set.

In order to compare the quality of the original taxonomy information from the

corresponding Web services repository for a given input data set and the WebServSOM

generated taxonomy, human experts initially examined each randomly sampled input data

set and categorized them into small groups. Four human experts were recruited to

generate a Web service taxonomy for each input data set. The recruited human experts

were business students (two graduates and two undergraduates) who are majoring in

Management Information Systems. These human experts also had prior application

development experience and understanding of Web service technology. In our

experiments, the human generated taxonomy model for each input data set was

considered the decision base to evaluate the Web service taxonomies that were generated
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by the prototype system and collected from the corresponding Web services repository.

We examined general characteristics of the human experts generated service

taxonomy information for each input data set as listed in Table 5-2. The input data sets

from BindingPoint.com were grouped into 20 to 29 subject categories, with an average of

23.667 and a sample standard deviation of 2.368, while the input data sets from

WebServiceX.net were grouped into 13 to 21 subject categories, with an average of

17.567 and a sample standard deviation of 2.207. The input data sets from

BindingPoint.com contain a significantly higher average number of single-member

categories than the input data sets from WebServiceX.net, while the input data sets from

both BindingPoint.com and WebServiceX.net have a similar average number of multiple-

member categories (4.867 and 4.767 respectively). Because the input data sets from

BindingPoint.com were randomly sampled from a much larger sample, they contain a

relatively higher number of single-member categories than do the input data sets from

WebServiceX.net.

To compare the taxonomy performance of WebServSOM with both

BindingPoint.com and WebServiceX.net, we applied the contingency table model-based

evaluation framework, which was discussed in Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.5.1. To score

our results, both the system generated Web service taxonomies and the human experts

generated service taxonomy model solutions were converted into two lists of yes-no
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answers to the co-occurrence question, “Does the pair of services belong to the same

subject category?” for each pair of services. Let n be the number of services. Then there

are
2

)1( −nn
pairs of services. Each pair must fall into one of four categories. If A, B, C,

and D are the number of service pairs in each case, then
2

)1( −
=+++

nn
DCBA (as in

Table 4-5). In general, a contingency table is constructed by counting the number of

observed associations in the co-occurrence answer lists. Since the human experts’

judgments did not always agree, we used fractional values for the correctness of each

answer instead of binary classifiers (0 for “incorrect” and 1 for “correct). We defined the

correctness of each answer as the relative frequency of the cluster assignments between

the two Web services among the human experts generated service taxonomy models; in

this way, subject category assignments receive a correctness value proportional to their

popularity among the human judges.

Once correctness values have been defined, we can generalize measures such as “the

number of correct subject category assignments generated by a given experimental

setting” using a summation of these values instead of counting. The subject category

assignments can be evaluated using a two-way contingency table (Table 4–5) for each

subject category, which has four cells where

• cell a sums up the correctness values for the Web services correctly assigned to

this subject category;
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• cell b sums up the correctness values for the Web services incorrectly assigned to

this subject category;

• cell c sums up the correctness values for the Web services incorrectly rejected

from this subject category;

• cell d sums up the correctness values for the Web services correctly rejected

from this subject category.

Based on the contingency table model (Table 4-5), the following performance measures

are derived:

• Accuracy (Acc)
DCBA

DA

+++
+

=

• False Positive (fp)
BA

B

+
=

• False Negative (fn)
CA

C

+
=

We can estimate overall quality of a Web service taxonomy by referring to accuracy.

Since the false positive rate is the proportion of negative instances in the Web service

taxonomy that were erroneously reported as positive, we can measure purity of a Web

service taxonomy within subject categories. The false negative rate is the proportion of

positive instances in the Web service taxonomy that were erroneously reported as

negative, thus we can estimate purity of the Web service taxonomy across subject
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categories.

After obtaining performance measures, we used the t-test to examine whether the

performance measures of different Web service taxonomies were significantly different.

As shown in Figure 5-15, we conducted two t-tests with the performance measures

according to the sources of the input data set. Within each t-test, we compared two sets of

performance measures: (1) the performance measures based on the WebServSOM

generated Web service taxonomy ( θSOM ), and (2) the performance measures based on

original taxonomy information from the corresponding Web service repository

( BO orWO ).

In our experiments, we intend to explore the performance of our proposed Web

service taxonomy generation framework when compared to the existing Web service

taxonomies collected from the two Web services repositories. The hypotheses we expect

to prove are listed in Table 5-3.
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Code Hypothesis

H1. Accuracy

H1.1

The accuracy rates of two Web service taxonomies created with the sample
data set from BindingPoint.com are in the following order:

⊗SOM > BO

H1.2

The accuracy rates of two Web service taxonomies created with the sample
data set from WebServiceX.net are in the following order:

⊗SOM >WO

H2. False Positive Rate

H2.1

The false positive rates of two Web service taxonomies created with the sample
data set from BindingPoint.com are in the following order:

BO > ⊗SOM

H2.2

The false positive rates of two Web service taxonomies created with the sample
data set from WebServiceX.net are in the following order:

WO > ⊗SOM

H3. False Negative Rate

H3.1

The false negative rates of two Web service taxonomies created with the
sample data set from BindingPoint.com are in the following order:

BO > ⊗SOM

H3.2

The false negative rates of two Web service taxonomies created with the
sample data set from WebServiceX.net are in the following order:

⊗SOM >WO

Table 5-3: Summary of Hypotheses

In H1.1 and H1.2 (Table 5-3), we hypothesized that the WebServSOM generated service

taxonomies would be more accurate than original Web service taxonomies from both

Web services repositories ( BO andWO ), because the Web service taxonomy generation
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framework organizes subject category contexts, which reflect both domains of activity

and types of functionality of Web services, into a hierarchical structure.

In H2.1, H2.2, and H3.1 (Table 5-3), we hypothesized that the WebServSOM

generated service taxonomies would achieve a lower error rate than the original Web

service taxonomies from both Web services repositories ( BO andWO ), because SOM is a

powerful data mining technique for distinguishing large input data into a number of

clusters and reducing a high-dimensional input space to a two-dimensional map.

In H3.2 (Table 5-3), we believed that the original Web service taxonomy from

WebServiceX.net (WO ) would achieve the lower false negative rate, because

WebServiceX.net has categorized Web services into a relatively small number of general

categories; this also results in a higher false positive rate.

5.5.2 Statistical Analysis and Experimental Results

Now we describe and analyze the results of our experiments. Table 5-4 shows the

effectiveness of different Web service taxonomies for each sample data set in terms of

average accuracy, average false positive rate, and average false negative rate. We

conducted paired-sample t-tests to analyze if there is any significant difference between

the WebServSOM generated service taxonomies and the original Web service
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Services
Repository

Web Service Taxonomy Accuracy False
Positive

False
Negative

WebServSOM (
⊗SOM ) 0.9860 0.010 0.004

BindingPoint.com
Original Category
information ( BO )

0.9577 0.036 0.006

WebServSOM (
⊗SOM ) 0.9797 0.009 0.001

WebServiceX.net
Original Category
information (WO )

0.8858 0.1135 0.000

Table 5-4: Summary of Descriptive Statistics

taxonomies from the Web services repositories.

The comparison between the original Web service taxonomies from

BindingPoint.com ( BO ) and the WebServSOM generated service taxonomies ( ⊗SOM )

in terms of accuracy, false positive rate, and false negative rate is summarized in Table

5-5. The results confirm that ⊗SOM achieved higher accuracy than BO , and the

superiority of ⊗SOM is very distinct (.000 at the 0.05 level). It also shows that

⊗SOM has lower error rates (i.e., false positive rate and false negative rate) than BO . In

other words, the WebServSOM generated service taxonomies achieved higher level of

purity both within subject categories and across subject categories than did the original

Web service taxonomies from BindingPoint.com.
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95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference

Mean Std.
Deviation

Lower Upper
t df

Sig.
(2-

tailed)

Acc -0.028 0.016 -0.031 -0.025 -18.042 99 0.000

fp 0.026 0.015 0.023 0.029 17.774 99 0.000

fn 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 6.866 99 0.000

Table 5-5: Paired-Sample T-Test Comparison between BindingPoint.com and WebServSOM

Table 5-6 summarizes the comparison between the original Web service taxonomies from

WebServiceX.net (WO ) and the WebServSOM generated service taxonomies ( ⊗SOM ) in

terms of accuracy, false positive rate, and false negative rate. The results show that

⊗SOM achieved higher accuracy thanWO , and the superiority of ⊗SOM is very

significant (.000 at the 0.05 level). It also shows that ⊗SOM achieved a lower false

positive error rate thanWO , while WO outperformed ⊗SOM in terms of the false

negative rate. This is not surprising because WebServiceX.net categorized Web services

into only 7 general subject categories, which were not further specialized.

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference

Mean Std.
Deviation

Lower Upper
t df

Sig.
(2-

tailed)

Acc -0.094 0.033 -0.101 -0.087 -28.117 99 0.000

fp 0.105 0.030 0.099 0.111 34.711 99 0.000

fn -0.012 0.013 -0.014 -0.009 -8.697 99 0.000

Table 5-6: Paired-Sample T-Test Comparison between WebServiceX.net and WebServSOM
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5.5.3 Summary of Findings

Table 5-7 summarizes the results of testing the various hypotheses. The results of testing

H1.1 and H1.2 show that the WebServSOM generated service taxonomies were

significantly more accurate than the original Web service taxonomies collected from both

BindingPoint.com and WebServiceX.net.

The results from testing H2.1 and H2.2 confirm that the WebServSOM generated

service taxonomies achieved lower false positive rates than the original Web service

taxonomies collected from both BindingPoint.com and WebServiceX.net. Since the false

positive rate represents the purity level of taxonomies within subject categories, we

conclude that each subject category in the WebServSOM generated service taxonomies

contained less semantically irrelevant Web services within the subject categories than did

those from both BindingPoint.com and WebServiceX.net.

The result of testing H3.1 shows that the WebServSOM generated service

taxonomies achieved lower false negative rates than the original Web service taxonomies

collected from BindingPoint.com. Based on the result, we conclude that more of the Web

services in the WebServSOM generated taxonomies were correctly categorized to

semantically corresponding subject categories than were those in BindingPoint.com.
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H1: Accuracy p value Result

H1.1 ⊗SOM > BO 0.000 ( 05.0<α , 2-tailed) Confirmed

H1.2 ⊗SOM > WO 0.000 ( 05.0<α , 2-tailed) Confirmed

H2: False Positive Rate p value Result

H2.1 BO > ⊗SOM 0.000 ( 05.0<α , 2-tailed) Confirmed

H2.2 WO > ⊗SOM 0.000 ( 05.0<α , 2-tailed) Confirmed

H3: False Negative Rate p value Result

H3.1 BO > ⊗SOM 0.000 ( 05.0<α , 2-tailed) Confirmed

H3.2 ⊗SOM >WO 0.000 ( 05.0<α , 2-tailed) Confirmed

Table 5-7: Results of Hypotheses Testing

The result from testing H3.2 confirms that the original Web service taxonomies achieved

lower false negative rates than the WebServSOM generated service taxonomies did. We

believe this could be attributed to the number of subject categories used in

WebServiceX.net. This is not surprising because the relatively small number of subject

categories has a twofold effect: on the one hand, it would result in lower false negative

rates; on the other hand, it would result in higher false positive rates.

Consequently, we conclude that our Web service taxonomy generation framework

generates more accurate Web service taxonomies than both existing Web services

repositories.
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5.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter we started by explaining how the subject category context can be captured

by utilizing iterative SOM cluster analysis and descriptive label generation methods

described in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 respectively. We then discussed the geographic

context identification process in Section 5.3. Next we presented how the Web service

taxonomy generation framework has been implemented within our prototype system

along with examples. In Section 5.5, we evaluated the WebServSOM generated subject

category context taxonomy by comparing it with the Web service taxonomies from the

existing Web services repositories. Table 5-8 summarizes the realization of the proposed

framework within the prototype system.
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Conceptualization Realization Description

Region Selector
It allows the user to define semantically
related regions within the SOM generated
category maps.

SOM Visualize
Engine

It displays SOM category maps within the
publisher interfaceIterative Cluster

Analysis Method

Taxonomy
Extractor

It constructs a hierarchical relationship by
referring to the relationship among
semantically related regions in different
SOM category maps and stores it in the
common repository.

Initial Descriptive
Label Generation
Process

It allows the user to assign an initial
descriptive label for the newly created
semantically related region.Descriptive Label

Generation Method Bottom-up
fashioned Label
Refining Process

It allows the user to rename the
semantically related regions by referring to
the labels of the corresponding sub-regions.

Geographic Context
Geo Context
Mapper

It identifies geographic context for Web
services by referring to the geographic
domain knowledge stored in the common
repository.

Table 5-8: Realization for Web Service Taxonomy Generation Framework
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CHAPTER 6 WEB SERVICE SEARCH MODEL

The objective of this chapter is to answer our research question (4) in Section 1.2:

What search strategies are desirable for discovering semantically relevant Web

services?

In this chapter we present the evaluation of different Web service search strategies, which

forms the basis of our Web service search model. Next, we briefly describe our Web

service search model in Section 6.2. We then show how the proposed Web service search

model and the Web service taxonomies generated in Chapter 5 are integrated into a

uniform interface in our prototype. Finally, we summarize the chapter in Section 6.4

6.1 EVALUATION OF WEB SERVICE SEARCH STRATEGIES

We now describe our laboratory experiment that evaluates the performance of different

Web service search strategies. Our evaluation objectives were twofold: (1) to evaluate the

usability of different Web service search strategies and (2) to evaluate how the tools (the

WebServSOM generated service taxonomies and SOM category map) are used to help

browsing for Web service discovery.
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6.1.1 Methodology

Forty two human subjects participated in the experiment. Most of the subjects were

undergraduate students in the Management Information Systems (MIS) department at the

University of Arizona. Most of them possess fairly good computer skills and are familiar

with Web search interfaces (keyword searching and tree-based category browsing). No

subjects have any prior experience with SOM generated category map browsing and

visualization tools. However, a training session was given to all subjects before they

conducted search tasks. The training session includes: (1) the introduction of Web

services and service-oriented computing, (2) the introduction of the category map and its

characteristics, (3) a 15-minute practice session to allow subjects to get familiar with the

tools. Table 6-1 summarizes the subjects’ profiles.

There were three experimental setups of the Web service search strategies: (1)

keyword searching (K), (2) a combination of keyword searching and tree-based category

browsing (KC), and (3) a combination of keyword searching, tree-based category

browsing, and SOM generated category map browsing (MKC). Each experimental setup

was implemented with Java Servlet technology and an Oracle 10g Enterprise server. The

keyword searching interface consists of an HTML page, which allows users to provide

keyword terms and specify the Boolean operators, and the corresponding Java Servlet,

which processes the keyword terms from the HTML page, retrieves the Web services
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Attribute Subjects’ Profiles

Gender 27 subjects are male and 15 are female

Education Level
30 subjects are undergraduate students, 4 subjects have earned a
bachelor’s degree, and 8 subjects did not provide education
information

Computer Skill

20 subjects described themselves as expert in their computer
skills, 18 subjects described themselves as intermediate in their
computer skills, and 4 subjects described themselves as basic in
their computer skills.

Table 6-1: Subjects’ Profiles

from the Oracle 10g Enterprise server, and summarizes the search results into a single

HTML page. Tree-based categories for Web services were generated by utilizing the

iterative cluster analysis method discussed in Section 5.1. The labels for the tree-based

categories were manually assigned by a human expert. The tree-based category browsing

was incorporated with the keyword searching interface with JavaScript.

In order to incorporate SOM generated category maps into the tree-based category

browsing interface, we first created SOM category maps by using an SOM clustering tool.

We then saved the SOM category maps as JPEG image files and processed them with

image map generation software, which allows us to add hyperlinks within JPEG images.

After processing the JPEG image files with the image map generation software, we added

them into the tree-based category browsing interface.
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Search Strategy Description

Keyword searching (K) Keyword searching interface allows users to search within
service name and documentation.

Keyword searching + Tree-based
category browsing (KC)

Users can search Web services by using either keyword
searching or hierarchical category browsing. System allows
users to perform keyword searching within a specific
category.

SOM generated category map
browsing + Keyword searching +
Tree-based category browsing
(MKC)

Users can search Web services by using all three searching
interfaces: SOM generated category map browsing,
Keyword Searching, and Tree-based Category Browsing.

Table 6-2: Summary of Experimental Settings

During the experiment, each subject used all three setups to perform the searching tasks.

The order in which the system was used was randomly assigned to the human subjects to

avoid bias due to system sequence. We created 25 sample search tasks based on the 674

WSDL files that were collected from Web services repositories. Each subject was

required to perform three search tasks using each system. A time limit of 10 minutes was

imposed on each search task. During the experiment, a subject’s interaction with the

system was recorded as an AVI file. By analyzing the AVI file for each subject, we

captured a given subject’s detailed activity such as number of clicks, number of search

attempts, selection of keywords, and time to accomplish the search task. After finishing

the search tasks with a system, a subject rated the system on its usability.
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Independent
Variables

Dependent Variables

subjectby theidentifiedoperationsallofNumber

subjectby theidentifiedoperationsrelevantofNumber
Precision =

expertbyidentifiedoperationsrelevantofNumber

subjectby theidentifiedoperationsrelevantofNumber
Recall =

PrecisionRecall

PrecisionRecall2
measure-F

+
××

=

Objective
Performance
Measures

Efficiency was measured by the time that participants
spent on the search tasks using a search interface.

Search
Interface:
includes K,
KC, and
MKC

Subjective
Preference
Measures

Subjective preferences were measured by two survey
constructs: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of
use.

Table 6-3: Independent Variables and Dependent Variables

According to Nielsen and Levy [103], measurable usability parameters fall into two

broad categories: subjective preference measures and objective performance measures.

The subjective preference measures assess how much the users like to use the system,

while the objective performance measures indicate how capable the users are at using the

system. To measure subjective preference measures, we identified two constructs from

the existing usability questionnaires frequently employed in the IS field [100, 101]. The

two constructs for the subjective user preference measures consisted of perceived

usefulness of the system and perceived ease of use of the system. In this study, there are

four objective performance measures: precision, recall, F-measure, and efficiency. They

have been widely used in service discovery research studies [20, 45, 52, 56]. The

precision measures “how well the search interface helps the users find relevant services
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by providing less wrong information.” The recall measures “how well the search

interface helps the users find relevant services by providing more correct information.” 

The efficiency measures “To what extent can the search interface help the user minimize

the search task completion time?” Table 6-3 summarizes the independent variables and

dependent variables in our experiment.

6.1.2 Statistical Analysis and Experimental Results

After obtaining performance measures, we used the ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc

analyses to test whether the performance measures of different experimental settings

were significantly different. To evaluate the effectiveness of three different experimental

settings, we used the four objective performance measures (i.e., precision, recall, F-

measure, and efficiency).
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Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Precision Between Groups 0.775 2 0.387 25.210 0.000

Within Groups 1.890 123 0.015

Total 2.665 125

Recall Between Groups 0.024 2 0.012 8.333 0.000

Within Groups 0.177 123 0.001

Total 0.201 125

F-measure Between Groups 0.527 2 0.264 27.500 0.000

Within Groups 1.179 123 0.010

Total 1.706 125

Efficiency Between Groups 31774.737 2 15887.369 10.936 0.000

Within Groups 178696.762 123 1452.819

Total 210471.499 125

Table 6-4: ANOVA Test Results of Objective Performance Measurements

Table 6-4 summarizes the ANOVA test results, showing significant differences in all four

objective performance measures across different experimental settings. For instance, the

F-ratio of precision is 0.387 and p-value is 0.000. This means that the difference between

the precision of the three different experimental settings is significant at the level of

0.000. Since there is a significant difference among the different experimental settings,

we conducted Tukey’s post hoc test to determine exactly which means are significantly

different from which other ones.
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N Subset for alpha = .05

Measure Index 1 2

K 42 0.592

KC 42 0.771

MKC 42 0.799
Precision

Sig. 1.000 0.954

MKC 42 0.429

KC 42 0.387

K 42 0.154
Recall

Sig. 0.881 1.000

MKC 42 0.515

KC 42 0.497

K 42 0.258
F-measure

Sig. 0.981 1.000

K 42 124.111

KC 42 150.254

MKC 42 162.127
Efficiency

Sig. 1.000 .327

Table 6-5: Summary of Tukey’s Post Hoc Tests with Objective Performance Measures

Table 6-5 lists the Tukey’s post hoc test results with the three effectiveness measures. In

terms of precision, the Tukey’s post hoc test grouped the three different experimental

settings into two homogenous subsets in the following order: MKC, KC > K. In terms of

recall, the Tukey’s post hoc test classified the three different experimental settings into

two homogenous subsets in the following order: MKC, KC > K. In terms of F-measure,

the Tukey’s post hoc test organized the three different experimental settings into two
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homogenous subsets in the following order: MKC, KC > K. Based on these findings, we

concluded that there was no significant difference between the combined keyword

searching and tree-based category browsing (KC), and the combined keyword searching,

tree-based category browsing, and SOM generated category map browsing (MKC).

However the combined multiple search strategies (MKC and KC) outperformed the

simple keyword searching (K) across all three effectiveness measures. In terms of

efficiency (i.e., time requirements), the Tukey’s post hoc test grouped the three different

experimental settings into two homogeneous subsets in the following order: MKC, KC>

K. This finding confirms that using SOM generated category map browsing did not

significantly increase the time required for Web service searching.

a The range of rating is from 1 to 7 with 1 being the best.

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

N Mean Std.
Deviation Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

Minimum Maximum

K 38 a733.4 1.347 4.290 5.175 2.330 7.000

KC 38 a737.1 0.594 1.542 1.932 1.000 4.000

MKC 38 a623.1 0.5380 1.446 1.800 1.000 2.830

U
se

fu
ln

es
s

Total 114 2.697 1.702 2.382 3.013 1.000 7.000

K 38 a904.1 1.013 1.571 2.237 1.000 6.000

KC 38 a776.1 1.366 1.327 2.225 1.000 6.500

MKC 38 a820.1 0.843 1.543 2.097 1.000 6.000

E
as

e
of

U
se

Total 114 1.833 1.088 1.632 2.035 1.000 6.500

Table 6-6: Descriptive Statistics of Subjective Preference Measures
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To evaluate the usability of the three Web service search strategies, we used two

performance measures: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Table 6-6 shows

the average rating on the perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use for each

setting. We conducted the ANOVA test for the two performance measures to see if there

is any significant difference between different experimental settings.

Table 6-7 summarizes the ANOVA test results, showing significant difference in

the perceived usefulness across three different experimental settings. It also shows that

there is no significant difference in the perceived ease of use. Based on the result of the

ANOVA test for the perceived ease of use, we conclude that all three Web service search

strategies achieved the same level of perceived ease of use.

Since there is a significant difference in the perceived usefulness among the

different experimental settings, we conducted Tukey’s post hoc analysis with the

perceived usefulness to determine exactly which means are significantly different from

which other ones.

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Between Groups 236.317 2 118.159 144.317 .000
Usefulness

Within Groups 90.881 111 0.819

Between Groups 0.320 2 0.160 0.133 .875
Ease of Use

Within Groups 133.328 111 1.201

Table 6-7: ANOVA Test Results of Subjective Preference Measures
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N Subset for alpha = .05

Index 1 2

MKC 38 1.623

KC 38 1.737

K 38 4.733

Sig. .847 1.000

Table 6-8: Tukey’s Post Hoc Test Result with Perceived Usefulness

Table 6-8 lists the Tukey’s post hoc analysis result based on the perceived usefulness of

the three different experimental settings. The Tukey’s post hoc test grouped the three

different experimental settings into two homogeneous subsets in the following order: KC,

MKC> K. The result of the Tukey’s post hoc analysis reveals that the participating

human subjects’ perception was that the combined multiple search strategies (i.e., KC and

MKC) were more useful than the keyword searching (K).

6.1.3 Summary of Findings

Based on the results of our experiment with three different Web service search strategies,

we found the following:

• The combined multiple Web service search strategies (MKC and KC)

outperformed the keyword searching (K) in terms of objective performance

measures (precision, recall, F-measure and time cost).

• The SOM generated category map browsing did not significantly increase the
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time required for Web service searching.

• The participating human subjects’ perception was that the combined multiple

search strategies (MKC and KC) were more useful than keyword search (K).

• There was no significant difference in the perceived ease of use across the three

different Web service search strategies.

In the following section, we describe details of our Web service search model and

how the proposed model has been incorporated with our prototype system.

6.2 WEB SERVICE SEARCH MODEL

We propose a Web service search model based on the Web service taxonomy generation

framework, which was discussed in Chapter 5, and the SOM clustering algorithm as a

core module to browse Web services and visualize search results. The proposed model

combines keyword searching, Web service taxonomy-based browsing, and SOM

generated category map-based browsing. In particular, the proposed model incorporates

two different types of Web services taxonomies (i.e., subject category context and

geographic context) from the Web service generation framework within a single user

interface. The proposed model is comprised of four steps: user query generation, cluster

analysis, examining search results, and service selection, as illustrated in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1: Overview of Web Service Search Model

In the user query generation step, the user initiates the Web service search process by

providing keyword terms or browsing a subject context taxonomy. The user can also

define the keyword search limit by selecting either subject category context or geographic

context. During this step, both stemming and stop-word elimination processes are

executed to enhance the quality of keyword searching.

After obtaining search results from the common repository, the user may conduct

a SOM cluster analysis to visualize the search results. The SOM generated category map

visualizes the interrelationships among the search results in a two-dimensional map. The

SOM generated category map allows the user to examine the characteristics of various

clusters. It also allows the user to select multiple Web services within the SOM generated
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category map and conduct further SOM cluster analysis to visualize refined search results.

The user then decides which Web services fulfill the user’s requirement.

In the following section, we present how the proposed search model has been

implemented in a searcher interface within our prototype system along with examples.

6.3 SEARCHER INTERFACE

In order to facilitate Web service discovery, we proposed the Web service search model,

which combines multiple search strategies (i.e., keyword searching and predefined Web

service taxonomies-based browsing) in a flexible manner. The Web service taxonomies

for both subject category context and geographic context discussed in Chapter 5 are

integrated into a Searcher Interface in the prototype system, as shown in Figure 6-2. 

 

The user interface frame of the Searcher Interface consists of three interface

components: a menu bar, a menu tool bar, and a Tool Tab Set. The menu bar is made up

of a set of menus that can be used to initiate the Web service search process and conduct

SOM cluster analysis. The menu tool bar simply consists of the most frequently used

menu items in the menu bar, such as initiating query generation, specifying input feature

selection for SOM cluster analysis, and conducting SOM cluster analysis.
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Figure 6-2: Graphic User Interface Frame of the Searcher Interface

The Tool Tab Set consists of three different action modes for the Web service search

process: Details of Results tab, Visualization of Results tab, Saved Results tab, and

Search History tab. When the user first invokes our searcher interface, the Tool Tab Set is

initially disabled. Once the user generates and submits a Web service search query, the

Details of Results tab will be enabled. This tab displays the search results in the table.

The Visualization of Results tab displays the SOM generated category map as a browsing

facility. The Saved Results tab summarizes the operation information that is saved by the

user. Finally, the Search History tab illustrates the search query history by showing the
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keyword(s) that the user submitted and the saved services and operation information in

the table.

A user initiates the Web service search process in the searcher interface by either

clicking the query button in the menu tool bar or selecting the query generation menu

item in the menu bar. The searcher interface then invokes the Query Generator, as

illustrated in Figure 6-3. The Query Generator supports the user with the following

functionalities: (1) keyword(s) generation with Boolean operator, (2) selection of subject

category context, and (3) selection of geographic context.

Figure 6-3: Dialog Interface of Query Generator
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The Query Generator consists of three interface components: Keyword Text Field, Radio

Button Group for Boolean Operator, and Taxonomy Tool Tab Set. The Keyword Text

Field allows users to provide keyword terms, while the Radio Button Group for Boolean

operator allows users to specify the Boolean operation for multiple keyword terms. The

Taxonomy Tool Tab set consists of two different taxonomy modes: Category Context tab

and Geographic Context tab, which are managed by the Category Context Handler and

the Geo Context Handler, respectively. The Category Context Handler allows the user to

browse Web services through the subject category context taxonomy, which was defined

in Section 5.4.1. Similarly, the Geo Context Handler allows the user to browse Web

service through the geographic context taxonomy, which was defined in Section 5.4.2. In

the Query Generator the user can specify the keyword search limit by selecting both

subject category context(s) and geographic context(s) of the Web services.
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Figure 6-4: WebServSOM Searcher Interface

For example, a user wants to find Web services that retrieve weather forecast information

based on a given IP address (see Figure 6–4). By examining the descriptive labels of the

predefined subject category contexts, the user may choose keyword terms, such as

‘weather,’ ‘forecast,’ ‘IP,’ and ‘address.’ If the user wants to perform exhaustive keyword

searching, the user can select the OR Boolean operator instead of the AND Boolean

operator. As you can see in Figure 6–4, the user specifies the subject context scope within

the Root context. In this case, the WebServSOM searcher interface returns 174 Web

services from the common repository, which contain any of the user specified keyword

terms.
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Figure 6-5: Refining the Query by Specifying Subject Category Context

The user can refine his/her initial search query by selecting the AND Boolean operator or

specifying the search limit by choosing the subject category context or geographic

context. For instance, the user can refine the initial search query by specifying the search

limit within the “WEATHER FORECAST IP ADDRESS PLACE NAME CITI

COUNTRI STATE lookup find search match retriev” subject category context (see

Figure 6–5).

Then the prototype system returns more refined search results, which contain 20

Web services, and enables the input feature button in the menu tool bar. As illustrated in

Figure 6-6, the Details of Results tab displays the refined search results. The Details of

Results tab consists of three interface components: Service Viewer, Navigation Combo
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Box, and Textual Description Viewer. The Service Viewer summarizes each Web service

in the search results within the table. The Navigation Combo Box allows the user to jump

to any Web services in the Service Viewer by selecting either the Web service ID number

or Web service name. The Textual Description Viewer displays the textual description of

the Web service currently selected in the Navigation Combo Box.

Figure 6-6: Refined Search Results
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The user then invokes an input feature generator by clicking the input feature button in

the menu tool bar. The input feature generator allows the user to select service similarity

assessment method(s) for SOM cluster analysis. As illustrated in Figure 6–7, the input

feature generator contains a set of check boxes and a text field for weight. If the user

checks a similarity assessment method, the input feature generator assigns a ‘1’ value

within the text field for weight. If the user checks multiple similarity assessment

methods, then the input feature generator assigns equal weight values for all selected

similarity assessment methods (i.e., total of the weight for each similarity assessment

method is 1.0).

Figure 6-7: Dialog Interface for Input Feature Generator
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Figure 6-8: Clustering Results with the Search Results

After specifying the input feature for SOM cluster analysis, the user may conduct SOM

cluster analysis to see the detailed interrelationships among the search results in a two-

dimensional category map. Figure 6–8 illustrates the SOM clustering results with the

search results. The Visualization of Results tab consists of three interface components:

SOM Visualize Engine, Display Mode Selector, and Summary Tool Tab Set. The SOM

Visualize Engine displays the SOM clustering result as a category map. The Display

Mode Selector allows the user to view the SOM category map in different display modes

such as Umatrix, Binary, or Region. The Summary Tool Tab set consists of two different
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summarization modes: Summary and Matching Result. The Summary tab provides an

overview of the currently selected Web services within the SOM category map. The

Matching Result tab displays the identical Web services within the SOM category map.

The user can select multiple clusters within the SOM category map by utilizing

the Region Selector, which supports the following user actions: (1) explore the

characteristics of various clusters in the SOM category map by displaying the detailed

contents of the WSDL files and (2) select multiple Web services within the SOM

category map for further SOM cluster analysis. The user can invoke the Region Selector

by holding down the control key and clicking any point within the SOM category map.

The Region Selector then indicates the selected area with blue color on the SOM category

map and provides the details for the Web services within the selected area. As illustrated

in Figure 6-9, the Region Selector dialog interface consists of five interface components:

Selected Service Viewer, Textual Description Viewer, Operation Viewer, Operation

Documentation Viewer, and Parameter Viewer. The Selected Service Viewer displays the

currently selected Web services in the SOM category map in table format. The Textual

Description Viewer displays the textual description of the Web service currently

highlighted in the Selected Service Viewer. The Operation Viewer summarizes the

detailed operation level information of the highlighted Web service and also allows the

user to save the specific operation(s) that satisfy the user’s requirements. The Operation
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Figure 6-9: Dialog Interface for Region Selector

Documentation Viewer displays the textual documentation of the operation currently

highlighted in the Operation Viewer. Finally, the Parameter Viewer displays the detailed

parameter level information of the highlighted operation in the Operation Viewer.
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Once the user saves the specific services or operations that fulfill his/her

requirements, the prototype system enables the Saved Result tab in the Tool Tab Set. As

shown in Figure 6-10, the Saved Result tab displays the currently saved information in

table format. In addition, the searcher interface has the ability to keep tracking the user’s

search history. The search history consists of two parts: (1) keyword searching

parameters and (2) saved information. The keyword searching parameter contains the

original keyword terms and the selected Boolean operator, while the saved information

contains the saved services or operations in the Region Selector dialog interface (see

Figure 6–11).

Figure 6-10: Saved Result Mode in Searcher Interface
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Figure 6-11: Search History Mode in Searcher Interface

6.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter we started by presenting our evaluation of three different Web service

search strategies. We then briefly discussed the proposed Web service search model,

which combines multiple search strategies by integrating the Web service taxonomies,

obtained from the Chapter 5, and the SOM cluster analysis as a visualization tool for

search results. Next, we presented how the proposed model has been implemented within

our prototype system in Section 6.3. Table 6-9 summarizes the realization of the

proposed model within our prototype system.
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Conceptualization Realization Description

Keyword Searching Query Generator
It coordinates overall query generation
process by managing Category Context
Handler and Geo Context Handler.

Subject Category
Context-based Browsing

Category Context
Handler

It allows the user to browse services through
the subject category context taxonomy.

Geographic Context-
based Browsing

Geo Context
Handler

It allows the user to browse services through
the geographic context taxonomy.

Cluster Analysis
SOM Visualize
Engine

It displays the SOM cluster analysis and allows
the users to browse the services through the
SOM category map.

Examining Web services Region Selector

It allows the user to examine the details of the
search results within the SOM category map.

It also allows the user to save the services that
fulfill the user’s requirements

Saved Result Mode
of Searcher
Interface

It displays the currently saved search results in
Searcher Interface.

Save Web services
Search History
Mode of Searcher
Interface

It keeps tracking the user’s search history.

Table 6-9: Realization for Web Service Search Model
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CHAPTER 7 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

In this chapter, we present the architecture and implementation of a prototype system

designed to facilitate Web service discovery and publishing. The proposed Web service

organizing framework (Chapter 4), a Web service taxonomy generation framework

(Chapter 5), and a Web service search model (Chapter 6) are the basis for building a

prototype system. The prototype system was developed to test the methodology presented

in this dissertation and has been evaluated using laboratory experiments. The results are

presented in Chapter 8.

7.1 OVERVIEW OF THE PROTOTYPE ARCHITECTURE

Figure 7-1 illustrates the architectural overview of the prototype system, called the

WebServSOM system. We have implemented this architecture using the Java 2 platform

(JDK 1.4.2). In other words, all components of the prototype system described below

have been written entirely in Java language. The prototype system is currently running on

both a Pentium IV 2.66GHz Windows XP Workstation and a Pentium II 400 Linux

Workstation. The common repository is implemented using an Oracle 10g Enterprise

server. The prototype system can be accessed through Web browsers or used as a stand-

alone application. It has been integrated with the Internet to support broader access by

various users. The implementation of the prototype consists of a set of Java-based tools:

SOM tool, Publisher Interface, Searcher Interface, and Common Repository.
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Figure 7-1: Overview of WebServSOM System Architecture

The SOM Tool allows users to conduct SOM cluster analysis with WSDL files. It

provides the initial size of the SOM category map by referring to the number of WSDL

files for a given cluster analysis, and gradually increases the size of the category map

until the optimal result is achieved. After completing cluster analysis, the SOM Tool

visualizes the clustering result as a two-dimensional category map. The SOM Tool

supports multiple display modes of the category map such as Umatrix, Binary, and

Region. In particular, users can specify a threshold value in Binary display mode to see

changes in boundaries of different clusters within the category map. The SOM Tool also

allows users to browse Web services through the SOM category map. The SOM Tool
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consists of five components: WSDL Parser, VSM Generator, Q-gram Generator, Input

Feature Selector, and SOM Visualize Engine.

The WSDL Parser is implemented by extending a generic XML parser. It

supports users with four functionalities: retrieving the contents of WSDL files, extracting

the terms from the concatenated words, preprocessing the terms for cluster analysis, and

storing the collected information into the common repository. During the WSDL file

parsing process, the WSDL parser sequentially collects information from WSDL files

based on the Web service conceptual model defined in Section 4.1. The VSM Generator

allows users to measure the similarities between Web services by using the IDFTF ×

heuristic, while the Q-gram Generator allows user to measure the similarities between

Web services by using the string pattern comparison method. The Input Feature Selector

coordinates both the VSM Generator and Q-gram Generator to create consistent

similarity scores for SOM cluster analysis. The Input Feature Selector allows users to

select service similarity assessment methods (discussed in Section 4.2) with different

input features (discussed in Section 4.1). Finally, the SOM Visualize Engine is

implemented based on Kohonen’s SOM algorithm. The capability of Kohonen’s SOM

algorithm is limited to visualizing the clustering results within the two-dimensional map,

but the SOM Visualize Engine extends the capability of Kohonen’s SOM algorithm in

many aspects. The SOM Visualize Engine has been utilized as a core module to generate

Web service taxonomies, browse Web services, and visualize Web service search results.
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The Publisher Interface allows service providers to publisher their Web services

and it allows Web services repository managers to generate Web service taxonomies for

currently published Web services. During the Web service publishing process, the user

submits the WSDL file for his/her Web service and the Publisher Interface utilizes the

WSDL parser for collecting the contents from the WSDL file. In order to realize the Web

service taxonomy generation framework discussed in Chapter 5, we implemented the

Publisher Interface with five components: SOM Visualize Engine, Region Selector, Label

Generator, Geo Context Mapper, and Taxonomy Extractor. The SOM Visualize Engine

displays a SOM category map within the Publisher Interface. The Region Selector allows

the user to define semantically related regions within the SOM category maps. The

Region Selector also allows the user to assign a descriptive label for a newly defined

semantically related region by utilizing the Label Generator. The Label Generator

consists of two processes: initial descriptive label generation process and bottom-up

fashioned label refining process. The initial descriptive label generation process is used to

assign an initial label for the newly created region by referring to the index terms of the

Web services within the region, while the bottom-up fashioned label refining process

allows the user to rename the region by referring to the labels of the corresponding sub-

regions. The Geo Context Mapper identifies geographic context for Web services by

referring to the geographic domain knowledge stored in the common repository. Finally,

the Taxonomy Extractor constructs a hierarchical relationship by referring to the
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relationship among semantically related regions in different SOM category maps and

stores it in the common repository. We demonstrated the major functions of the

individual components of the Publisher Interface in Section 5.4, including examples.

The Searcher Interface is another tool that supports a graphic user interface in

order to help service consumers and authorized users find Web services. The Searcher

Interface consists of four components: Query Generator, Category Context Handler, Geo

Context Handler, and Region Selector. The Query Generator controls the user’s overall

query generation process. It allows users to provide keyword terms and specify the search

limit within/across subject category contexts and geographic contexts. Once the user

submits keyword term(s), the Query Generator removes non-alphanumeric characters

from each keyword term. In order to increase the query’s recall rate, the Query Generator

performs a stemming process on each submitted keyword term. Then, the Query

Generator retrieves the Web services that contain each term and performs a joining

process among the sets of retrieved Web services for each keyword term according to the

user’s specified Boolean operator. The Category Context Handler and the Geo Context

Handler support browsing facilities for subject category context and geographic context

taxonomies respectively. Once the user selects a given context within the taxonomy, the

corresponding context handler retrieves the Web services associated with the selected

context and the sub-contexts. The Region Selector allows the user to select the Web

services within the SOM Tool generated category map. Once the user selects the Web
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service(s), the Region Selector displays their details. We demonstrated use of the

Searcher Interface components with an example in Section 6.3.

The Common Repository consists of five components: Service Dictionary, SOM

Dictionary, Category Dictionary, Geographic Domain Knowledge, and Geo Context

Dictionary. The Service Dictionary contains a set of relational tables that store the

contents of WSDL files, which are obtained by the WSDL Parser. The Category

Dictionary constitutes a set of relational tables that store subject category context

taxonomy including the mapping information of associated with the Web services. The

Geographic Domain Knowledge contains a set of relational tables that store both the

predefined geographic taxonomy and the corresponding domain knowledge, such as

English country names, adjectives of nationality, a three-letter ISO country code for 243

countries, and so on. The Geo Context Dictionary constitutes a set of relational tables that

store the predefined geographic context taxonomy and the mapping information with the

associated Web services. The Geo Context Mapper identifies geographic context

mapping information for Web services by utilizing the Geographic Domain Knowledge.

7.2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section summarizes implementation of the prototype system discussed in the

previous section from the Java application development perspective. As mentioned
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earlier in this chapter, the prototype system has been implemented with Java Language

(JDK 1.4.2) and runs on a Java 2 platform. The prototype system is made up of 16 Java

class packages: “webservsom,” “webservsom.gui,” “webservsom.gui.controller,” 

“webservsom.gui.searcher,” “webservsom.gui.searcher.event,” 

“webservsom.gui.publisher,” “webservsom.gui.publisher.event,” “webservsom.string,” 

“webservsom.string.qgram,” “webservsom.string.vsm,” “webservsom.database,” 

“webservsom.database.broker,” “webservsom.util,” “webservsom.datatype,” 

“webservsom.datatype.categorycontext,” and “webservsom.datatype.geocontext”. A

package is a collection of Java classes and serves as a library unit, which may be

accessed by the other Java application. Figure 7-2 shows the package diagram of the

prototype system. The arrow lines indicate package dependency. For instance, the

package “webservsom.gui” depends on “webservsom.” This means that classes in

“webservsom” invoke classes in “webservsom.gui.” The “webservsom.gui.searcher” and

“webservsom.gui.searcher.event” class packages depend on each other.
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Figure 7-2: Package Diagram of the Prototype System

A system that includes a graphic user interface and database access is architecturally

designed in terms of several layers, such as presentation, application domain logic,

application service logic and storage [102]. The presentation layer describes graphic user

interfaces. The application domain logic layer represents domain concept objects to

achieve the system’s requirements. The application service logic layer assists non-

problem domain objects that support services such as interacting with the database. The

storage layer is a persistent storage mechanism such as a relational database. We adopt a
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classical three-tier object-oriented architecture [102]. In such architecture, the graphic

user interface, application processing and data access are separated into three layers, and

the interaction among the three layers is supported by a controller and broker. The

controller provides interface objects responsible for handling graphic user events and

defining methods for system operation. The controller resides between the presentation

and the application domain logic layers. The broker supports data access events such as

materialization, dematerialization, modification and data retrieval. The broker resides in

the application service logic layer and provides database transactions for the application

domain logic layer. A summary of the 16 packages and their corresponding layers is

presented in Table 7-1 and the three-tier architecture of the prototype system is illustrated

in Figure 7-3, based on the packages described in Table 7-1. 
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Package Description Architecture
Layer

webservsom

This package runs both the Publisher Interface
and the Searcher Interface as stand-alone
application or applet. It accesses the
webservsom.gui package

Presentation

webservsom.gui
This package owns both the
webservsom.gui.searcher and
webservsom.gui.publisher packages.

Presentation

webservsom.gui.controller
This package controls all database services by
invoking webservsom.database and
webservsom.database.broker packages.

Controller

webservsom.gui.searcher

This package contains graphical user interface
components for the Searcher Interface, such as
frame, menu, and dialogs. It directly interacts
with the user

Presentation

webservsom.gui.searcher.event

This package handles mouse and keyboard
events invoked by the
webservsom.gui.searcher package
It invokes dialogs and displays popup menus.

Presentation

webservsom.gui.publisher

This package contains graphical user interface
components for the Publisher Interface, such
as frame, menu, and dialogs. It directly
interacts with the user

Presentation

webservsom.gui.publisher.event

This package handles mouse and keyboard
events invoked by the
webservsom.gui.publisher package
It invokes dialogs and displays popup menus.

Presentation

webservsom.string
This package contains both the
webservsom.string.qgram and
websersom.string.vsm packages

Application
Domain
Logic

webservsom.string.qgram

This package consists of a set of q-gram
generators.
It is called by webservsom.gui.controller
package to generate q-grams.
It invokes webservsom.database and
webservsom.database.broker packages through
webservsom.gui.controller package.

Application
Domain Logic

webservsom.string.vsm

This package consists of a set of vector space
generators.
It is called by webservsom.gui.controller
package to generate Vector space.
It invokes webservsom.database and
webservsom.database.broker packages through
webservsom.gui.controller package.

Application
Domain Logic

Table 7-1: Summary of Java Class Packages Implemented in the Prototype System
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Package Description Architecture
Layer

webservsom.util

This package provides useful methods to other
packages:
It parses WSDL files
It generates descriptive labels for semantically
related regions
It provides ID generation for database objects
It manages system resources such as SQL
statements

Application
Domain Logic

webservsom.datatype
This package contains Web service
conceptual model objects

Application
Domain Logic

webservsom.datatype.categorycontext
This package owns subject category context
objects. This package requests database
service through the webservsom.gui.controller.

Application
Domain Logic

webservsom.datatype.geocontext
This package owns subject geographic context
objects. This package requests database
service through the webservsom.gui.controller.

Application
Domain Logic

webservsom.database
This package is responsible for database
connections. The webservsom.gui.controller
controls it to open/close the connections.

Application
Service Logic

webservsom.database.broker

This package provides a set of database
brokers responsible for the corresponding
database transaction.
It directly accesses the database by using SQL
statements and populates data objects in the
webservsom.datatype,
webservsom.datatype.categorycontext, and
webservsom.datatype.geocontext packages.
It passes over the objects to the
webservsom.gui.controller package

Application
Service Logic

Table 7-1: Summary of Java Class Packages Implemented In the Prototype System - Continued
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Figure 7-3: Three-Tier Architecture of the Prototype System
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7.3 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have described a proof-of-concept prototype system called the

WebServSOM system. The WebServSOM system supports both service providers and

consumers with two different interfaces (i.e., the Publisher Interface and the Searcher

Interface, respectively). The Publisher Interface in the WebServSOM system facilitates

Web service publishing by utilizing the WSDL parser. It supports Web service taxonomy

generation by using the SOM clustering algorithm and descriptive label generation

methods, as well as geographic domain knowledge stored in the common repository. The

Web service taxonomies, generated from the Publisher Interface, have been incorporated

into the Searcher Interface by combining multiple Web service search strategies.

We believe that our methodology is one of the first attempts to facilitate Web service

discovery and Web service taxonomy management within one research. Most past

research has studied the two problems separately, even though they are not mutually

exclusive. On the one hand, research studying Web service discovery usually has

assumed the existence of UDDI standard and/or domain-specific ontologies, stopped at

the conceptual level (theory-building), and did not take Web service taxonomy

management into consideration. On the other hand, research studying Web service

taxonomy generation/management usually has started with applying data mining

techniques to identify concepts for domain-specific ontologies and has not investigated
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how Web service taxonomy generation could be integrated with Web service discovery.
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CHAPTER 8 EVALUATION

To evaluate the usability of the proposed methodology and the prototype system in

facilitating effective Web service discovery, we conducted an experiment. The objective

of this chapter is to answer research question (5) discussed in Section 1.2.

How useful is the proposed methodology in achieving semantic Web service

discovery?

We begin by presenting our evaluation methodology in Section 8.1. The findings are

presented in Section 8.2. We then present a summary of our findings. Finally, we end

with a summary of this chapter.

8.1 METHODOLOGY

In order to evaluate usability of the proposed Web service search model, we compare the

prototype system (WebServSOM) with an existing public Web services repository (i.e.,

Woogle). According to Nielsen and Levy [103], measurable usability parameters fall into

two broad categories: subjective user preference measures and objective performance

measures. The subjective user preference measures assess how much the users like to use

the system, while the objective performance measures indicate how capable the users are

at using the system. In our evaluation framework, there are four objective performance
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measures: precision, recall, F-measure, and efficiency (see Table 8-1). They have been

widely used in service discovery research studies [20, 45, 52, 53, 56]. The precision

measures “how well the prototype system helps the users find relevant services by

providing less wrong information.” The recall measures “how well the prototype system

helps the users find relevant services by providing more correct information.” The F-

measure indicates how well the precision and recall are balanced. The efficiency

measures “To what extent can the prototype system help the user minimize the search

task completion time?”

The subjective user preference measures in this study constitute three constructs

from the existing usability questionnaires frequently employed in the IS field [100, 101].

The three constructs consist of attitude toward using the system, perceived usefulness of

the system, and perceived ease of use of the system. Table 8-1 summarizes the

independent and dependent variables in this study.
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Independent
Variables

Dependent Variables

subjectby theidentifiedoperationsallofNumber

subjectby theidentifiedoperationsrelevantofNumber
Precision =

expertbyidentifiedoperationsrelevantofNumber

subjectby theidentifiedoperationsrelevantofNumber
Recall =

PrecisionRecall

PrecisionRecall2
measure-F

+
××

=

Objective
performance
measures

Time cost is measured by the time that participants
spend on the search tasks using a Web service
repository.

Web Services
Repository:
includes Woogle
and the
prototype
system
(WebServSOM).

Subjective
preference
measures

Subjective preferences are measured by three survey
constructs: attitude toward using the system, perceived
usefulness, and perceived ease of use.

Table 8-1: Independent and Dependent Variables

In order to evaluate the usability of the prototype system, seven hypotheses are proposed.

All the hypotheses test the advantage of the prototype system over Woogle except the one

for perceived ease of use of the system. The hypotheses related to research question (5)

discussed in Section 1.2 that we expect to prove are summarized in Table 8-2. 
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Usability Measurement Code Hypothesis

Precision H1
The prototype system helps users achieve a higher
precision for relevant operation

identification than Woogle, i.e., WOPRO PP >

Recall H2
The prototype system helps users achieve a higher
recall for relevant operation identification than Woogle,

i.e., WOPRO RR >

F-measure H3
The prototype system helps users achieve a higher F-
measure for relevant operation identification than

Woogle, i.e., WOPRO FF >

O
bj

ec
ti

ve
P

er
fo

rm
an

ce

Time cost H4
Time spent completing search tasks using the prototype
system is less than the time spent using Woogle, i.e.,

WOPRO TT <

Attitude toward
using the system

H5
The prototype system achieves a higher likeability

rating from users than Woolge, i.e., WOPRO AA >

Perceived usefulness
of the system

H6
The prototype system achieves a higher perceived

usefulness than Woogle, i.e., WOPRO UU >

S
ub

je
ct

iv
e

P
re

fe
re

nc
e

Perceived ease of use
of the system

H7
Woogle achieves a higher perceived ease of use than

the prototype system, i.e., WOPRO EE <

Table 8-2: Summary of Hypotheses

8.1.1 Subjects

The subjects in this study were students, mainly undergraduate students, in the MIS

department at the University of Arizona. A training session was provided to all subjects

before they conducted search tasks with a given Web service repository. The training

session consisted of three parts: (1) the introduction of the Web service, (2) the

introduction of the search mechanism in a given Web service repository, and (3) a 15-
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minute practice session to allow subjects to familiarize themselves with the Web service

repository.

Subjects were informed of the cash reward based upon their performance in Web

service search tasks. At the end of each experiment, the subjects were given a cash

reward for their correct answers in Web service search tasks, up to $50. The objective of

the reward was to provide an incentive for performance and address the question of

motivation when using student subjects.

8.1.2 Experimental Design

In order to control various factors that may jeopardize the validity of the experiment

results, we followed the post-test only control group design which belongs to the true

experiment design paradigm [104, 105], as shown in Figure 8-1. The symbol

Figure 8-1: Experimental Study Design
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X represents the prototype system (i.e., WebServSOM). The nested factor is subject.

O represents the observed posttest measures. R indicates that the subjects were randomly

assigned to each group. To evaluate X , we measure whether the difference between 1O

and 2O is significant. In our study subjects were randomly assigned to two groups. Both

groups conducted the same search tasks in random order. A posttest (of objective

performance measures and subjective preference measures) was administered to both

groups.

8.1.3 Procedures

Figure 8-2 illustrates detailed procedures followed in the experimental study. Subjects

were randomly assigned to Group A and Group B. For both groups, there were three total

steps in the process. The subjects in Group A were asked to answer a list of demographic

survey questions (refer to Appendix A3: Part I Questionnaire). Then they conducted four

search tasks using our prototype system (WebServSOM). During the search tasks, the

subjects’ keyboard and mouse activities on the monitor screen were recorded with screen

capture software (i.e., SnagIt Version 5). A time limit of 15 minutes was imposed on each

search task during the experiment. In the next step, the subjects answer a set of

questionnaires regarding their experience with the prototype system (refer to Appendix

A5: Part II Questionnaire). Subjects in Group B followed the same experimental

procedures as Group A except they used Woogle.
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Answer 
questionnaire part IGroup A:

Answer 
questionnaire part IGroup B:

Conduct Tasks 
using WebServSOM

Conduct Tasks 
using Woogle

Answer 
questionnaire part 

II

Answer 
questionnaire part 

II

Figure 8-2: Experimental Study Process

8.1.4 Use Case Scenario-based Search Tasks

Use case scenario-based search tasks are employed in this experimental study. We

developed the use case scenario based on the Web services architecture usage scenarios

[106]. In the use case scenario, a company (travel agent) wants to offer people the ability

to book airline tickets. The detailed steps in the use case scenario are listed as follows:

1. The user is presented with a form to fill out in order to provide the travel agent

service with details about personal information, travel dates, and the

destination.

2. The user submits the information to the service in order to obtain a list of

flights corresponding to the user’s schedule.

3. The travel agent service needs to validate the user’s email address.
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4. The travel agent service retrieves the airport codes for both the origin and

destination by referring to the user’s address information (i.e., zip code or city

name) and the destination respectively.

5. The travel agent service needs to validate the user’s credit card number.

6. The travel agent service finds a list of airlines.

7. The travel agent service presents the results of the queries to the user,

allowing the user to choose the best option.

8. The travel agent service presents weather forecast information for the

destination.

Based on the use case scenario, human subjects performed the following search tasks:

• Find Web services that validate a given email address.

• Find Web services that retrieve airport codes for a given postal code or city

name.

• Find Web services that validate a given credit card number.

• Find Web services that retrieve weather forecast information for a given

geographic location name (i.e., city name) or postal code.
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Search Task Number of Relevant
Services

Number of Relevant
Operations

Email Address Validation 24 36

Weather Forecast
Information

6 13

Credit Card Validation 13 24

Airport Code Information 3 4

Total 46 77

Table 8-3: Human Experts’ Search Results

Before we conducted the experiments, we examined the above four search tasks, using

both Woogle and the prototype system, in order to obtain the number of relevant services

and the number of relevant operations for each search task. Two human experts were

recruited to perform each search task. Table 8-3 summarizes the human experts’ search

results. In this user study, we used the human experts’ search results as the decision base

for evaluating each subject’s search accuracy.

Fensel et al. identified two different types of complexity associated with Web

services: internal and external complexity [107]. The internal complexity of a Web

service represents the business intelligence that is embedded in the Web service, such as

how complex business tasks are performed. The external complexity of a Web service

represents the complexity of its description, such as its WSDL file. Since an internally

complex software product such as a traveling information system may be broken down
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into several Web services, the internal complexity of Web services is associated with

Web service design issues, which are outside of our research context. We thus consider

the external complexity of Web services in this study. We define the complexity of Web

services as the degree to which a Web service has a WSDL description that is difficult to

understand and verify. One way of measuring the complexity of Web services is to see

how many individual operations are involved in each WSDL file. Based on the definition

of the complexity of Web services, we define the complexity of a given Web service

search task iC as below:

∑
=

×

×
=

4

1i
ii

ii
i

OS

OS
C

Where,

iS is the number of relevant services for the thi search task

iO is the number of relevant operations for the thi search task

Based on the above definition, we compute the complexity of the Web service

search tasks involved in this experimental study. Table 8-4 summarizes the complexity of

each Web service search task in this experimental study: one extremely complex search

task (i.e., email address validation), one moderately complex search task (i.e., credit card

validation) and two easy search tasks (i.e., weather forecast information and airport code

information). For instance, search task 1, which is finding the Web services that validate
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a given email address, is associated with more than 68% of the total complexity involved

in the search tasks. In other words, search task 1 requires human subjects to examine a

much larger number of WSDL descriptions that are difficult to understand and verify

than any other search tasks.

By referring to the search task complexity, we classified the search tasks into

three groups: easy, moderate and extremely difficult. The easy search task group consists

of search task 2 and search task 4, which are finding the Web services that retrieve

weather forecast information and finding the Web services that retrieve airport code

information respectively. Search task 2, which is finding the Web services that retrieve

weather forecast information, is classified into the moderate search task group, while

search task 1, which is finding the Web services that validate a given email address, is

classified into the extremely difficult search task group.

Search
Task ID

Search Task
Description

Number of
Relevant
Services

Number of
Relevant

Operations

Complexity of
Search Task

Task 1
Email Address
Validation

24 36 68.246

Task 2
Weather Forecast
Information

6 13 6.161

Task 3
Credit Card
Validation

13 24 24.644

Task 4
Airport Code
Information

3 4 0.948

Table 8-4: Complexity of Search Task
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8.1.5 Survey Materials

As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, we created a set of questionnaires using an

aggregate of questions from the usability questionnaires prominently employed in IS

research. The items included in the questionnaires fall under one of the following

categories: 1) demographics; 2) computer skills; 3) attitude toward using the system; 4)

perceived usefulness of the system; and 5) perceived ease of use of the system. For

instance, the subject’s gender and academic status was collected as demographic data,

while the subject’s computer skill was captured using a question that required the

participant to select an answer from a range of possible answers. The questionnaires were

divided into two parts in accordance with experimental procedures. Table 8-5 lists the

constructs and the corresponding items and item numbers from the questionnaires (see

Appendix A3: Part I Questionnaire and Appendix A5: Part II Questionnaire) that were

used in this study.

The questions were positively worded, with one exception. Question number 4 in

Part II on perceived ease of use of the system was negatively worded. According to

Sekaran [108], a good questionnaire uses positively and negatively worded questions

because this reduces the tendency for participants to always respond toward the same end

of the scale. The 7-point Likert scale was used to capture the responses to the construct

questions, ranging from 1 indicating “strongly disagree” to 7 indicating “strongly agree.”
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Construct Items Source
Questionnaire

Question Number and Item Wording

Attitude
Toward Using
the System

2 Part II
1. Overall, I like the Web service repository
that I used. 7. Overall, I will use the Web
service repository in the future.

Perceived
Usefulness of
the System

3 Part II

2. I found that the Web service repository
was very useful for the Web service search
tasks. 5. I got the search results fast enough
6. I found the detailed Web service
information that helps me to select relevant
operations from the Web service.

Perceived Ease
of Use of the
System

2 Part II

3. It was easy for me to conduct search tasks
using the Web service repository 4. My
interaction with the Web service repository
was not clear and understandable.

Demographic 2 Part I
1. What is your gender? 2. Are you a:
Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, or
Graduate Student?

Computer Skill 1 Part I

3. Which best describes the level of your
computer skills? Basic (use a computer
mainly for word processing and Web
browsing), Intermediate (use a computer for
some programming, Web deign, and/or class
projects), Expert (use a computer for
extensive programming, system
administration, database design, Web design,
or software and hardware maintenance)

Table 8-5: Constructs and Item Measurements
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8.1.6 Threats to Validity

The concept of validity is defined as the best available approximation to the truth of

propositions [109]. In this section, we discuss various threats to internal and external

validity and how they are controlled in our experimental design.

8.1.6.1 Internal Validity

Internal validity threats are “experimental procedures, treatments, or experiences of the

participants that threaten the researcher’s ability to draw correct inferences from the data

in an experiment [104]” According to Campbell and Stanley [110], the factors that can

threaten internal validity of a true experiment design are: history, maturation, testing,

instrumentation, differential selection, regression, and experimental mortality. We

describe these factors and how we addressed each of them.

• History: Specific events occurring between the first and second measurement in

addition to the experimental variable. Our experiment was not a longitudinal

study and so history was not relevant.

• Maturation: Processes within the subjects operating as a function of the passage

of time, including growing older and growing more tired. In our experiment, we

imposed a time limit of 15 minutes for each search task.

• Testing: Refers to the act of experimentation itself producing a change in the

results because the participants are sensitized to the experiment being conducted

and react accordingly. However, in our study, there’s a single treatment for both
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groups, so the outcomes of the experiment are not affected by testing.

• Instrumentation: Changes in the measuring instrument or in observers or scorers

may produce changes in the measurements. In our case, the same researcher

conducted each experiment, and a formal instructional handout was provided to

all subjects. In addition, the same researcher scored all the tests.

• Differential selection: An effect due to the difference between the subjects in the

comparison groups. This threat was ruled out by randomly assigning subjects to

groups.

• Regression: Refers to a problem that might occur when subjects are chosen on the

basis of low/high on some test. It’s essentially a variant of the “selection” problem

where “subjects with extreme scores” on an initial test, tend to “average out their

scores” on subsequent tests, regardless of the experiment’s effects. However, we

do not have this situation in our experiment.

• Experimental mortality: Differential loss of respondents from the comparison

groups. No subject dropped out of either group during the course of the

experiment.

8.1.6.2 External Validity

External validity refers to the generalizability of experimental results. Campbell and

Stanley [110] mention the following threats to external validity:

• Reactive or interaction effects of testing: The pretest might affect the
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respondent’s sensitivity or responsiveness to the experimental variable and thus

make the population unrepresentative of the universe from which the respondents

were selected. In our case, there is no pretest.

• Interaction effect of selection and treatment: This occurs when the observations

made hold only for the population selected for evaluation, and not the desired

general population. The subjects in our experiment are from the MIS department

(both undergraduate and graduate). They are fairly representative of the

population of system analysts, software engineers, and IT consultants.

• Reactive effects of experimental arrangements: This means the effects observed

for the experiment are not generalizable to other populations in non-experimental

settings. For example, the experiment conditions are not representative of real-

world situations. Our experiment was set in front of a desktop PC with commonly

used web browser software installed. No additional equipment was involved. In

addition, the search tasks were designed based on the Web services architecture

usage scenarios. Thus, our search tasks are considered as typical of real-world

Web service search tasks.

• Multiple-treatment interface: The impact of past participants affects the subjects’

behavior in the experiment. This is a particular problem for one-group

experimental designs. Our experiment involved two groups and no subject was

allowed to participate in this study multiple times.
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8.2 FINDINGS

We first describe the background of the subjects and then describe findings related to

their objective performances and subjective preferences.

8.2.1 Background of Subjects

The respondents included an approximately equal number of men and women. A

majority of the subjects were majoring in MIS and pursuing a Bachelor’s degree. A larger

percentage of subjects in the control group were graduate students (25%), as compared to

the experimental group where only 13% were graduate students. A larger percentage of

subjects in the control group claimed to have an intermediate or higher level of computer

skills (75%), as compared to the experimental group where only about 44% reported an

intermediate or higher level of computer skills. So, as such, we would not expect there to

be any pre-selection bias in favor of the experimental group since their self-reported level

of computer skills was lower. Further details about the subjects’ background are available

in Appendix B: Background of the Respondents.

8.2.2 Objective Performance Measures

As we mentioned in Section 8.1, the objective performance measures consist of precision,
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recall, F-measure, and time cost. In this experiment, the precision measures how well the

subjects select relevant operations from the search results using the Web service

repository, while the recall measures how thoroughly the subjects conduct search tasks to

find relevant operations using the Web service repository. F-measure indicates how well

the precision and recall are balanced. Finally, time cost measures the time to complete the

search tasks using the Web service repository.

The intention of hypotheses H1, H2, H3, and H4, discussed in Section 8.1, is to

examine how the two systems might support users for Web service search tasks in terms

of precision, recall, F-measure, and time cost. It was hypothesized that WebServSOM

would help users achieve a higher precision, recall, and F-measure more quickly than

Web service search tasks using Woogle. These hypotheses are tested by running a one-

way ANOVA test by SPSS. Data from these comparisons are presented in Table 8-6. 

 

Woogle WebServSOM
Measurement

Mean Standard
Deviation

Mean Standard
Deviation

Difference
in %

F
value Sig.

Precision 0.910 0.079 0.923 0.071 1.43% 1.038 0.310

Recall 0.571 0.308 0.744 0.207 30.30% 13.895 0.000

F-measure 0.657 0.256 0.808 0.143 22.98% 16.804 0.000

Time cost
(minute)

10.747 3.592 7.941 3.674 -26.11% 20.155 0.000

Table 8-6: Summary of Data Analysis for Testing Hypotheses H1, H2, H3, and H4
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The examination of the precision in Table 8-6 indicates that there is no significant

difference between the two groups of users. Thus, hypothesis H1 is not supported. This is

probably due to the fact that the subjects in this study are trustworthy adults who will not

deliberately write down wrong answers. Furthermore, this demonstrates that our

monetary incentive based on the subjects’ performance really motivated the subjects to

find correct answers.

The examination of the recall in Table 8-6 indicates a significant difference

( 000.0,895.13)126,1( == pF ) in the recall for the two groups of users. The subjects

using WebServSOM achieve significantly higher recall than the subjects using Woogle in

finding the relevant operations—recall increased by more than 30%. Therefore,

hypothesis H2 is fully supported.

The ANOVA test result on the F-measure in Table 8–6 indicates that there is a

significant difference in F-measure between the two groups of users. This finding

suggests that the subjects using the WebServSOM system achieve significantly more

balance between precision and recall than the subjects using Woogle do—F-measure

increased by more than 22% ( 000.0,804.16)126,1( == pF ). Thus, hypothesis H3 is

supported.

The examination of the time cost in Table 8-6 indicates a significant difference
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( 000.0,155.20)126,1( == pF ) in the time cost for the two groups of users. The users in

Group A using WebServSOM are significantly faster in finding the relevant operations

than the users in Group B using Woogle—performance increased by more than 26%.

Therefore, hypothesis H4 is supported.

Note that we classified the search tasks in this study into three different types in

Section 8.1.4. In order to see how two factors (i.e., two groups of users and three different

types of search tasks) affect the mean responses of the objective performance measures,

we conduct a two-way ANOVA test using type III sum of squares. Table 8-7 summarizes

the results of the two-way ANOVA test for the objective performance measures.

Source Dependent
Variable

Type III Sum
of Squares

df Mean
Square

F Sig.

Precision 0.006 1 0.006 1.173 0.281

Recall 0.957 1 0.957 103.971 0.000

F-measure 0.726 1 0.726 160.428 0.000
GROUP

Time cost 251.945 1 251.945 129.354 0.000

Precision 0.106 3 0.035 7.028 0.000

Recall 6.796 3 2.265 246.051 0.000

F-measure 4.292 3 1.431 316.363 0.000
TASK

Time cost 1281.317 3 427.106 219.285 0.000

Precision 0.006 3 0.002 0.425 0.735

Recall 0.779 3 0.260 28.217 0.000

F-measure 0.605 3 0.202 44.608 0.000

GROUP *
TASK

Time cost 60.038 3 20.013 10.275 0.000

Table 8-7: Two-Way ANOVA Table for Objective Performance Measures
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The examination of the Group factor in Table 8-7 confirms the previous findings from the

one-way ANOVA test result. The Task factor results in Table 8-7 indicate that there are

significant main effects of the different complexity levels of Web service search tasks on

all four objective performance measures. In particular, this finding suggests that the

complexity of the Web service search tasks was properly defined. In addition, we find

statistical evidence of an interaction between the two groups (i.e., the one group using

Woogle and the other group using WebServSOM) and the three different types of search

tasks (i.e., easy, moderate, and difficult) on the recall ( 000.0,217.28)120,3( == pF ), F-

measure ( 000.0,608.44)120,3( == pF ), and time cost ( 000.0,275.10)120,3( == pF );

thus for these measures the effect of using two different systems (Woogle and

WebServSOM) varies significantly with the different complexity levels of Web service

search tasks. Please refer to Appendix C: Descriptive Statistics for details.

8.2.3 Subjective Preference Measures

As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, we adopt existing survey items from the usability

questionnaires prominently used in IS research. The survey items constitute three

constructs such as attitude toward using the system, perceived usefulness of the system,

and perceived ease of use of the system. Each measurement item from the Part II

questionnaires was coded and cross-referenced to each of the survey constructs using an

“item code” (see Table 8-8). The seven items on the Part II questionnaire related to the
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constructs and hypotheses discussed in Section 8.1. A 7-point Likert scale was used in

formatting the data for analysis. The responses to the questionnaire were keyed into an

Excel spreadsheet using columns headed by each of the item codes and rows that

represented the answers given by each subject. The responses to the negatively worded

item (question number 4), on the construct perceived ease of use of the system, was

reversed during data entry.

The means and standard deviations for the Part II questionnaire items and

constructs are shown in Table 8-9. On a scale of 1 to 7, from “strongly disagree” to

“strongly agree” respectively, the range of the means of the survey items for the group

Construct Question
Number

Item Wording Item
Code

1 Overall, I like the Web service repository that I
used. AT1

Attitude Toward
Using the System

7 Overall, I will use the Web service repository in
the future. AT2

2 I found that the Web service repository was very
useful for the Web service search tasks PU1

5 I got the search results fast enough PU2
Perceived
Usefulness of the
System

6
I found the detailed Web service information that
helps me to select relevant operations from the
Web service.

PU3

3 It was easy for me to conduct search tasks using
the Web service repository PEOU1

Perceived Ease of
Use of the System

4 My interaction with the Web service repository
was not clear and understandable. PEOU2

Table 8-8: Measurement Items Used in the Study: Part II Questionnaire
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using WebServSOM ranged from a low of 4.938 to a high of 5.500, all above the

“neutral” or middle of the Likert scale. The range of the means of the survey items for the

Woogle group ranged from a low of 2.294 to a high of 6.467. The subjects using Woogle

gave relatively low scores on AT1 and AT2 survey items. This is probably because

Woogle provides only hyperlinks for the WSDL files within the search results. In other

words, the subjects using Woogle had to examine WSDL files with web browser to find

relevant operations, while the subjects using WebServSOM were supported with a

concise summary of WSDL files which is formatted in a table view.

Before we combine the measured items for each construct, we need to examine

how well a set of survey items measures a single one-dimensional latent construct by

using Cronbach’s alpha analysis and factor analysis. When data have a multidimensional

structure, Cronbach’s alpha is usually low. Therefore, we expected relatively low

Cronbach’s alpha results with data from the two groups. The internal consistency

(measured by Cronbach’s alpha) of the Part II Questionnaire was 0.102 for Group A,

using WebServSOM, and 0.189 for Group B, using Woogle (refer to Appendix D1 and

Appendix D3). As we expected, both Cronbach’s alpha results are out of acceptable

range (a reliability coefficient of 0.700) in most social science research situations.

Therefore we conducted factor analysis to check the dimensionality of the data for each

group. The results confirm that each of the survey items seemingly measures the intended

construct (refer to Appendix D2 and Appendix D4 for details).
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Construct Items Group Mean Standard
Deviation

WebServSOM 4.938 1.843
AT1

Woogle 3.375 1.408

WebServSOM 4.688 1.702
AT2

Woogle 3.500 1.633

WebServSOM 4.813

Attitude Toward Using the
System

AT
Woogle 3.438

WebServSOM 5.125 1.148
PU1

Woogle 2.625 1.088

WebServSOM 4.625 1.148
PU2

Woogle 2.813 1.109

WebServSOM 5.125 1.148
PU3

Woogle 2.750 1.000

WebServSOM 4.958

Perceived Usefulness of the
System

PU
Woogle 2.729

WebServSOM 4.750 1.693
PEOU1

Woogle 5.563 1.031

WebServSOM 4.688 1.662
PEOU2

Woogle 5.563 1.031

WebServSOM 4.719

Perceived Ease of Use of the
System

PEOU
Woogle 5.563

Table 8-9: Descriptive Statistics of Subjective Preference Measures

The intention of hypothesis H5, H6, and H7, discussed in Section 8.1, is to examine how

much the subjects might like to use a given Web services repository for conducting Web

service search tasks in terms of attitude toward using the system, perceived usefulness of
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the system, and perceived ease of use of the system. It was hypothesized that

WebServSOM would achieve a higher likeability rating and perceived usefulness of the

system than Woogle, and Woogle would achieve a higher perceived ease of use of the

system than WebServSOM. These hypotheses are tested by running a one-way ANOVA

test by SPSS. Data from these comparisons are listed in Table 8-10.

The result of the attitude measurement (AT) in Table 8-10 indicates a significant

difference ( 023.0,717.5)30,1( == pF ) between the two groups of users. WebServSOM

achieves a significantly higher likeability rating from the users than Woogle. Therefore,

hypothesis H5 is fully supported.

The examination of the perceived usefulness of the system measurement (PU) in

Table 8-10 indicates that there is a significant difference ( 000.0,902.42)30,1( == pF ) in

PU between the two groups of users. This finding suggests that the subjects using

Woogle WebServSOM
Construct

Mean Standard
Deviation

Mean Standard
Deviation

F value Sig.

AT 3.438 1.150 4.813 1.003 5.717 0.023

PU 2.729 1.112 4.958 0.902 42.902 0.000

PEOU 5.563 1.015 4.719 1.663 3.002 0.093

Table 8-10: ANOVA Test Results for Subjective Preference Measures
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WebServSOM felt the system was more usefulness than did the subjects using Woogle.

Thus, hypothesis H6 is also supported.

The ANOVA test results on the perceived ease of use measurement (PEOU)

indicate there is no significant difference between the two groups of users. Thus,

hypothesis H8 is not supported. In other words, the easiness level perceived by the

subjects using Woogle is not significantly higher than that of the subjects using

WebServSOM.

8.3 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The results of hypotheses testing in Section 8.2.2 show that hypothesis H1 is not

supported and hypotheses H2, H3, and H4 are supported. The testing results demonstrate

a difference in variances between the two groups. For the recall, F-measure, and time cost

variables, the subjects using Woogle had larger variance than the subjects using

WebServSOM. As supportive evidence to the mean difference, this shows that

WebServSOM does help users to find relevant operations by providing more correct

information in a faster and more harmonic (between precision and recall) way than

Woogle does. We believe this could be attributed to the enhanced user interface of

WebServSOM, which provides hierarchically organized Web service taxonomies (i.e.,

subject category context and geographic context) for query generation, visualizes the
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search results within a two-dimensional category map, and summarizes the contents of

WSDL files in a table view. A hierarchical knowledge representation can provide more

support and result in a better match to users’ mental model for knowledge-based behavior

[111]. The enhanced user interface of WebServSOM requires less memory workload and

makes decision-making easier than Woogle.

In addition, we conducted two-way ANOVA tests with two factors: one is the two

groups of users using either Woogle or WebServSOM and the other factor is the three

different complexity levels of Web service search tasks. The two-way ANOVA test

results provide statistical evidence of an interaction between the two groups of users and

the three different complexity levels of search tasks on the recall, F-measure, and time

cost. In other words, the superiority of WebServSOM over Woogle is significant across

the three different complexity levels of search tasks.

The result of hypotheses testing in Section 8.2.3 indicates that hypotheses H5 and

H6 are supported, while hypothesis H7 is not supported. The testing results indicate a

difference in variances between the two groups of subjects. For both variables, the

attitude toward using the system and the perceived usefulness of the system, the subjects

using Woogle had larger variance than the subjects using WebServSOM. As supportive

evidence to the mean difference, this demonstrates that subjects had more difficulties
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Usability Measurement Code Hypothesis Hypothesis Test

Precision H1 WOPRO PP > Not Confirmed

Recall H2 WOPRO RR > Confirmed

F-measure H3 WOPRO FF > Confirmed

O
bj

ec
ti

ve
P

er
fo

rm
an

ce

Time cost H4 WOPRO TT < Confirmed

Attitude toward using
the system

H5 WOPRO AA > Confirmed

Perceived usefulness
of the system

H6 WOPRO UU > Confirmed

S
ub

je
ct

iv
e

P
re

fe
re

nc
e

Perceived ease of use
of the system

H7 WOPRO EE < Not Confirmed

Table 8-11: Summary of Hypotheses Testing

using Woogle than WebServSOM, even though they had been using the traditional one

like Woogle before the experiment and had used WebServSOM only during the

experiment. Table 8-11 summarizes the hypotheses testing results in this study.

8.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter we presented an empirical evaluation that compares the usability of our

prototype system (WebServSOM) with that of an existing Web services repository (i.e.,

Woogle) that provides the most advanced search facilities for Web service discovery

currently available. In our evaluation methodology, we compared usability of the two

systems in terms of objective performance measures and subjective preference measures.

Our findings suggest that the prototype system does support users in finding relevant
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operations by providing more correct information in a faster and more harmonic (between

precision and recall) way than Woogle. This superiority of WebServSOM over Woogle is

significant across the different complexity levels of Web services search tasks.

The findings also demonstrate that subjects had more difficulties using Woogle for

finding relevant operations than using WebServSOM, even though they had been familiar

with traditional Web search engines (e.g., Yahoo! or Google) before the experiment and

used WebServSOM only during the experiment. In other words, there is a gap between

the traditional Web search strategies, which are employed in most existing Web services

repositories, and a desirable Web service search strategy. Consequently, the findings

from this study reveal that our Web service search model fills the gap between them.
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSION

Service-oriented computing (SOC) is defined as the computing paradigm that utilizes

services as fundamental elements for developing applications/solutions [112]. Services

are self-describing, platform-independent computational elements that support rapid, low-

cost composition of distributed applications. A prerequisite for facilitating SOC is the

ability to find the right service(s). For this dissertation we have developed a

comprehensive methodology for facilitating both Web service discovery and publishing.

The comprehensive methodology consists of a Web service organizing framework, a

cluster analysis-based Web service taxonomy generation framework, and a Web service

search model. In our research the comprehensive methodology has been realized as

development of prototype tools for both service providers and consumers. The results of

this research provide a semi-automated solution for managing Web service taxonomies to

assist Web service publishing and a Web service search mechanism for supporting Web

service discovery. The following sections summarize the contributions of this research

and suggest future research directions.

9.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

In this research, we have made several important contributions to Web service publishing

and discovery. We had three objectives. First, we aimed to develop a comprehensive
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framework that organizes Web services into semantically related groups. Second, we

attempted to provide a comprehensive methodology for managing Web service

taxonomies. Third, we intended to provide a Web service search mechanism to assist in

retrieving Web service information relevant to an end-user through an enhanced user

interface requiring less memory workload and supporting easier decision-making.

We believe that our methodology is one of the first attempts to facilitate Web

service discovery and Web service taxonomy management within one research. Most past

research has studied the two problems separately, even though they are not mutually

exclusive. On the one hand, research studying Web service discovery usually assumed

the existence of UDDI-based repositories and/or domain-specific ontologies, stopped at

the conceptual level (theory-building), and did not take Web service taxonomy

management into consideration. On the other hand, research studying Web service

taxonomy generation/management usually has started by applying data mining

techniques to identify concepts for domain-specific ontologies and has not investigated

how Web service taxonomy generation could be integrated into Web service discovery. It

was our contention that investigating the two problems in a synergistic way may deliver

fruitful contribution to Web service technology.

We have developed a Web service organizing framework. This framework

consists of three components: a Web service conceptual model, service similarity
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assessment methods, and cluster analysis. We formally define the Web service

conceptual model to infer the semantics of Web services based on the WSDL standard

without requiring an additional level of semantic markup that results in the time- and

cost-intensive migration process. Two service similarity assessment methods have been

developed to measure the similarities of Web services. We empirically evaluated these

two service similarity assessment methods with different input feature settings. The

empirical evaluation showed that the term frequency analysis-based similarity assessment

method significantly improves effectiveness of cluster analysis in most cases. In addition,

we found that operation names, enumerated data values, and textual descriptions of Web

services provide strong evidence that helps to organize Web services into semantically

related clusters. We also rigorously evaluated five different clustering algorithms from

three different types of cluster analysis (i.e., non-hierarchical, hierarchical, and artificial

neural network) for applying to the context of Web services. The experimental results

demonstrated that artificial neural network-based cluster analysis is a promising method

for organizing Web services into semantically related groups.

We have developed a comprehensive framework for managing Web service

taxonomies by combining an unsupervised artificial neural network-based clustering

technique with leveraging the contents of the WSDL files. This framework constitutes

three components: iterative cluster analysis method, descriptive label generation method,

and geographic context identification process. The iterative cluster analysis method
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utilizes an unsupervised artificial neural network-based clustering algorithm as a core

model to generate Web service taxonomy, while the descriptive label generation method

semi-automatically assigns descriptive labels to subject category context in the Web

service taxonomy by utilizing term frequency analysis. The geographic context

identification process semi-automatically supports determination of the geographic

context for Web services by referring to domain-independent geographic domain

knowledge. This framework has been realized in the Publisher Interface of our prototype

system. The geographic domain knowledge has been implemented in the common

repository. The Web service taxonomies generated by this framework were empirically

evaluated by comparing them with the existing Web service taxonomies in two different

Web services repositories. The empirical evaluation showed that the outputs from our

framework were significantly more accurate than the two Web service taxonomies from

the two existing Web services repositories. We believe that this is one of the first

attempts at applying unsupervised artificial neural network-based cluster analysis in the

Web service domain. An extensive literature review reveals that, although various

approaches have been proposed to apply data mining techniques in the Web service

domain, no attempts have been made to manage domain-independent Web service

taxonomies.

We have developed a Web service search model. In order to identify the most

desirable search interface for Web service discovery, we conducted a user study with
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three different search interfaces: keyword searching, combination of keyword searching

and tree-based category browsing, and combination of keyword searching, tree-based

category browsing, and SOM generated category map browsing. The results of the user

study demonstrated that the combined multiple search strategies are more useful than

simple keyword searching, and the SOM generated category map browsing did not

significantly increase the time cost of Web service search tasks. The Web service search

model was proposed based on a stack of previous findings and the results of the Web

service generation framework. The Web service search model allows the end-users to

conduct keyword searching within/across subject category context and geographic

context that can be specified in a flexible manner, visualizes search results within a two-

dimensional map, and summarizes contents of the Web services in the search results

within a table view. The Web service search model has been implemented in the Searcher

Interface of our prototype system.

The feasibility and features of our proposed methodology have been demonstrated

in a prototype system implementation. We have described and implemented a usable

prototype system based on a three-tier architecture in order to demonstrate the practicality

of our methodology. The three-tier architecture supports various levels of application

independency and increases reuse of software components. This feature of the three-tier

architecture expands adoptability of our methodology into other applications, partially or

as a whole. The prototype system has been entirely written in Java language and is made
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up of a set of specialized user interfaces for service providers and consumers. It can be

accessed through any Java-enabled web browser. The common repository is currently

implemented using a relational database system, Oracle 10g Enterprise Server.

We have shown the usefulness of our methodology by developing and evaluating

the prototype system. We conducted a user study to validate usability of the prototype

system with an existing Web services repository, which provides the most advanced

search facilities available. We evaluated usability in terms of both objective performance

measures and subjective preference measures. The empirical evaluation demonstrated

that the prototype system does help users find relevant operations by providing more

correct information in a faster and more harmonic (between precision and recall) way

than the existing Web services repository. The empirical evaluation indicated that there is

a gap between the traditional Web search strategies, which are employed in most existing

Web services repositories, and a desirable Web service search strategy. Consequently,

our proposed methodology fills the gap between them.

9.2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

There are several interesting extensions, which we are just starting to explore. An

obvious way to continue the general direction of offering support for developing the Web

service technology is to build more supportive tools. The lack of tool support has so far
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been a limiting factor for adoption of Web service technology [113]. Several tools have

been developed lately to support different tasks involved in developing Web services,

such as semi-automatic annotation of Web services (ASSAM [114]), visual composition

of Web services (OWL-S Editor for Protégé [115]), and visual development and

deployment within an enterprise organization (IBM WebSphere [116]). Note, however,

that most of these tools are research prototypes except IBM WebSphere, and that none of

these tools support all tasks involved in developing Web services. Thus, an obvious next

step is the development of workbenches that support the entire process of Web service

development.

Another promising research direction is the semantic interoperability in Web

service composition. Aragao and Fernandes identify two different levels of

heterogeneities in Web services: description and data value level heterogeneities [117].

These two levels of heterogeneities were extended by Derong et al. in [118]. Derong et al.

identify six different semantic conflicts that are the most common in Web services

composition: naming conflict, data type conflict, structure conflict, parameter number

conflict, data unit conflict, and data precision conflict. We plan to develop a domain-

independent ontology for Web services composition by extending SCROL [119].

In addition, we plan to improve the current prototype system. For example, we

can improve the descriptive label generation method by combining both term frequency
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analysis and 2χ statistical analysis. In the current descriptive label generation method,

the end-user assigns labels to subject category contexts by utilizing term frequency

analysis and then the end-user manually refines the subject category context labels that

have child contexts. The extended descriptive label generation method should support a

more autonomous way for refine the labeling process.

Finally, to get better insight into how the users interacted with the prototype

system, we need to conduct further analysis on the collected data from the laboratory

experiments. During the experiments, each subject’s keyboard and mouse activities on

the monitor screen were recorded as AVI files. The subjects’ activities will be analyzed

by using the cognitive interpretation analysis method discussed in [120–122].
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APPENDIX A: USER STUDY MATERIALS

A1. Subject Disclaimer Form

Subject Disclaimer form

Facilitating Web Service Discovery and Publishing: A Theoretical Framework, A

Prototype System, and Evaluation

Introduction

You are being invited to take part in a research study. The information in this form is

provided to help you decide whether or not to take part. Study personnel will be

available to answer your questions and provide additional information. If you decide to

take part in the study, you will be given a copy of this form will be given to you.

What is the purpose of this research study?

The World Wide Web is transitioning from being a mere collection of documents that

contain useful information toward providing a collection of services that perform useful

tasks. Experiments are needed to study the relationships between user’s satisfaction,

search tasks, and usability components. We believe that both service providers and

consumers in a service-oriented computing environment can benefit from our Web

service discovery framework.

Why are you being asked to participate?

You are being invited because you area student enrolled in a course offered by the

Department of Management Information Systems.
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How many people will be asked to participate in this study?

Approximately 30 persons will be asked to participate in this study.

What will happen during this study?

If you agree to participate, your participation will involve conducting Web service

searches with two Web service search engines and answering a number of questions

relating to the searching experience. By utilizing screen capture software, we will make a

video recording on your screen monitor (i.e., capturing your mouse and keyboard

activities in monitor screen) during the study so that we can be certain that your

responses are recorded accurately. The study will take place in room 107 in McClelland

Hall and will last approximately 45 minutes. During the process, you will also be asked

to answer some survey questions.

Are there any risks to me?

There are no known risks from your participation, because we are not asking any

sensitive questions. However, you can stop participating at any time.

Are there any benefits to me?

There are no direct benefits for participating in this experiment.

Will there be any costs to me?

Aside from your time, there are no costs for taking part in the study.

Will I be paid to participate in the study?

You will be paid upon your search performance up to $50.00.
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Will the information that is obtained from me be kept confidential?

The only persons who will know that you participated in this study will be the Principal

Investigator. Your records will be confidential. Your data will be assigned a number and

your personal information will not be kept. You will not be identified in any reports or

publications resulting from the study. Representatives of regulatory agencies (including

The University of Arizona Human Subjects Protection Program) may access study

records Data will be stored in a locked room in McClelland Hall 430H after completion

of analysis.

May I change my mind about participating?

Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may decide to not begin or to stop the

study at any time without penalty.

Whom can I contact for additional information?

You can obtain further information about the research or voice concerns or complaints

about the research by calling the Principal Investigator (Yousub Hwang, Ph.D.

Candidate) at (520)991-3640. If you have questions concerning your rights as a research

participant, have general questions, concerns or complaints or would like to give input

about the research and can’t reach the research team, or want to talk to someone other

than the research team, you may call the University of Arizona Human Subjects

Protection Program office at (520) 626-6721. (If out of state use the toll-free number 1-

866-278-1455.) If you would like to contact the Human Subjects Protection Program via

the web, please visit the following website: http://www.irb.arizona.edu/contact/.
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A2. Web Service Tutorial

Introduction

Web services are touted as the contemporary paradigm for developing distributed

enterprise applications. Web service technology builds on top of the Service Oriented

Computing (SOC) Paradigm that logically emerged from the Component-based software

development way of developing software.

Basically, the SOC works as follows. Web services can be discovered and retrieved from

a central repository system, e.g., a UDDI repository. Next, web services may be

aggregated on the fly into new value-adding assemblies, e.g., a flight ticket reservation

system may be integrated with a car rental system in order to implement a full-fledged

holiday booking system. Many standards have been proposed for describing and

combining web services in a reliable manner, e.g., WSDL, BPEL, WS-Coordination, etc.

The WebServSOM project is meant to help service providers and consumers facilitate

Web service discovery. It does this by utilizing an artificial neural network clustering

technique (i.e., Self-Organizing Map, also known as SOM). The SOM algorithm

organizes Web services into semantically related groups in a two-dimensional map.

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate the efficacy and usability of the WebServSOM

project.

Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
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WSDL is an XML-based service description of how to communicate using Web services.

The WSDL defines services as collections of network endpoints, or ports. WSDL

specification defines the following:

• information on all available functions, including their calling parameters,

• data type information for all XML messages, including the value specifications,

• binding information about the specific transport protocol to be used, and

• address information for locating the specified service.

Figure 1 illustrates an abbreviated version of the DOTSGeoCash Web service WSDL file

for explaining logical relationships among different WSDL specification elements. The

DOTSGeoCash Web service retrieves bank automatic teller machine (ATM) location

information for a given postal code. The first section of the WSDL file is the definition

element, which defines the various namespaces required including the URL of the WSDL

file itself—http://www.serviceobjects.com—this is the place on the Internet that a person

or software component would find the description of the DOTSGeoCash Web service.

The types element describes all details of the input/output parameters. The message

element describes the messages used as input (GetATMLocations) and output

(GetATMLocationsResponse) parameters. The portType element defines the operation, in

this case GetATMLocations, encapsulated as a port type. The binding element declares

the encoding rules for the inputs and outputs of the port type by binding it to the

operation. The service element declares the service and binds it to the port type.

To proceed through the WSDL element structure, start at the bottom service element and

work up. The arrows depict the reference relationships among WSDL elements, such as

service element to binding element.
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Figure1: Highlights from DOTSGeoCash WSDL File
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A3. Part I Questionnaire

Please answer the following questions.

What is your gender?

□ Male □ Female

Are you a:

□ Freshman □ Sophomore □ Junior

□ Senior □ Graduate Student

Which best describes the level of your computer skills?

□ Basic (use a computer mainly for word processing and Web browsing)

□ Intermediate (use a computer for some programming, Web design, and/or

class projects)

□ Expert (use a computer for extensive programming, system administration,

database design, Web design, or software and hardware maintenance)
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A4. Web Service Search Tasks

Open Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox and type the following URL into the address

bar:

http://usm.eller.arizona.edu/searcher/webstart.html

Follow the instruction to complete the four search tasks presented in the use case

scenario:

Search Task 1: Find Web services that validate a given email address.

Take time to think of a simple keyword-based query, an appropriate subject category

context, and/or geographic context that may help you to find the Web services related to

the search task.

Now input your query to the system and click the “Search” button on the screen. Follow

the instructions on the screen if there are any.

Please briefly summarize what you found from the search results.

Name of Relevant Web Service Name of Relevant Operation
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Search Task 2: Find Web services that retrieve airport code for a given postal

code or city name.

Take time to think of a simple keyword-based query, an appropriate subject category

context, and/or geographic context that may help you to find the Web services related to

the search task.

Now input your query to the system and click the “Search” button on the screen. Follow

the instructions on the screen if there are any

Please briefly summarize what you found from the search results.

Name of Relevant Web Service Name of Relevant Operation
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Search Task 3: Find Web services that validate a given credit cared number.

Take time to think of a simple keyword-based query, an appropriate subject category

context, and/or geographic context that may help you to find the Web services related to

the search task.

Now input your query to the system and click the “Search” button on the screen. Follow

the instructions on the screen if there are any

Please briefly summarize what you found from the search results.

Name of Relevant Web Service Name of Relevant Operation
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Search Task 4: Find Web services that retrieve weather forecast information for

a given geographic location (i.e., city name) or postal code.

Take time to think of a simple keyword-based query, an appropriate subject category

context, and/or geographic context that may help you to find the Web services related to

the search task.

Now input your query to the system and click the “Search” button on the screen. Follow

the instructions on the screen if there are any

Please briefly summarize what you found from the search results.

Name of Relevant Web Service Name of Relevant Operation
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A5. Part II Questionnaire

Now that you’ve completed the above four search tasks. For each item on this page,

please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement by circling

a number from 1 to 7.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
Slightly
Disagree

Neutral
Slightly
Agree

Agree
Strongly
Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Overall, I like the Web service repository that I used.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. I found that the Web service repository was very useful for the Web service search

tasks.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. It was easy for me to conduct search tasks using the Web service search system.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. My interaction with the Web service search system was NOT clear and

understandable.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. I got the search results fast enough.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. I found the detailed Web service information that helps me to select relevant

operations from the Web service.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. Overall, I will use the Web service search system in the future

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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APPENDIX B: BACKGROUND OF THE RESPONDENTS

Gender

E x p e rim e n ta l G ro u p : G e n d e r

M ale
50%

F em ale
50%

M ale

F em ale

C o n tro l G ro u p : G en d e r

M ale
44%

F em a le
56%

M ale

Fe m ale

Academic Status

E xp e rim e n ta l G ro u p : A c ad em ic S ta tu s

F res hm a n
19%

S op hom ore
0 %

Junio r
5 5%

S enior
13%

G radua te
13%

F re s hm an

S op hom ore

Jun ior

S en ior

G radua te

C o n tro l G ro u p : S u b jec ts (A c a d e m ic S ta tu s )

Fre s hm an
0 % S ophom ore

31%

Jun ior
25%

S enior
19%

G ra duate
25%

F re s hm an

S op hom ore

Jun ior

S en ior

G radua te

Computer Skills

E x p e rim en ta l G ro u p : C o m p u te r S k ils

B as ic
5 6%

Interm edia te
31%

E x pert
1 3%

B a s ic

In term e dia te

E x pert

C o n tro l G ro u p : C o m p u ter S k ills

B as ic
25 %

Interm e dia te
50%

E x pert
25 %

B a s ic

In term e dia te

E x pert
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APPENDIX C: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Precision Recall

F-Measure Time Cost

Subjective Preference Measurements
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APPENDIX D: SPSS OUTPUTS

D1. Cronbach’s Alpha Analysis for the Experimental Group
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D2. Output of Factor Analysis for the Experimental Group
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D3. Cronbach’s Alpha Analysis for the Control Group
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D4. Output of Factor Analysis for the Control Group
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APPENDIX E: SUBJECT CATEGORY CONTEXT WEB SERVICE T

AXONOMY

Parent Context (First Level) Number of
Services

Root 583

TELECOM MESSAG EMAIL FAX SM INSTANT MESSENG DELIVERI MOBIL
send deliver check find remov delete convert search valid alert upload 88 

IP DOMAIN NAME DN WHOI TRANSLAT GEOGRAPH LOCAT CITI COUNTRI
STATE ADDRESS lookup search valid retriev 18

GEOGRAPH LOCAT ADDRESS CITI COUNTRI STATE ZIP POSTAL CODE
DISTANC BANK ATM BRANCH CONVERTOR VALID CORRECT search lookup
check verify retriev find

89

WEATHER FORECAST IP ADDRESS PLACE NAME CITI COUNTRI STATE
lookup find search match retriev 20

PHONE BUSI RESIDENTI DIRECTORI TELEPHON VALID lookup call 22

CONVERTOR UNIT WORD CODE TEXT VALU IMAG convert 58

STOCK MARKET CHANG QUOT STATU INDUSTRI CHART EQUITI FUND
MUTUAL INVESTOR ECONOMI EQUITII INVENT show lookup retriev extract
convert calcul

145 

NEW HEADLIN MARKET BUSI SPORT ARTICL retriev search deliv fetch 46

MUSIC FILE ARTIST DATABAS search find 8

TRAVEL OBJECT PASSENG CRUIS BOOK TOURISM TOURIST HOTEL
STATIST retriev match calcul search 6

SALE TAX RATE LOCAT STATE CITI COUNTI calcul find 6

CURREN EXCHANG RATE retriev match lookup 12

EMAIL ADDRESS VERIFI verify valid check 11

DAILY QUOTE HOROSCOP JOK ENTERTAIN retriev extract 13

DNA DATABANK DDBJ execute convert lookup find 11

MEDICAR ICD CODE PROVID ADMINISTR search lookup find 20

BIBL CORAN VERS CHAPT retriev search find match convert 10
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Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

TELECOM MESSAG EMAIL FAX SM INSTANT MESSENG
DELIVERI MOBIL send deliver check find remov delete convert

search valid alert upload
88 

INSTANT MESSENG FAX SM INSTANT MESSENG DELIVERI MOBIL send
deliver check find remov delete convert search valid alert upload 18 

SM MESSAGE DELIVERI GLOBAL MOBIL PHONE CELL send deliver check push
search retri replac cancel find

a38

FAX MESSAG DOCUM IMEG FILE PHONE TRANSMISS RECIPI send delet
convert valid deliver check push search retri cancel call upload

a23

EMAIL MESSAG ADDRESS NOTIFI INBOX send delet convert valid retriev displai
attach 19

a indicates the number of Web service includes the Web services for supporting multiple functionalities

Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

IP DOMAIN NAME DN WHOI TRANSLAT GEOGRAPH LOCAT
CITI COUNTRI STATE ADDRESS lookup search valid retriev

18

DOMAIN NAMESERV DN WHOI lookup search valid retriev 10

IP ADDRESS TRANSLAT GEOGRAPH LOCAT CITI COUNTRI STATE lookup
search valid retriev 8
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Parent Context ( Second Level) Number of
Services

GEOGRAPH LOCAT ADDRESS CITI COUNTRI STATE ZIP
POSTAL CODE DISTANC BANK ATM BRANCH CONVERTOR

VALID CORRECT search lookup check verify retriev find
89

BANK ATM BRANCH FINDER LOCAT ADDRESS ZIP POSTAL CODE LATITUD
LONGITUD CONVERTOR search match lookup retriev find 15 

POSTAL ZIP LOCAT PLACE CITI COUNTRI NAME CONVERTOR search lookup
match find

a17

POSTAL ZIP CODE LOCAT LATITUD LONGITUD CONVERTOR search lookup
match find

a23

DISNTANCE POSTAL ZIP CODE LOCAT LATITUD LONGITUD CITI STATE
COUNTRI NAME calcul find search match 22 

POSTAL ZIP CODE LOCAT LATITUD LONGITUD CITI STATE COUNTRI NAME
VERIFI lookup find search match retriev 21

a indicates the number of Web service includes the Web services for supporting multiple functionalities

Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

WEATHER FORECAST IP ADDRESS PLACE NAME CITI
COUNTRI STATE lookup find search match retriev

20

IP ADDRESS FORECAST TEMPERATURE lookup find search match retriev a2

PLACE NAME CITI COUNTRI STATE NAME FORECAST lookup find search
match retriev

a12

POSTAL ZIP CODE LOCAT FORECAST lookup find search match retriev a12

WMOID FORECAST lookup find search match retriev a2
a indicates the number of Web service includes the Web services for supporting multiple functionalities
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Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

PHONE BUSI RESIDENTI DIRECTORI TELEPHON VALID
lookup call

22

VOIC CALL PHONENUMB call search accept connect disconnect 5

REVERSE LOOKUP GEO ADDRESS LOCAT TELEPHON NUMBER lookup
find 6

DIRECTORI RESIDENTI COMPANI CONGRESS INDIVIDU
GOVERNMENT search lookup 6

VALID TELEPHON NUMBER verify 5

Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

CONVERTOR UNIT WORD CODE TEXT VALU IMAG
convert

58

CONVERTOR UNIT TEMPERATUR AREA VOLUM SPEED WEIGHT
LENGTH DISTANC convert chang 24 

MEDIC DISEAS CLASSIF CODE lookup search match 3

SCREEN SCRAPE HTML SITE convert 3

BRAILL TEXT convert 2

WORD DISGUIS retriev convert 2

IMG TEXT DISUIS FILE CONVERS FORMAT RENDER retriev cancel load
gener 10

NUMBER WORD DUTCH ENGLIGH convert 4

ANAGRAM WORD LETTER RANDOM SOLUT LANGUAG convert gener
check 4

DICTIONARI DEFINIT TRANSLATE CHINES ENGLISH MEDIC defin match
find fetch 3

FILE LANGUAG MORS CODE translat 3
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Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

STOCK MARKET CHANG QUOT STATU INDUSTRI CHART
EQUITI FUND MUTUAL INVESTOR ECONOMI EQUITII

INVENT show lookup retriev extract convert calcul
145 

CAPIT SECUR lookup fetch extract search 23

RATE CURRN CHART BANK STATIST show gener lookup search match defin 28

STOCK QUOT INDUSTRI search retriev match a85

MUTURAL FUND INVEST calcul extract search lookup a42

EQUITI BUSI INVEST retriev search match delet a32

XIGNIT MARKET CHANG search match convert calcul 28

FUTURE MARKET INVEST search retriev match convert 19

FOREIGN CURRENY EXCHANG retriev convert defin 20

a indicates the number of Web service includes the Web services for supporting multiple functionalities

Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

NEW HEADLIN MARKET BUSI SPORT ARTICL retriev
search deliv fetch

46

SPORT HEADLINE NEW NFL FOOTBAL fetch retriev 15 

BUSI MARKET INDUSTRI STORI NEW SOURC retirev search 27 
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Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

DAILY QUOTE HOROSCOP JOK ENTERTAIN retriev
extract

13

DAILY QUOTE fetch retriev 4

JOK HUMOR retirev extract, sort 6

DAIL HOROSCOP retriev find deliv 3

Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

MEDICAR ICD CODE PROVID ADMINISTR search lookup
find

20

MEDICADE INSURANC PROGRAM PRIC CMS search retriev find match 14

ICD CLASSIFICAT DISEAS DRUG convert search retriev 6

Parent Context (Second Level) Number of
Services

BIBL CORAN VERS CHAPT retriev search find match
convert

10

BIBL EDIT RANDOM VERS KEYWORD retriev find match search 7

CORAN VERS CHAPT search retriev 3
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Parent Context (Third Level) Number of
Services

CONVERTOR UNIT TEMPERATUR AREA VOLUM SPEED
WEIGHT LENGTH DISTANC convert chang

24

TEMPERATURE UNIT CONVERTOR convert 6

AREA UNIT CONVERTOR convert a3

VOLUM UNIT CONVERTOR convert a3

SPEED UNIT CONVERTOR convert 2

WEIGHT UNIT CONVERTOR convert 3

a indicates the number of Web service includes the Web services for supporting multiple functionalities
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